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SUMMARY 
NASA 1S currently developing plans for m1SS10ns requ1r1ng the utllization 
of Large Space Systems (LSS). These 18S's wdl be carned to Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) by the Space Transportatlon System (STS-Shuttle). The predom1nant 
m1SS10n scenar10 is that these systems w1ll be erected and/or assembled in 
LEO, and then transferred to Geosynchronous Orb1t (GEO). Due to 10ad1ng 
constra1nts, current chem1cal propulsion systems may not have the capabi11t1es 
to meet the requirements of many of these LSS m1ssions. 
The NASA LeW1S Research Center (LeRC) has been supporting efforts on 
var10US low thrust chem1cal propulsion concepts which can meet the LSS 
requ1rements. In order to assess the economic justif1cation for these 
concepts, a study was initiated to quant1fy the benefits/costs. 
The performance of three L02/LH2 engine concepts, spec1fied by LeRC, 
were compared with the propulsion requirements of NASA/Commercial and DOD LSS 
m1SS10n models to quantlfy the benef1ts and costs. 
The three eng1ne concepts specified for this study were: 
(1) A ded1cate 1m., thrust eng1ne with a thrust range of 890N (200 lbf ) 
to 4480N (1000 lbf ). 
(2) An advanced engine tnth a thrust range of 4480n (1000 lbf ) to 
66,700N (15,000 lbf ). 
(3) An updated RL-lO eng1ne with a thrust range of 6670N (1500 lbf ) to 
66,700N (15,000 lbf ). 
A scenar10 of 202 STS launches comprlsing the time frame up to 2010 was 
developed dur1ng the study for deployable LSS to be operated 1n GEO. Missions 
included only LSS's w1th deployable dimens10ns of over 30 m that could be 
transferred from LEO to GEO by the Pr1mary Propulsion System (pPS). 
xi 
Spacecraft that were too large for a single shuttle fl~ght were only 
consldered ~f they could be spl~t lnto 2 or 3 launches for NASA/Commerclal 
m~ss~ons or up to 6 STS Launches for the DOD mlss~ons w~th each sect~on flown 
separately to GEO. 
A benefits and cost model was developed to compare Pr~mary Propulsion 
Systems (pPS). The benef~t algor~thm ~s based on a we~ghted cr~ter~a rating 
approach. Benef~t criter~a selected are miss~on capture, rellabll~ty, 
techn~cal risk, growth potent~al, length of development, technical 
desirability, stage length, system fabricability, and repairabil~ty ~n orb~t. 
The cost algorlthm def~nes the LCC as the payload deployment system from earth 
to f~nal orb~t. RDT&E costs and f~rst un~t costs are der~ved for var~ous 
propuls~on subsystems and summed to yield PPS values. Combinat~on of these 
two algor~thm resulted ~n a benefit and cost model wh~ch iterates on thrust 
level such that the most cost effective and benef~cial thrust level is 
selected for a given mission catalog. 
A sample compar~son based on beneflts/costs of the three L02/LH2 
eng~ne determined that ded~cated low-thrust PPS ~s the best system for both 
m~ss~on catalogs. The optimum thrust level for this PPS is 3400-4450 N 
-(760-1000 lbf ). LCC of the dedicated low-thrust PPS to capture the total 
NASA/Commerc~al M~ss~on Catalog ~s $4.6 B~llion. 
It ~s recommended that the benef~ts versus costs of relaxing the upper 
thrust lim~t of the ded~cated low-thrust pr~mary propulsion system be 
~nvestigated. 
x~~ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
W1th the advent of an operational space transportat1on system (STS), NASA 
w111 have the capabil1ty of transporting large-volume/low-density payloads to 
low Earth orbit (LEO). Some of these w111 be structures that allow placement 
of very large antennas (> 200 m d1ameter), or collections of communicat10n 
systems, 1n orbits rang1ng from LEO to geosynchronous Earth orb1t (GEO). 
Currently one approach 1S to deploy these large space systems (LSSs) 1n LEO 
and transfer them to the1r operat10nal orb1t by a pr1mary propuls1on system 
(pPS). The veh1cle thrust must be 11mited to assure loading during the final 
acceleration w111 not collaspe the 11ghtwe1ght structure. 
The object1ve of th1s program was to 1nvestigate and model the 
benef1ts/cost of low thrust chem1cal propuls10n systems for orb1tal transfer 
of large space systems (LSS) from LEO to GEO or orb1ts that have equivalent 
AV requirements. The product of this effort was an analytic tool from wh1ch 
the benefits/cost of various engine systems can be determined. The effort was 
d1v1ded into three technical tasks with the following 1ndividual objectives. 
TASK I - DEFINITION OF LSS MISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
Task I determined the capture capabil1ty of each of three engine concepts 
for shuttle launched LSSs. Max1mum payload launch capab111ty of the shuttle 
was assumed to be 30,000 kg. The LSS is to be launched mated w1th the primary 
propuls1on systems (pPS) 1n a s1ngle shuttle flight. Missions 1ncluded only 
LSS's with deployed dimens10ns of over 30 m. NASA/commercial spacecraft that 
were too large for a s1ngle shuttle fl1ght were only considered if they could 
be spl1t into 2 or 3 launches w1th each section flown separately to GEO. A 
maX1mum of six launches were allowed for DOD spacecraft. A combination of 
mission accelerat10n range and payload mass with PPS capture envelopes gave 
preliminary mission capture results. 
I 
TASK II - BENEFIT VERSUS COST ANALYSIS MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Two distinct algor1thms, benefit and cost, comprise the analysis model. 
The model calculates PPS costs and benef1ts values as a funct10n of thrust. 
Major cost relationships for the PPS are based on subsystem masses. Costs 
such as those associated w1th production, launch, and deployment were 
1ncorporated 1n L1fe Cycle Cost (LCC). Ten benefit cr1ter1a follo~v a we1ghted 
criter1a rat1ng approach. Each PPS benefit is the sum of all cr1ter1a 
multiplied by their weighting factor. After the model was established it was 
exercised to predict areas that have the highest potent1al benefit ga1n from 
low thrust propuls1on. 
TASK III - SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION USING BENEFIT VERSUS COST ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 
The model was fully documented 1nclud1ng user 1nstruct1ons, a l1sting of 
the model, and detailed descript10ns of the benefits and costing algorithms. 
Model 1nput 1nformat10n on the two mission catalogs and three PPS was 
gathered. Th1S data was used to exerC1se the benef1t and cost analys1s model 
and compared all three eng1ne systems for the NASA/Commerc1al Catalog, DOD 
Catalog, and a combined NASA/Commercial and DOD Catalog. The results 
recommend an eng1ne system and thrust range which minimize LCC and maximize 
benef1t. 
2 
II. TASK I - DEFINITION OF 18S MISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
The objectives of Task I were to define a m~ss~on model, s~ze a pr~mary 
propuls~on system (pPS) for each of three eng~ne concepts, and comb1ne these 
to produce a m~ss~on capture. Details of cand~date eng~nes were prov~ded by 
NASA-LeRC and ~nformat~on requ1red for the PPS was obta~ned from preV10US 
contracts. Large space system (LSS) miss10n details were obta1ned from many 
source s. 
A. PROGRAM GROUND RULES 
The follow1ng paragraphs present the groundrules for the eng1ne/stage 
development and LSS m1SS10n model, respect1vely. 
For the spacecraft s1zing the Shuttle was assumed to deliver 30,000 kg 
(65,000 Ibm) 1nto low Earth orb1t (LEO). Included ~n the 30,000 kg payload 
would be the LSS mated to the PPS and any necessary 31rborne support equ~pment 
(ASE). Spec1f~c des1gn p01nts for three L02 /LH2 engine concepts, an 
uprated RL-lO eng1ne, an advanced engine, and dedicated low thrust eng1ne, 
were suppl~ed by NASA-LeRC and are l1sted 1n Table II-I. Performance data 
were also suppl~ed and are plotted 1n F1gure II-I. 
Var10us LSS concepts and appl~cations are currently be1ng discussed but 
only those that are to be deployed ~n LEO and operated in GEO were considered 
for the NASA/COMMERCIAL list. The DOD missions also 1ncluded spacecraft that 
had final orb1ts requ1r1ng transfer ~Vs s1m1lar to GEO requirements. In 
add1t10n, only LSSs over 30 m d1ameter were 1ncluded in the mission model, 
below th1s S1ze conventional techniques for spacecraft construction and 
deployment can be app11ed. Or1ginally only LSS/PPS payloads that could be 
launched ~n a single space transportat10n system (STS) payload bay were to be 
cons1dered. Unfortunately, this would have resulted ~n only a few spacecraft 
1n the m1SS10n model. To av01d too few m1SS10ns spacecraft were included that 
could requ1re a maX1mum of S1X Shuttles to launch a DOD spacecraft, wh1le NASA 
and commerc1al m1SS10ns were restr1cted to a maX1mum of three launches. If 
more than one Shuttle was requ1red then payloads were divided equally, by 
mass, 1nto the number of sect10ns determ1ned by STS capab1l1ties and launched 
in the payload bay mated w1th its O\ffl PPS. Mat1ng of the sect10ns was assumed 
3 
to occur In GEO. The tlmellne for the LSS mISSIon model catalog IS from the 
current day to the year 2010. An orIgInal lImIt to the tlmeline of 1995 was 
relaxed to allow a more rea11Qtic scenario to be consldered. 
Thrust (Max) 
(Mln) 
OfF Mlxture Ratio 
Isp (Max Thrust) 
(}hn TIlrust) 
Area Ra tio 
Installed Length 
Mass 
Dlameter, max 
TABLE II-I PPS ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS 
Uprated RL-10 
66,720 N (15,000 lbf) 
6,672 N ( 1,500 lbf) 
6.0 
1~,510 N sec/kg 
(460 1bf sec/Ibm) 
4,220 N sec/kg 
(430 1bf sec/Ibm) 
205 
1. 4 0 m ( 5 SIn) 
17 8 kg (3 92 1 bm) 
1.80 m (71 111) 
13.2/26.6 
1.9/3.9 
64/8 
Advanced EngIne 
66,720 (15,000) 
4,448 (1,000) 
4,710 
(480) 
4,450 
(454) 
640 
6.0 
1.52 (60) 
177 (391) 
1.63 (64) 
3.05/6.66 
0.44/0.97 
15/2 
4 
DedIcated Low TIlrust 
Engine 
4,448 (1,000) 
890 (200) 
4,600 
(469) 
4,510 
(460) 
400 
6.0 
0.71 (28) 
40 (88) 
0.53 (21) 
3.05/6.66 
0.44/0.97 
15/2 
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B. LSS REVIEW 
1) Approach 
The reV1ew of future LSS m1SS1ons enahled the assembly of two mlSSlon 
models. Two miss10n models were def1ned, one for NASA/Commerc1al app11cat10ns 
and one for DOD needs. Th1s was necessary due to the classifled nature of 
many m1l1tary miss10ns. Pre11minary comp1lat10n of the projected 
NASA/ Conunerc ial LS S m1SS 10ns was accompl ished w1th data from f 1ve maln 
sources; Advanced Spacecraft Deployment System (ASDS) Study, completed by 
Martln Mar1etta Denver Aerospace (MMDA) for the AFRPL; a recently completed 
program by Boe1ng Aerospace for LeRC, Study of Electr1cal and Chem1cal 
Propul~lon Systems for Auxi11ary Propulslon of Large Space Systems 
(ECAPS-LSS); the MMDA IRAD Project D-54D, Large Space Structures; the Primary 
Propulsion/Large Space Systems Interaction (PP/LLSI) Study; and the DOD/STS 
M1SS10n Integrat10n Support Contrac t (formerly Payload Integrat10n Contrac t). 
In addltlon a number of other references l1sted 1n Append1x A were used to 
obta1n 1nformation. Mi11tary m1ssions were found 1n the class1f1ed ASDS 
report and from the Military Space Systems Technology Model;Volume II, Systems 
Concept Opt1ons (MSSTM), prepared by the Aerospace Corporat10n (Reference 27, 
Appendix A). 
Spacecraft 1ncluded in the LSS m1SS1on catalog adhered to the study 
constraints descr1bed 1n the prev10us sect10n. Preliminary choice of m1SS1ons 
assumed that 8200 kg (18,100 Ibm) was the upper limit for the payload mass 
deliverable to GEO. Th1S est1mate resulted from a calculat10n of maximum 
de11very capabllity of the advanced engine PPS. The limit on NASA/Commercial 
spacecraft of three launches per 15S excluded from this catalog any spacecraft 
whose total mass exceeded 24,600 kg (54,200 Ibm). S1m1larly a single DOD 
spacecraft could not exceed 49,200 kg (108,400 Ibm). In some cases a 
spacecraft has a total mass of less than 8200 kg and will require two Shuttle 
launches because of the low dens1ty of the packaged payload. Th1S has been 
1ncluded when data was available. Each of the multiple launches of d1v1ded 
spacecraft was treated as an 1ndiv1dual launch. 
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The ~nclus~on of DOD m~ss~ons requ~red a separate lIstIng of details due 
to theIr classifled nature. Only d few detaIls on the DOD mISSIons have been 
Identlfled In thlS report, the complete InformatIon for each spacecraft was 
reported to the AFRPL \>/ho are responsible for dlstrlbutlon. ~ach DOD mlSSlon 
IS Identlfled In enougn detall to be evaluated In Tas k 111. 
Durlng the catalog development, the LSS fell Into two areas of Interest, 
1) those spacecraft havlng appllcatlons slml1ar to conventlonal satellIte uses 
and 2) new applicatlons posslble only wlth spacecraft of large dimenSIons. 
Although many conventlonal appllcations are falrly predlctable, the use of a 
LSS will provlde a large step up over current capabllties. Ne\V applicatlonc; 
are much harder to determIne, thus any catalog of projected LSS mISSIons must 
allow for new and InnovatIve uses SInce It IS very dlfflcult to predIct 
mISSIons up to 30 years In advance. Past predictIons for applIcations of new 
technologIes were often underestImated so any predictlon should attempt to 
allow for the unforseen. T'nerefore, LSS uses that would appear Improbable by 
current standard s are lnc luded In the mIssion model. If these seemlngly 10lver 
prlorlty mISSIons do not materIalIze, the lncluslon of these 18Ss allow for 
yet unpredlcted mIssions wlth SImIlar spacecraft characterIstICS. 
SInce most of the GEO deployed LSSs are stIll conceptual, It was dlff~cult 
to establIsh how fIrm each mlssion IS. However, Identificatlon of 
applIcatIons whlch appear most VIable was attempted. There are two major 
factors that \VIII strongly Influence the prIorIty of these non-DOD miSSIons. 
The first would be an economlc concern, that IS, an 18S IS more lIkely to fly 
if the applIcation IS profltable - an example beIng commerCIal communIcatIon 
satellItes that are now operatIng and providIng an excellent return on 
Investment. The second factor WhICh would Influence mlSSlon prlority will be 
the research and development needs from the SCIentIfIC community. However 
these needs are affected by government flnanclng and are rather difficult to 
predlct. Thus thIS catalog contaIns the flexibIlIty to accommodate mISSIon 
uncertaInty. MIlItary mISSIons wlil generally be lnfluenced by securIty needs 
first and fundIng second. 
Informatlon on unclasslfled mlSSlons was obtalned from the open literature 
lncludlng studles conducted by the Aerospace Corporatlon, Boelng Aerospace, 
General Dynamlcs/Convair, and MMDA. Other references from varlOUS NASA 
centers and companles such as the HarrIS Corporatlon and Lockheed Mlsslle and 
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Space D1v1s1on suppl1ed 1nformation on the antennas and structures. The 
class1f1ed documents, ASDS and MSSTM, supplled data for the Cl~sslfled 
m1ss1ons. 
The reV1ew of LSS m1SS1on requirements led to a revision ln the orig1nal 
t1meframe. Or1ginal gUldellnes called for development of a misslon model for 
LSSs to be launched only dunng 1995 to 2010. With the concurrence of the 
NASA Project Manager, the lower llmit of 1995 was dropped because it seemed 
h1ghly probable that currently envisioned operat1onal dates of many LSSs \nll 
Sllp. Therefore, mlSSlons that do not currently fall 1n the 1995 to 2010 
timeframe could actually be launched wlth1n that period. ~lssions that have 
been proposed are very representatlve of spacecraft that may be requlred late 
in the tlmeframe. Perhaps the most important reason for a tlme frame reV1S1on 
was that all of the chosen spacecraft wlll require thrusts much lower than 
those ava1lable wlth currently projected Shuttle payload propuls1on stages 
thus development of thls PPS must precede the use of these groundruled 
m1ss1ons. 
2) Structure s 
Fourteen structural configuration~ were identlfied in the literature 
search (see Table 11-2). The obJectlve was to select from these concepts 
three configurations that represent the wlde varlety of structural and dynamic 
conflguratlons. TIle majorlty of the fourteen concepts can be summarized lnto 
three generic classes of structure -- rad1al rib, hoop and column, and truss. 
The wrap radlal rlb concept has the most efficlent stowage dens1ty of all 
the radial r1b configurations, is the most mature 1n des1gn development, 1S 
capable of diameters to 200 meters, and is relatively light compared to other 
radial rib systems. 
The wrap-rib antenna cons1sts of a hollow, doughnut-shaped hub to \..rhich a 
ser1es of radlal ribs, formed to the shape of a parabola, are attached. A 
llghtwelght reflective mesh lS stretched between these r1bs to form the 
parabololdal reflectlng surface. The feed system is usually located at the 
prime focus of the paraboloid by one or more deployable support booms. A 
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sketch of the deployed wrap-rlb antenna lS shown ln Flgure 11-2. 
TABLE II-2 STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS 
CONCEPT 
illlBRELLA RADIAL RIB DOUBLE MESH ANTENNA 
WRAP RADIAL RIB ANTENNA 
ERECTABLE RADIAL RIB ANTENNA 
RADIAL COLUMN RIB ANTENNA 
ARTICULATED RADIAL RIB ANTENNA 
MAYPOLE ANTENNA 
HOOP & COLUMN 
HOOP 0. COLUMN RADAR 
EXPANDABLE TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS ANTENNA 
EXPANDABLE BOX TRUSS ANTENNA 
SUNFLOWER SOLID PANEL ANTENNA 
EXPANDABLE ASTROCELL MODULE 
ELECTROSTATIC MEMBRANE 
EXPANDABLE BOX TRUSS PLATFORM 
DIAMETER* 
ORGANIZATION RANGE, m 
HARRIS (REF 4)+ 3-25 
LOCKHEED (REF 18) 30-200 
GENERAL (REF 13) 30-200 
DYNAMICS 
HARRIS (REF 4) 20-100 
HARRIS (REF 4) 20-40 
LOCKHEED (REF 2) 30-300 
HARRIS (REF 4) 30-300 
GRUMMAN (REF 1) 30-200 
GENERAL (REF 18) 10-175 
DYNAMICS 
MARTIN (REF 23) 
MARIETTA 
TRW (REF 16) 
ASTRO 
RESEARCH/ 
LANGLEY 
GRC (REF 22) 
MARTIN (REF 23) 
MARIETTA 
10-250 
5-20 
5-100 
5-200 
5-100 
NOTE: ThlS table is from the PP /LSSI study, + "REF" number applies to 
Appendlx A. 
* Dlameter limitations refer to slng1e orblter packaging with an 
orblt transfer vehlcle. 
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DEPLOYABLE/RETRACTABLE 
WRAP-RIB REFLECTOR 
FIGURE II -2 TYPICAL LOCKHEED WRAP-RIB ANTENNA: DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION 
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The dIameter range of the wrap radial rlb is 30-200 meters where the 
actual maXImum dIameter IS llmlted by the payload and stowage lImIts in the 
OrbIter. The prImary mISSIon applIcatIon IS a low frequency, large dIameter 
reflector wlth a surface densIty of 0.05 kg/m2 , however larger surface 
masses are allowable. 
For the hoop and column concept, the Grumman phased array and the HarrlS 
reflector concept were selected. The Grumman approach is typIcal of structure 
for arrays or solar collectors, and the Harris approach IS typIcal of curved 
reflector surfaces (Flgures II-3 and II-4). 
The Grumman space-fed phased-array concept is Intended for deslgn up to 
200 meters In dIameter for operatIon at L-band or S-band. Grumman developed 
thIS concept to the point of a prellmlnary deslgn for a 60 m diameter antenna 
and a 1.3 m diameter mechanical model. The mechanlcal model was used to 
demonstrate and evaluate the baslc mechanlcal conceptual deslgn. 
The HarrIS CorporatIon hoop and column re flector antenna concept for 
self-erectable structures IS Intended for reflector deSIgns up to 100 m In 
dlameter (FIgure II-4). ThIS concept has been developed to the pOInt of a 
prellmlnary design for Slzes up to 45.7 m 1n dlameter and a 1.8 m d1ameter 
conceptual demonstrat1on model. Th1S 1.8 m mechanlcal model was used to 
verlfy the basic conceptual design In addItIon to leadIng to solutIons of the 
k1nematlc problems assoc1ated wlth deployment. The prellmlnary deslgn has 
been complemented WIth the development of analytlcal technlques for prediction 
of antenna performance for larger SIze structures. 
The fundamental elements of the support structure Include the hoop; upper, 
lower, and center control strIngers; and the t~lescoping mast. The reflector 
consists of the mesh, mesh shaping ties, secondary drawlng surface, and the 
mesh tensIonIng strIngers. The basIc antenna conflguration IS a type of 
"may-pole", WIth a un1que technique for contourlng the RF reflective mesh. 
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PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA ~ 
RIM ASSEMBLY 
ARRAY GORE 
ASSEMBlY 
STAYS (32\ 
16 FORE AND AFT 
3m 
7m 
DRUM AND 
LSP 
MAIN SOLAR ARRAYS 
MAST USP T 
18 m 
-~ 
100m 
PLANE OF FEED 
FIGURE II-3 BASIC STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF GRUMMAN PHASED-ARRAY CONCEPT 
The diameter range of the hoop and column is 30-300 meters where the 
actual maX1mum d1ameter 1S 11m1ted by the payload and stowage volume 1n the 
Orb1ter. The primary m1ssion applications are a 10vl frequency, large d1ameter 
reflector, a planar space based radar, and a planar solar array platform 
(surface mass density range of 0.05-0.15-0.40 kg/m2 ). 
US1ng data from the PP /LS 31 study, for the trus s concept, the box trus s 
structure was selected, as shown 1n Figure 11-5. Th1s concept has the most 
eff1c1ent stowage dens1ty of all the truss concepts, is capable of diameters 
1n excess of 200 meters, and 1S relatively 11ght compared to other truss 
concepts. 
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w 
Secondary 
Drawing Surface 
Telescoping Mast 
(Extended) 
Telescoping Feed Support 
Upper Control Stringers 
Telescoping Mast 
(Stowed) 
/-/f -Mesh Tensioning Stringers 
Lower 
Control 
Stringers 
FIGURE 11-4 HARRIS HOOP AND COLUMN CONCEPT 

Flgure 1[-6 lllustrates the basIc concept's operatlng princIple. VertIcal 
members connect the front and back surfaces of the truss and carry support 
posts upon ''''hich the surface is mounted. Surface tllbes, hinged in the mFldle, 
connect each vert1cal member to each adjacent member. Each truss square, 
composed of surface tubes and vertical members, 1S sta})llu~ed 1)y diagon;ll 
tenslon tapes. For stowage, each surface tube folds about It~ mld-link hinge 
and the dlagonal tapes telescope. 
Structural deployment IS accompl1shed In LEO near the Orb1ter in a 
sequence of controlled steps. Following verif1catlon that each step has been 
completed successfully, the next set of rows is deployed. Sym~2trical palrs 
are always deployed slmultaneously to balance reactlon forces. This preserves 
the deploY1ng structure's attltude and center of gravlty posltlon. 
The dlameter range of the box truss is 30-200 meters where the actual 
maXimum dlameter IS Ilmited by the payload and stowage volume In the Orblter. 
The prlmary ml.SS10n appllcatlons are a low [requency, large dlameter 
reflector, a planar space based radar, a planar solar array platform, and a 
SCl.ence or commllnlcat.l.Ons platform (surface mass denslties 0.05-0.15 -
0.40-3.42 kg/m2 ) . 
Table 11-3 presents a summary of the three LSS structure concepts winch 
were selected as the basel.l.ne conflguratlons for thlS study. ComparIsons of 
the three classes are presented for single Shuttle dlameter ranges, surface 
mass dens1tles, pOl.nt of thrust appllcatlon, and applicable thrust to mass 
(T/m f or acceleration) rdnge. 
3) M1SSlons 1dentl.fled 
ReVlew of the LSSs In the preVlOUS sect Ion revealed many applicatlons for 
these large spacecraft, although not all were wlthl.n the study guidelines. 
For example, some Identlfted mlSSl.OnS were for use 1n orbl.ts other than GEO or 
the DOD hl.gh energy orbl.ts; Earth-mappl.ng radar, multl-natlonal 
a1r-traff1c-control radar, mlcrowave-energy distrlbutIon, advanced 
resource/pollutlon observat1on, and some geo/atmospher1c sensors. These 
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TABLE 11-3 SUMMARY OF LSS CONCEPTS 
D~ameter *Surface Mass2 Concept Range (m) Density (kg/m ) 
Wrap Radial R~b 30-200 0.05-0.15 
Hoop and Column 30-300 0.05-0.40 
Expandable Box Truss 30-200 0.05-3.42 
--_._--_.-
-
*Va1ues are representat~ve of typical missions: 
0.05 for low frequency mesh type antennae 
0.15 for radar antennae 
0.40 for solar cell collectors 
Po~nt of Thrust 
App1icatlOn 
Hub 
Aft end 
of mast 
Center of 
Structure 
Normal to Plane 
3.42 for high frequency antennae (aluminized honeycomb panels) 
T/m 
(g's) 
0.02-1.0 
0.01-1.0 
0.02-1.0 
applLcatLons are not feasLble in these orbLts because of dLstance or orbLtal 
restrLctLons. Thus following the contract gUidellnes these uses were 
excluded. Once again, the classLfLed nature of milny mllLtary mLSSlons 
restrLcts the dlSCUSSLon in thlS report of those appllcatlons. HOv12ver, many 
DOD mlSSLons were found to have slmLlar appllcatlons to those 1n the 
non-mlh.tary catalog. A brlef reVlew of the excluded mlSSlons \vould suggest 
that they would have llttle lmpact on the study results. Generally misslons 
fall lnto certaln orblt bands - 10\-.1, medium, GEO and hlgh. The high orblt 
requuements are DOD payloads and have /\ V needs slmdar to GEO deployment. 
Low and medlum orblt requirements are small enough to be supplled by an 
lntegrated ACS/prlmary space storable system and thus would not affect thiS 
study. 
Identlfled mlSSlons included a large percentage of communlcatlon type 
appllcatlons. ThlS IS to be expected SLnce communLcatLon satellLtes require a 
statLonary posLtlon Ln orbLt, are profItable for commerclal applicatlons and 
crLtLcal for defense. The followlng lLSt gives a brief description of each 
type of mISSIon w1thin the study gUIdelines, note more than one mIssion may be 
Lncluded 1n each applLcatlon. TLmeframes are the dates for InLtlal operatlon 
of the sateilltes and are predIcted from avaLlable llterature. 
Electronlc MaLl TransmLssLon [Tlmeframe 1990-95] 
Speed up delLvery 
Lower cost 
SerVlce thlnly populated areas 
1 m ground statlon 
Navlgation Satellites [1992-2000] 
Provldes relatLve posLtLon 10catLon to wIthLn 1 km (loa m for advanced concept) 
1 required for CONUS 
Small LnexpensLve receiver 
Geosynchronous CommunLcatLon Platforms [1992-2005] 
~1ultlple antenna/frequency communlcatLOn system 
Reduces costs/cLrcult 
Conserves orbLtal spoce and frequency use Ln GEO arc 
VHF through KU band wLth dLrect satellLte to satellLte 
lLnks 
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Technology Development plat forms [1993] 
Prov~des long term test bed ~n GEO env~ronment 
Vot~ng/Polhng Wnst Set [2000] 
Allows for poll~ng of voters op~n~on on major ~ssues 
Could ~mprove voter turnout 
Small wr~st set rece~ver 
Energy and SOLI Monltor [1995] 
~onltors flow or consumptlon of energy by use of small 
one turn wlndlngs around transmlSSlon lines 
~easures SOLI conductlvlty to lndlcate sOLI mOlsture 
content 
Marlne Broadcast Radar (Coastal Antlcolllslon) [2000] 
Slngle frequency radar transmlSSlon almed at CONUS 
coastal areas for detectlon of marlne hazards 
ShlpS wlll requlre conventlonal radar recelvers 
Orbltlng Deep Space Relay Statlon [1995-2000J 
To supplement and or replace eXlstlng deep space 
network 
Wlll reduce dependence on foreign sltes 
Can be used for VLBI 
Personal Communlcations, Wrist Radio [1995-2000] 
Allows two-way VOlce telecommunlcatlons using small 
"D1Ck Tracy" ~vrlst set 
Multlchannel sWltching satellite that has many 
appllcatlons 
Could serVlce up to 100,000 wrlst phone wearers In 
each of 25 areas 
Disaster/Pollce Communlcatlons Satellite [1995] 
Slngle antenna relay/swltchlng statlon 1n the sky 
Could be comblned with other functlons on a single 
sateillt e 
Burglar Alarm Relay Sateillte [2000] 
M1nlature sensors detect lntruders and radlate a coded 
slgnal recelved by LSS In orbit 
3 blillon alarms per second could be processed over 
the whole Unlted States 
Space Based Radar [1995J 
Provldes USAF wlth capabll1ty for long-range 
unJammable radar survelilance of aircraft, spacecraft, 
and mlsslles 
5 satell1tes In serVlce simultaneously 
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All of the missions ldentlf1ed ln the above list are for deployable 
structures. But after space con~truction facll1tLes have been bULlt 1n orb1t, 
most LSSs w1ll be erectables or ~pacecraft completely constructed 1n space. 
Ho~t deploydbles after thlS time will probably be replacement misslon<; only. 
c. MISSION CATALOG 
1) NASAl Commerc ial Spacecrdft 
The 1 iterature search ident 1 fled 16 m1~S 10n~ for the NASA/Commerc ial 
catalog and these are descr1bed in Table 11-4. All of the m1SS10ns 
met the study guidelines, but 1t wa~ necessary to separate th1S 
catalog lnto two subcategorles. M1ssions 1 through 11 are those that 
are well withln the delivery capabil1ty of all three propul~lon 
systems. These are mlSS10ns that can be accomplished wlth a slngle 
shuttle launch or by dlviding into identlcal mult1ple launches with 
subsequent matlng in GEO. The second category, missl0ns 12 through 
16, are those that must be transferred to GEO as a single payload and 
are close to the deliverable lim1ts of one or more of the PPS. 
Regardless of mission, each orbiter wlll contaln a PPS m~ted with 
either the complete spacecraft or the section to be flown to GEO. 
Spacecraft are described 1n Table 11-4 by the follmnng parameters. 
Missl0n Number - The m1SS10n number 1S used for reference only 1n 
thlS study. 
sIc Total Mass - This includes the mass of the structure, any 
hardware pecul1ar to that m1s~ion (example - sW1tching mechanisms for 
communication sdtell1tes), solar cells, pmver distr1but1on, and aux1liary 
control propulslon system. 
Payload D1mension - The dlmension that best describes that 
spacecraft. For a slngle antenna it 1S the diameter, for a planer array 
it would be the length of an arm, and for a platform it would be the 
maX1mum envelope dlmens10ns of the spacecraft. 
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N 
..... 
(II) 
Hission 
Electronic (1) 
Mail Transmission 
-Demonstration 
Near-Term (2) 
Navigation 
Concept 
Demonstration(3) 
Geosyncronous 
Platform 
Electronic (4) 
Mail Transmission 
Technology (5) 
Devel0 pnent 
Platform 
Full Capacity(6) 
GSO Communication 
Platform 
Voting/Poling (7) 
Wrist Set 
Energy Monitor(8) 
Orbital (9) 
Antenna Farm-
America 
- -- --
SIC Total 
Mass, 
kg(lbm) 
2400 
(5300) 
1600 
(3530 ) 
4540 
(10,000) 
9100 
(21,400) 
3090 
(6800) 
8200 
(18,100) 
5900 
(13,000) 
4540 
(10,000) 
6060 
(13,400) 
- ----- -
Payload Projected 
Dimension, f! of siC 
m(ft) Required 
40 
(130) 1 
48 x 0.5 
(160 x 2) 1 
50 
(165) 1 
2-61 (200) 
diameter 2 
antennas 
1 x 1 x 50 
(3x3x160) 1 
430 
(1400) 6 
46 
(150) 1 
46 
(150) 1 
68 x 68 x 25 
(220x160x80) 1 
- ------
L-_ 
---- -
TABLE Il-4 'JASA/COH:-ILRCIAL MISSION CATALOG 
II of Shuttles Acceleration 1st Year Power Projected 
I Required per Limits, gs of Launch Required, Minimum Remarks Sic and Mass of kW Lifetime, i 
Each Section, years 
I kg 
-Does not require 
1/2400 1.0 1985 13 - - re placement 
-Single antenna 
-Low risk 
-Will be re placed by 
1/1600 0.02-0.05 1987 1 5 mission 10 
-Planner array 
-Detailed conceptual desi~n 
1/4540 0.2-1.0 1987 15 - - done by GD/C 
~odular antena design 
2/4550 -Will require 2 
(1 Antenna 0.02-0.1 1988 15 10 replacements 
per PPS) -261m antennas 
-Long term test bed 
1/3090 0.1-0.2 1988 160 10 -Contains 30m diameter 
antenna 
-1 in service at a time 
Indefinite -6 required for full global 
2/4100 0.1-0.5 1990 30 with coverage 
Maintenance ~odular or mul ti pIe 
antenna platform 
-1 replacement 
1/5900 0.05-0.2 1990 90 5 -Likely to be combined with 
other functions eventually 
-Single antenna 
-Single antenna 
1/4540 0.15-0.4 1990 23 10 
-8 antennas 
2/3030 0.05-0.2 1990 20 20 -Needs no replacement 
through 2010 
~ulti pIe antenna farm 
---------- ---- ----- -
N 
N 
(#) 
Mission 
Personal (10) 
Navagation 
Wrist Set 
Marine (11) 
Broadcast Radar 
Orbi ting Dee p (12) 
Space Relay 
Station 
Personal (13) 
Communication 
(Wrist Radio) 
-Demonstration 
Disaster (14) 
Communications 
Satellite 
Police (15) 
Communications 
Satellite 
Burglar Alarm (16) 
Relay Satellite 
siC Total Payload Projected 
Mass, Dimension # of siC 
kg(lbm) m(ft) Required 
13,600 Cross 
(30,000) 1700 x 5 2 
per arm 
(5580 x 16) 
6200 500 
(14,800) (1640) 4 
7500 100 
(16,000) (330) 2 
7260 50 
(16,000) (160) 1 
8200 61 
(18,000) (200) 2 
8200 61 
(18,000) (200) 1 
7260 61 
(16,000) (200) 1 
TABLE 11-4 NASA/COMMERCIAL MISSION CATALOG (CONT'D) 
# of Shuttles Acceleration 1st Year Power Projected I Required per Limits, gs of Launch Required] Minimum Remarks 
Sic and Mass of kW Lifetime, I 
Each Section, years I 
kg 
-Phased array antenna 
2/6800 0.01-0.1 1993 2 10 -Assume it is possible to 
assemble both halves in 
GEO 
-Planner array 
-Broken into 2 sections dUE 
2/3100 0.01-0.1 1995 25 10 to large volume 
I -Contains 2 150m antennas for direct communication 
.,; -2 required for VLBI 
OJ 0.05-0.2 1988 6 10 -Replaces NASA present deep 
0 space network 
...... 
;:-, 
OJ 
0. 
0) 
-Switching functions tested ...... 
bO 0.25 ~ til 1990 21 - -
..; ~ 
en bO 
..; 
OJ til 
0) 
til.", 
OJ 
OJ 
~ § -1 replacement 
o Q) 0.05-0.35 1990 15 5 -Likely to eventually be 
...... >J 
...... ~ I combined with other rj 
I 
0) functions in single 
.0 Q) 
...... satellite >J b!) 
til " ;:l ..; 
S til 
>J Q) 
-1 replacement 
...... H 
OJ OJ 0.05-0.35 1990 H - - 5 -Likely to be combined 
u ...... 
0) ...... 
U OJ 
'" 0. til 
QJ -1 replacement 
en 0.05-0.35 1990 1 10 -Need not verified 0) 
.c 
-Low risk E-< 
Projected Number of S/C Required - Usually most of these LSSs wdl 
require one spacecraft If only CONUS coverage 1<; requued. NumJer of 
spacecraft needed for other types of mlSSlons vary wlth appllcatlon and/or 
the global area covered. 
Number of Shuttles RequIred Per S/C and Mass of Each Section -
Spacecraft are SpIlt Into multlple launches If the mass exceeds the 
Inltlal estlmate of the maXlmum dellvery capablilty of the PPS (mlsslons 
4, 7 and 10) or If informatlon from the llterature predlcts that the 
volume required for the packaged payload would exceed that avallable In 
the orbiter bay (6,9 and 11). The mass of each sectlon In these cases 1<; 
slmply the total mass dlvlded by the number of launches needed for one 
complete spacecraft. 
Acceleratlon Llmlts - The thrust at the flnal englne burnout of a PPS 
orbital transfer IS the most crltical from a structures standpoint. As 
completlon of the last burn occurs all of the usuable propellant has been 
expended, thus the acceleratlon IS at a maXlmum. ThlS value of the final 
acceleratlon (T/Mf) wlll actually determlne the thrust level Slnce the 
LSS wdl have a maXlmum acceleratlon beyond \vhiCh structural damage wdl 
occur. For mlSSlons 1, 3, 6 12 and 13 acceleratlon values were found In 
the llterature descrlblng the mlSSion. Acceleratlon values for other 
mlSSlons were estlmated from the PP/LSSI Study. If acceleratlon llmlts 
were not avallable then a range was estimated from slmilar slzed 
spacecraft presented In the PP/LSSI report. The lower value of the 
acceleratlon range represents the most conservative estlmate or the 
maXlmum acceleratlon that the spacecraft can withstand whlle the upper 
llmlt IS the least conservative estimate of an acceptable T/m f . Thrust 
levels resulting in accelerations below the lower llmit do not affect the 
slructure but would lmpact the orblt transfer time and could signiftcantly 
affect PPS performance and overall cost. 
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Deslgn of these spacecraft will be highly dependent on the 
characterl.,tlcs and restrictions of the launch and boost vehlcles. It lS 
expected that several of the spacecraft designs included in this catalo~ 
could require alterations on the basis of the flnal PPS deslgn. Two areas 
possibly affected would be the spacecraft mass and the acceleratlon llmits 
lt lS designed to wlth.,tand. The capabillty of the PPS to dellver a 
payload mass larger than that required for a partlcular mission would 
allow the deslgner to use more maSSlve structures and thus lncrease 
overall strength. Although thlS strengthening would increase the total 
mdSS of the LSS it would also raise both the upper and lower limits of 
projected acceptable acceleratlon. ThlS in turn would permit use of a 
hlgher thrust engine. But In.,tead of assumlng only state of the art 
capabliltles and materials, the use of posslble structural improvements 
could also increase the acceptable thrust range. Using this a.,sumptlon, 
the increase in structural strength could allow a spacecraft to be 
designed to either 1) wlthstand hlgher accelerations - if the mass were to 
remaln the same or 2) reduce structure weight - if the acceleration range 
needed to stay the same. An evaluation of how advanced structures could 
change the mlSSlon capture of each engine was evaluated and presented in 
Section IV-D-4. 
Flrst Year of Launch - Documents from which informatlon was obtalned 
for the mlssion model were written prior to STS-l and with optimlstic 
operational timeline for the Shuttle. The projected flrst launch dates 
for most of the misions were also optimlstic. Since the 1n1tial operation 
of the Shuttle was delayed, a more reallstic timeline needed to be 
projected. Therefore, 1t was dec1ded to postpone all dates by five years, 
thus the earliest mission 1S no\." considered to be launched in 1990. This 
estlmate considers delays 1n the in1t1al launch of the STS, the reduct10n 
in the number of Orblters to be purchased, lncreased turnaround time, and 
fund1ng reductions. Rev1sed timeline estimates may still be optimist1c 
but, a f1ve year postponement provides a more realistic projectlon. 
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Power Required - ObtaLned from l1terature and usually supp11ed by 
solar panp.ls. MLSS10ns 5 and 7 have requ1rements cons1derable h1gher than 
those of the other fourteen m1SS10ns. Of these two m1SS10ns, number 5 1S 
the technology development platform and wlll requne a large amount of 
pmver for 1tS exper1ments. Power for this m1SSLon w1ll be supphed by 
deploY1ng up to e1ght solar arrays of the type under development on the 
solar electr1c propuls1on system program at the NASA Marshall Space F11ght 
Center. Information on m1ssion 7 1S llTnited but w1th the 116 beams 
pred1cted, RF power output would be about 32 kW wh1ch would in turn 
require about 90 kW r~w power input. ReV1ew of current and projected 
near-term technology prov1des an answer to the question of packaging these 
arrays 1n the orb1ter. Fol:hng arrays desIgned for solar electr1c 
propuls10ns (SEPS) are projected to have a power/surface-area rat10 of 
0.15-0.20 kw/m2 before the end of the century. Additionally, a 
mass/power rat10 of 15 kg/kw has been pred1cted for the SEPS array 
des1gned by NASA Marshall Space F11ght Center. This lyouid result 1n a 
mass of 2400 kg for the arrays on the technology development platform 
(MIss10n 5) and 1350 kg for the Vot1ng/Pollng satel11te (X1ssion 7). 
Ne1ther of these mass requ1rements would restr1ct either m1SS10n because 
both are well below the de11very capab1l1ty of all three eng1nes. 
Volumetr1c packag1ng 1n the shuttle presents another concern. The 
NASA-MSFC 25 kw SEPS concept wlll package w1th1n two cannisters that are 
about 4 m long and up to 50 cm 1n diameter. TI1US m1SS10n 5 would require 
6 1/2 arrays of 25 kw type resulting 1n 13 of the packaged cann1sters. 
Th1S would not appear to ~epresent a volumetr1c problem since these 
cann1sters could be packaged wIth the platform 1n the Orbiter Payload 
Bay. M1SS10n 7 would be even less restr1ctive s1nce It would require 8 
cann1sters to be packaged w1th the VotIng/PolIng antenna. 
Projected M1n1mum L1fet1me 1S needed to pred1ct replacement 
mlSSlons. These values are eIther supp11ed from the literature or 
est1mated from s1milar spacecraft. 
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TIllS collect1.on of NASA and commerctal m1SS1ons was evaluated both 
lndependently and comb1ned w1th the DOD m1.SS10nS for the mlSS10n analY~ls 
task. Compar1son of LSS requIrements and eng1.ne capab1l1t1es determ1ned wh1.ch 
'lllSSlOns each englne lS capable of dellver1ng. 
2) DOD SPACECRAFT 
As with the m1.SS1.ons 1.ncluded 1.n the NASA/commerclal catalog, some 
1.nformation on the DOD spacecraft was not ava1.lable and had to be estimated 
from data on s1.m1.lar concepts. In add1.t1on, only l1.m1.ted 1.nformat1on on ~ome 
m1SS1ons can be reported due to the claSS1f1.cat1on of the data. For these 
reasons some blanks appear 1.n the DOD m1.SS1.on catalog. 
A reV1.ew of future DOD spacecraft requ1.rements was performed among 
classified and unclassif1.ed documents and it 1.S felt that the mis~ion~ 
presented 1.n th1.s catalog are representative of future appl1.cations. The 
selection of military m1.ssions was conducted 1.n the same way as the non-DOD 
catalog. Selected m1.SS1.ons 1.ncluded not only concepts considered v1.able today 
but also those based on projected capabillt1.es of LSSs through the year 2010. 
Future DOD m1.SS1.ons have some uncerta1.nt1es not associated with the NASA or 
commerc1.al spacecraft. M1.l1.tary spacecraft are affected by both change 1n 
weaponry and strateg1.c pol1.cy. For example, on pol1.cy, the amount that the 
DOD w1.ll s\ntch to space observation or commun1.cat1.ons platforms could result 
1.n doubling the number of LSS 1.n the A1.r Force inventory. E1.ther of the two 
factors prev1.ously ment1.oned can greatly 1.nfluence future plans,and for these 
reasons room must be left to allow flexib1.l1.ty 1n the m1ssion catalog. Th1S 
was accompl1shed by 1ncluding all probable missions, allow1ng 1n the f1.gure 
for m1.ssions to be dropped or added W1.thout adversely affect1.ng the study 
conclus1ons. There 1S good reason to believe that any future m1.SS1.ons not 
1ncluded in th1.S catalog w1.l1 be sim1lar 1.n structure and size to spacecraft 
that have been llsted Slnce generally a ~pacecraft is designed to be 
compat1ble with 1tS launch veh1cle and upper stage. This means that 1.f a PPS 
were to be designed to the specificat1.ons of the LSS 1n the catalog used 1.n 
th1.S study, then m1.SS10nS planned 1.n the future w1.ll, 1.n turn, most probably be 
designed to meet the requ1rements of that PPS. 
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Projected l~fet~mes for mIlItary spacecraft are usually on the 
conservdtive sIde Since an operational fallure may result 1n serIOUS security 
consequences. Since data on thIS spacecraft characterlst1c 1S usually 
class1fled 1nformatlon,one number Ivas used for all m1SS1ons, thE' seven year 
llfe JroJected for the space based radar system. Thus all DOD m1SS1ons were 
projected to have a seven year Ilfetlme, 1n add1tlon 1t was assumed that each 
spacecraft would requlre a replacement. MISS10ns selected for 1nclusion 1n 
lne DOD portIon of the catalog are shown In Table 11-5 and have been 
1dent1fled as m1SS1ons 17 through 29. Slnce only a felv appl1cat1ons can be 
fully detalled due to the class1f1ed nature of much of the InformatIon, some 
spaces have been left blank. This table has a sllghtly dIfferent format from 
Table 11-4 for thls reason. 
M1SS1ons 18 and 19 correspond to m1SS1ons 16 and 14 lO the NASA/commerclal 
catalog, thus they can be fully deta1led. These two m1l1tary spacecraft have 
essentlally the same appllcat10ns as the1r civIl1an counterparts. MlSS10n 17 
was prevlously descrlbed In the Boe1ng Report (ref A-2l) thus 1t was already 
fully def1ned. The rest of the m1SS1ons 1n Table 11-5 all have a 11m1ted 
amount of 1nformat10n ava11able. 
It should De noted agaIn that these DOD m1SSlons are 11m1ted to 6 launches 
per slngle spacecraft and that not all m1SS10ns are necessarlly GEO 
operatlonal. 
Emphas1s should agaIn be placed on the fact that all of these miSSIons, 
both NASA/Commerc1al and DOD, are very prel1mInary and some spacecraft 
current ly have tlvO or three deSIgns for the same appllcatlon. For those 
cases the most recent deSIgn was used. Although many of these concepts appear 
to be very advanced, from past exper1ence one should be caut10us 1n rejecting 
any "lmprobable" mlSSlons. 
A graph1c representat10n of the m1SS10n catalog 1S presented in 
F1gure 11-7. It shows the mass dellvery capabll1t1es requ1red for each 
m1SS1on as well as the number of launches requ1red. The numbers refer to 
m1SSlon number 1dent1f1ed 1n Table 11-4 and Table 11-5. The number of STS 
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TABLE II-5 DOD MISSION CATALOG 
If of Shuttles 
Projected Required Per Projected 
Payload Number of S/ C and Hass MInlmum 
sic Mass Dlmen'llOn, sic of Each Acceleratlon LlfetIme, 
Misslon UF) kg (1 bm) m (ft) Requlred Sectlon, kg Llml.t'l, gs years 
Space Based 
Radar- (in 7000 100 (330) 4 1/7000 0.05-0.1 7+ 
Far Term 05,000) 
Securl.ty (8) 
SurveIllance 7260 61 (200) 1 1/7260 0.05-0.35 7 
of Unmanned ( 16,000) 
SItes 
DIstress 
Sq~nal (19) 8200 62 (200) 2 1/8200 0.05-0.35 7 
Plnpolntlng ( 18,000 
(20) 14,660 *50( 150) 4 2/7330 0.05-0.2 7 
(32,300) 
( 21) 36,650 
* 5 5/7330 0.05-0.2 7 (80,800) 
(22) 5,900 * 2 1/5900 0.05-0.2 7 
(13,000) 
(23 ) 45,400 
* 2 6/7570 0.1-0.2 7 (100,000) 
(24) 4,540 * 4 1/4540 0.05-0.2 7 
(10,000) 
(25) 11,340 *. 5 2/5670 0.05-0.2 7 
(25,000) 
(26) 45,400 
* 3 6/750 0.05-0.2 7 (100,000) 
(27) 7,000 
* 
3 1/7000 0.05-0.1 7 
(15,000) 
(28) 45,1~00 
* 2 6/7570 0.05-0.2 7 (100,000) 
+ Assumed value, also each mlSSlon wlll requlre a replacement 
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FIGURE 11-7 MISSION CATALOG REQUIREMENTS 
launches was obta1ned by multlplYlng the projected number of sic required by 
the number of Shuttles requlred per sic. ReplacemC'l1t spacecraft were assumed 
to be requlred for operatlonal sateilltes whose estlmated llfetlme would 
lndicate a fal1ure before the year 2010. Llfetlmes for many spacecraft 
assumed servicing ln GEO, lf this 1S not posslble then the number of 
replacement missl0ns would more than double. 
No pattern seems to emerge [rom Flgure II -7 Slnce the mlSSlons are spread 
over a range of masses and no s lngle requlrement domlnates the grdph. The 
flgure does lndlcate that all of these missl0ns are wlthln the calculated 
payload mass capabl1lties of the engines under lnvestigatlon. However, the 
graph does not address the effects of payload acceleratlon hmlts. These 
effects could only be evaluated after the PPS slzing was completed. 
D. SPACECRAFT CLAS SIFICAT ION 
ThlS portlon of the task was not as important as orlglnally consldered 
because of the mlSS10n capture approach developed. That lS, lnstead of 
deallng only with ,1 class of structures, each mlSSion was considered 
lndivldually. In the recent ECAPS-LSS study completed for NASA-LeRC, an 
approach was used to classlfy LSS by shape. The major categorles were slngle 
antennas, planar arrays, and antenna platform concepts (see Flgure 11-8) In 
addition to these major generlc classes they were also broken dmm into 
sub-classes. For our study only the planar array and antenna platforms were 
subdlV1ded since the single antenna class only contalned deployable antennas. 
Major breakdown of LSS was by appllcatlon however, Slnce lt lS the most 
lmportant way to categorlze the missions. For the applicatlons identlfled ln 
thlS study flve major classes were chosen as shown ln Table 11-6. The largest 
port lon of the mission model falls under the headlng o[ communlcatlons, thlS 
was followed by navigatlon/marltlme radar, space based radar, 
exploratlon/scientific, and Earth observation. Table 11-6 applles to many DOD 
mlSS10ns as well as the NASA/Commerclal catalog and the 11st gives the ranges 
of characteristics for each appllcatlon. 
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FIGURE II - 8 GENERIC CLASS SUBDIVISION 
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W 
N 
CLASS 
Communication 
Single Antennas 
Antenna Platforms 
Navigation/Maritime Radarl 
Planer Array, Cross 
Structure 
Space Based Radar 
Sl.ngle Antenna 
Exploration/Scientific 
Single Antenna 
Modular Antenna Platform 
Earth Observation 
Single Antenna 
Modular Antenna Plat-
form 
1 
TABLE 11-6 SPACECRAFT CLASSIFICATION 
DIMENSIONS 
45-6Om 
Diameter 
30-l70m Wide 
50-45Om lDng; 
3-l00m Diameter 
48-l700m 
Long Arms; 
50-150m 
Diameter 
180m; 
270m lDng 
Mast 
100m 
50m Long 
30m Diameter 
40-6Om 
Diameter 
50m Long 30m 
Diameter 
OPERATING 
FREQUENCY 
GH 
z 
1-5 
1-20 
10-12 
1.5 
3 
1-17 
1.5 
1-17 
STRUCTURE 
TYPES 
Wrap Radial 
Rib; 
Hoop/Column 
Truss; 
Wrap Radial 
Rib 
Truss; 
Wrap Radial 
Rib 
Box Truss; 
Wrap Radial 
Rib, Hoop/ 
Column 
Wrap Radl.al 
Rib; Truss 
Truss; Rib; 
Hoop/Column 
Rib; 
Hoop/Column 
Truss; Rib; 
Hoop/Column 
SURFACE 
DENSFY 
KG/M 
0.05 
0.05 for 
Low Frequency 
0.3 for 
High Frequency 
Phased Array 
0.15 
Antennas 
0.05 
0.15 
0.05 
0.05 for 
Antenna 
0.40 for 
Solar Panels 
0.05 
0.05 for 
Antenna 0.40 
for Solar Panels 
POWER 
REQUIRED 
kW 
5-90 
15-30 (Solar) 
1.25 (Solar) 
50 (Nuclear Power) 
6 (Solar) 
160 (Solar) 
23 (Solar) 
160 (Solar) 
E. PROPULSION SYSTEM SIZING 
The s 1ze of the PPS H3S determ1ned by eng1ne performance character1stics 
and the maX1mum poss1ble mass of the LSS delivered to GEO. Eng1ne deta1ls 
supplled by NASA-LeRC have already been shoHn 1n Table 11-1 and Figure II-I. 
Veh1cles were slzed genencally at the maX1mum comb1ned PPS/LSS mass of 28,000 
kg and at 20,000 and 12,000 kg. These total values of system mass provLded a 
performance envelope of flnal acceleration and dellverable payload mass for 
each engine. The upper llmit of 28,000 kg excludes the 1545 kg for the ASE 
and 455 kg for tHO manned maneuverlng unlts. The mass of the ASE is slightly 
lmver than the figure used l.n previous studies (LTPS, PP/LSSI, ASDS) but more 
detalled analyses suggest the new value l.S correct. 
Eight perl.gee burns and one apogee burn ~vere used for all stage s iZl.ng. 
Thl.S strategy was used across the entl.re thrust range of each engl.ne even 
though hl.gh thrust stages (greater than 22,250 N) do not beneflt slgnlflcantly 
from multl.ple perigee burns. Since emphasis of most LEO deployed LSS missions 
was for low thrust (flnal acceleratl.ons of less than 0.1 g) this assumptlon 
dld not blas the results signlfl.cantly towards lower thrusts. 
Engl.ne characterl.stlcs along wl.th l.nformatlon from the ASDS and LTPS 
studl.es defl.ned the PPS. Conceptual stage designs were sized over each engIne 
thrust range. The basl.c vehicle l.S shown l.n Fl.gure 11-9 wlth a ll.st of the 
hardware masses, exclusive of tankage equl.pment. Most stage characteristics 
were those defl.ned In the LTPS study. The stage dl.ameter of 4.42m (14.5 ft) 
allowed for a maXl.mum tank dl.ameter of 4.27m (14 ft) and an 
elll.psoidal/torol.dal tan~ configuration minlmizes stage length. For a 
L02 /LH2 vehl.cle, the tank arrangement shOHn In the fl.gure is about 2.5m 
shorter than a sl.ml.lar capacl.ty stage using a conventl.onal ellipsoidal/ 
elll.psol.dal confl.guratl.on. Values l.n Table 11-7 Here obtal.ned from the ASDS 
and LTPS studl.es and l.ncluded In the PPS mass along wl.th all propellants 
requlred, and tankage systems. 
Propellant requirements were calculated USl.ng the computer program, PROP 
(a summary flow chart of thl.S program l.S shown in Fl.gure 11-10). This program 
also determines the tankage and l.nsulation mass needed for the calculated 
amount of propellants. Bol.loff and usable propellants are computed by the 
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TABLE 11-7 NON-TANKAGE HARDWARE MASSES FOR THE PPS 
Components 
(Av~on~cs, data management, computer 
fuel cell, and commun~cat~ons) 
Structures (external shell, Shuttle IfF 
equ~pment, equ~pment mount~ng, etc.) 
Propellant Feed System 
ACS Components and Propellant 
Purge System and Thermal System 
(not ~nclud~ng ~nsulation) 
Engine Mounts and Supports 
Components and ~nes 
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Total 
Mas s, kg (Ibm) 
340 155 
460 209 
170 77 
320 145 
120 55 
45 20 
25 
1480 
11 
672 
C.OLLt:t TOR 
R'NC 
W 
til 
Propellant Properties J 
Insulation Properties ' 
Pressurization System , 
Type • 
Initial Conditions , . '_",'_'" 
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FIGURE II -10 PROP PROGRAM SUMMARY FLOW CHART 
program and about 3% was added for trapped propellants and InaccuraCIes In 
fIllIng and draining. Optimum multilayer Insulation (MI.I) thickl"\esses were 
calculated to be 5.1 cm (2.0 In) for the L02 and 4.5 cm (l.8 In) for the 
LH2 tanks. PressurIzation system masses, for each engine NPSH, T4ere taken 
[rom an ongo1ng NASA-LeRC study ent1tled Propellant Expuls10n and Thermal 
Cond1tl0n1ng Study [NAS3-22650] and are shown 1n the Table 11-8. 
Eng 1ne Type 
RL-lO 
Advanc ed or 
Ded1cated Low 
Thrust Englne 
Table 11-8 Pressur1zat1on System Mass 
Mass Penalty for Pressur1zation 
System, kg (l bm) 
LOZ - Helium Bubbler LHZ - Thermal Subcooler 
145 (3Z0) loa (220) 
127 (280) 82 (l80) 
The bas1c conflgurat1on of all three PPS was ident1cal, the only 
d1fference beIng the size and delivery capability of each stage due to the 
eng1ne. Slzes predlcted by PROP reflect these variatlons in performance. 
Outputs from the computer routine included the maximum acceleration at the end 
of the clrcularlzation burn which IS the T/m f and the mass of the vehicle at 
the tlme of STS llftoff. Using thlS data, Figure II-II was plotted to show 
the GEO dellvery capabillty of each PPS. Payload mass was found by 
subtractlng the predlcted vehlcle mass from the total Inltlal mated PPS/LSS 
mass. It was assumed the lower Initlal mated masses (those less than 28,000 
kg) would be achleved by offloading propellants [rom the full Slze vehlcle. 
F1gure II-II shows that the flnal thrust/mass CT/m f ) rat10 increases as the 
total PPS/LSS mass decreases. Th1S IS a first order effect of Increased Isp 
at hlgher thrusts. Flnal acceleratlon levels for the three englnes cover the 
acceleratlon ranges identlfled 1n the mission catalog. In some cases a 
payload can be dellvered by a vehicle that has a lower T/m f than the most 
conservatlve value (lowest) de tal led In the catalog. Thus an 890 N thrust 
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level could posslbly he used to dellver a spacecraft that has a lower 
acceleratton limlt of 0.1 g, lf the mass of the LSS does not exceed the 
maXImum delIverable mass at that thrust level. 
An Inlttal estimate of each engIne mlsSlon capture IS plotted ln FIgure 
II-12. ThlS graph was produced by comblning Flgure 11-11 wlth the bracketed 
acceleration ranges for each misslon In Table 11-4 and Table 11-5. Each black 
horlzontal bar represents the range of final acceleratlons wlthin whlch the 
actual spacecraft wlil reside. The left end of the bar is the most 
conservative estImate of the acceleratlon the LSS structure wlll be able to 
wlthstand and thus the rlght end pOlnt would be the least conservatlve. A 
range is necessary Slnce none of these mISSIons have been fully analyzed as of 
yet. If lt lS assumed the most conservattve estlmate IS correct then mlSSlon 
9 wlll requlre a thrust level avaIlable only with the dedlcated low thrust 
engIne. On the other extreme, lf the least conservatIve estlmate is the 
correct value for this mission, then lt conld be delivered by a PPS uSlng 
either the advanced engine or the uprated RL-lO. M1SSlons 14, 15, and 19 fall 
outslde of all three engine performance envelopes (these exceed payload 
delIvery capabilIty) and mlSSIon 2 only falls WIthIn the dedlcated low thrust 
englnes envelope. Although mlssions such as number 3 have hlgher acceleratlon 
ranges than the dedicated low thrust engIne reaches, thlS englne can stlll 
capture this mlSSlon since there lS no signiflcant differences dell.vering the 
required payload mass to GEO at the lower thrust level. Flgure 11-12 shows 
that missions 11 and 1 through 9 are well wlthin the dellvery capabliltles of 
any of the three engines, thus only acceleratlon llmits need to be consldered 
for these mlSSlons. Hlgher thrusts generally produce hlgher flnal 
accelerations but also provlde improved englne performance and allow for more 
efficient orbit transfers, for this reason lt is preferred to be able to use 
the highest thrust allowable for the PPS. However from the structural point 
of view lower acceleratlons, or lower thrusts, are preferable. If the most 
conservative flnal acceleration lS taken then the mlSSlon capture for 11 and 1 
through 9 lS always improved by lower thrusts, Slnce the lowest acceleratlon 
value for these misslon is not a llmltlng factor. 
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FIGURE II-12 HISSION CAPTURE ENVELOPES 
The maln effect of relax1.ng the lower accelerat1.on level loS to increase 
orb1.tal transfer tlme. An example can be shown from Flgure 11-12 and F1.gure 
11-13. M1.ss1.on 6 has a lower 11.m1.t of 0.1 g but the payload mass can st1.1l be 
dellvered at a Tlm f of 0.01 g. Th1.s decrease ln accelerat1.on drives the 
tr1.p t1.me from 30 hours to about 50 hours (see F1.gure 11-13). This would 
result 1.n a small 1.ncrease 1.n ~o1.loff and an lncreased attentlon span for 
ground control W1.th no s1.gn1.f1.cant effect on the LSS. In contrast, Ml.ssl.on 12 
can only be dehvered Dy the advanced engl.ne or the dedlcated 1m., thrust 
engl.ne above a certal.n thrust level. Below that ml.nl.mum level, that mass 
cannot be dell.vered to GEO because of eng1.ne performa~ce. 
The possl.b1.ll.ty of ml.SSl.on capture eXl.sts for an engl.ne at f1.nal 
acceleratl.on levels less than the LSS "desl.gn pol.nt" acceleratLOn. Ro\.,ever, 
penalt1.es assoc1.ated w1.th capture at lower f1.nal accelerations are 1.ncreased 
transfer time, 1.ncreased D01.loff and degradatl.on of electron1.cs. 
A worst case to 1.llustrate these lower accelerat1.on penalt1.es 1.~ a heavy 
payload with a high f1.nal acceleration which requues essent1.ally no 
propellant off-loading. This worst case creates more b01.loff than a l1.ght 
payload wh1.ch reqU1.res less propellant. A m1.SS1.on wh1.ch represents the worst 
case 1.S M1.ssion 13. The personal communication m1.SS1.on has a payload of 7260 
kg and a flnal acceleration of 0.25 g. The transfer time from LEO to GEO for 
thlS spacecraft at 0.25 g lS 28 hours. Boiloff for thlS comblnatlon of 
payload and flnal acceleratlon 1.S approximately 850 kg (1870 Ibm). The 
acceleration requirement for this mlSSlon w1.ll be relaxed as far as payload 
capability permits for each engine. Speclfic effects of relaxed accelerat1.on 
required for the uprated RL-lO, advanced engine, and dedlcated low thrust 
engine are summarl.zed below. 
The lowest possible final acceleration for the uprated RL-lO is 0.2 g. 
ThlS lower acceleratlon lncreases transfer tlme by 0.5 hours and boiloff by 4 
kg. The advanced englne can deliver the spacecraft at an accelerat1.on equal 
to .05 g. This flnal acceleratlon corresponds to a transfer tlme increase of 
3 hours and to a bOlloff lncrease of 20 kg. The engine that has the greatest 
penalty lS the dedlcate low thrust englne. Whlle the transfer time lncreases 
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by 11 hours the bo~loEf ~ncreases by 34 kg. TIlese ~ncreases are assoc~ated 
w~th a final acceleratIOn of 0.016 g. vhth the approxlm.Jte bolloff of 8')1) kg, 
the percentage ~ncrease ~s less than 2 percent. 
The other area of concern ~s degradatlon of electronlcs by ~ncreased 
dwell tlme w~th~n the Van Allen belts. But the small lncrease ln transfer 
t~me lS not considered to be a problem and can be solved with adequate 
sh~eldlng . 
In Section II-F a more detailed analysis to determine applicable thrust 
levels is described. Th~s sect~on also discusses how the choice of acceptable 
T/m f w~ll affect the m~ss~on capture for each eng~ne. 
Lengths of each veh~cle were calculated for the max~mum combined 
stage/spacecraft mass of 28,000 kg,assum~ng l~ghter payloads would then 
require off-loading of propellants. TIns maXimum mass approach is used Since a 
s~ngle length vehicle is cons~dered to be the most realistiC scenariO. 
Results from the PP/LSSI Study predicted that most payloads would be mass 
constralned lf an ellipsoldal/toroldal PPS is used, l.e., the maXlmum mass 
that could be carr~ed on the STS would be exceeded before the volume available 
is fliled. These results w~ll hold true for th~s study as the m~SSlons 
~dentified have smaller payloads than those def1ned in the preViously 
mentioned study. 
F1gure 11-14 shows the vehicle lengths for the three engine systems. 
Var1at10ns 1n the veh1cle lengths from eng~ne to engine depend mainly on how 
the englne f1tS w1th1n the inner diameter of the torOidal tank. Proflles 
show1ng the three eng1nes embedded wlth1n the toro1d are displayed in Figure 
II-IS. In each case the largest torOid required (lowest thrust) is shown with 
1ts repect1ve engine. A minimum clearance of 5 cm is allowed between the 
outer layer of the insulatIOn and the retracted nozzle. The RL-10 cannot be 
embedded completely wlth1n the toro1d Since the bell 1S too w1de, thus the 
geometry of the nozzle d1ctates how far the englne extends beloH the torus. 
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Allow~ng for a 15 cm clearance between the bottom of the hydrogen tank and the 
top of the advanced eng~ne causes ~ts nozzle to also extend belol" the bottom 
of the torus. lbwever th~s engine w~ll fit within the ~nslde d~ameter of the 
torus. Thls stage length ~s calculated from the englne length plus clearance 
added to the LH2 tank length plus lnsulatlOn thlckness. In the case of the 
dedlcated low thrust englne, It fltS wlthln the torold lnslde dlameter and is 
shorter than the helght of this tank. Therefore the PPS length for this 
englne is found by add1l1g the L02 tank helght plus insulation to the LH2 
tank plus insulatlon. In Flgure II-IS it can be seen that the total system 
lengths vary by no more than 0.38 m. Thus system length would not be a strong 
factor in the cholce of a PPS. 
F. MIS SION CAPTURE 
Mlsslon capture lnformation determined the compattbllity of each 
engine/PPS comblnatlon wlth the LSS m~ssion catalog. From thls work, one can 
predict the speciflc mlssiong captured by each englne and the requlred thrust 
level, or thrust level range. 
Results revealed the following; (1) wInch misslon capture approach should 
be used in the benefit and cost model, (2) whlch engine best satisfles the 
mlSSlon catalog requirements. 
1) Ground Rules 
The followlng ground rules apply for the mlSS10n capture. Each 
englne/PPS comb1nat1on was slzed for maXlmum payload delivery to GEO across 
the full engine thrust range. Payload masses requlring less than the maX1mum 
stage capab~llty w~ll be captured by off-load1ng propellant lfuwever, the 
spacecraft cannot be ballasted to d~splace the LSS final acceleration range 
lnto the mlssion capture envelope. 
An acceleration range was specified ~n the catalog Slnce no deta1led 
analys~s has yet determined the exact des~gn acceleratlon lim~t of each 
spacecraft. The l~m~ts catalogued 1n the m~SSlon model are the best estimates 
avallable from current llterature. Accelerations for a spec1flc LSS span from 
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the most conservat1ve (lowest accelerat1on) to the least conservat1ve estLmate 
(hlghest acceleratlon). At the lowest value, the mlSSlon has a 100% 
poss1b111ty of be1ng captured Slnce the actual 15S des1gn p01nt w111 be 
Ingher. At the h1ghest acceleration level, the poss1b111ty of m1SS10n capture 
1S 0% Slnce the actual LSS des1gn p01nt 1S gOlng to be below thlS value. 
There 15 equal probab111ty of f1nd1ng the actual LSS des1gn pOlnt at any value 
w1th1n the spec1f1ed range. Thus as the thrust level 1ncreases, the 
pOSS1b11ity of capturlng a specif1c m1SS1on decreases 11nearly over the 
accepted accelerat10n range. Thrust levels that produce accelerat10ns below a 
misslon's most conservative llmlt will capture the mlSSlon wlth 100% probability 
1f the eng1ne/PPS comb1nat10n prov1des enough payload capac1ty. Captur1ng a 
m1SS1on at an accelerat10n lower than the m1SS1on catalog recommends does not 
sign1f1cantly alter the eng1ne benef1ts/cost value. Th1S relaxat10n of the 
lower f1nal accelerat10n value was cons1dered the most reallstic approach when 
cons1derI.ng the number of m1SSlons an eng1ne can capture. 
2) Approach 
If a mission lS to be captured by an eng1ne/PPS comhinat1on, then two 
requ1rements must be met. F1rst, the eng1ne must supply f1nal accelerat10n 
w1th1n the acceptable range spec1f1ed for that miss1on. And second, eng1ne 
performance at that thrust level must prov1de the required payload del1very 
c apac1ty to GEO. 
The procedure which determines whether or not the m1SS10n can be captured 
1S presented 1n F1gure 11-16. Iterat10n on thrust 1S the essence of th1S 
procedure and 1S accomplished by the burnout mass versus thrust relationsh1ps 
shown 1n Table 11-9. Both relat10nships, payload/thrust and burnout-mass/ 
thrust, are der1ved from slzing the PPS for maximum capac1ty. These 
relationsh1ps are valid only across the eng1ne thrust range. Select10n of an 
PPS and spec1f1c m1ssion begins th1S procedure (not1ng the eng1ne thrust level 
range, the m1SS10n payload mass and acceptable f1nal accelerat10n range). 
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SELECT: 
MISSION 
FINAL ACCELERATION 
ENGINE 
J 
CALCULATE HINIMUM THRUST LEVEL 
TO DELIVER PAYLOAD 
T=.f(P/L) 
J_ 
IS THRUST LEVEL WITHIN I NO PAYLOAD CAPACITY OF 
ENGINE THRUST RANGE? OF STAGE NOT GREAT ! YES ENOUGH 
CALCULATE BURNOUT WEIGHT OF STAGE 
WBO=f (T) ITERATE ON THRUST 
LEVEL WITH BURNOUT 
WEIGHT 
SOLVE FOR THRUST LEVEL 
f 
T=g(WBO+ P/L) (T/H)f 
WHERE T/Mf IS MISSION FINAL ACCELERATION 
FINAL ACCELERATION IS 
IS THIS THRUST LEVEL: NO TOO LOW FOR ENGINE TO 
1)GREATER THAN THE REQUIRED CAPTURE 
THRUST LEVEL TO DELIVER 
THE PAYLOAD? 
2)WITHIN THE SELECTED NO ENGINE NOT CAPABLE OF ENGINE THRUST RANGE? DELIVERY AT THE SELECTED 
FINAL ACCELERATION 
YES 
THRUST LEVEL WHICH DELIVERS PAYLOAD 
AT REQUIRED FINAL ACCELERATION 
FIGURE II -16 HISS ION CAPTURE PROCEDURE 
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Table 11-9 M1SSlon Capture Equatlons 
Thrus t 
Ra I16e, Payload/Thrust Burnout-Mass/Thrust 
Englne N Re lat lonshl ps Relatlonshl.ps 
Uprated 6672 
RL-lO to P /LCkg) 3705.8CT)0.067 WBoC1(g) 3079.lCT)-0.0075 
66720 
Advanced 4448 
to P/LCkg) 4666.7CT)0.05l HBoCkg) 2980.0CT)-O.0062 
66720 
Dedl.cated 890 
Low to P /LCkg) 42l7.6CT)0.072 WBoCkg) 2876.3CT)-O.OO87 
Thrus t 4448 
A mlnlmum thrust level that wlil dell.ver the payload l.S calculated. If this 
thrust level lS withln the englne thrust level range then the ehpreSSlons 
contal.nlng burnout mass and thrust level are solved sl.multaneously. Thrust 
levels derlved from thl.s procedure wl.ll capture the misslon only l.f the englne 
performance equals or exceeds that requl.red to del1ver the payload to GEO. 
ApplY1ng the procedure at both endpo1nts of the f1nal accelerat10n range 
produces a thrust range for a spec1fl.c eng1ne wh1ch w1ll capture that ml.SS10n. 
3) Pred1ctlons From M1ss1on Capture Equat10ns 
Actual ml.SS10n capture matched each PPS to the mlSSl.On requirements for 
both mass dell.verable and payload accelerat10n ll.mits. The mlssion capture of 
the uprated RL-lO, advanced englne, and dedlcated low thrus t eng1ne are 
presented 1n Table 11-10. 
The engine/mission capture can be one of three posslble states. These 
three states are fully captured, partlally captured, or none captured. Fully 
captured means the engine can provlde an acceleratlon less than or equal to 
the most conservative estlmate WhlCh del1vers the necessary payload mass. The 
capture states of each mlSSlon are dIscussed 1n the followIng engIne sectIons. 
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TABLE II-lO ENGINE/PPS PERFORMANCE AND MISSIONS CAPTURED 
Ihrust, GEO Del ~verable Poss~bl e Number of 
Eng~ne N Obi) Payload Mass, kg (Ibm) Missions Captured 
Dedicated 890-4450 6810-7690 25 
La'" Thrust (200-1000) 05,000-16,950) 
Advanced 4450-66, 700 7180-8240 18 
0000-15,000) (15,820-18,179) 
Uprated 6670-66,700 6660-7760 15 
R1-10 (1500-15,000) (14,680-16,450) 
a) Uprated RL-IO 
Lowest thrust levels available w~th the uprated RL-IO allowed full 
capture of only five m~ss~ons. Ten other missions are partially captured 
wh~le th~rteen exceed the del~verab1e requirements of th~s engine/PPS. 
Table II-II lists the miss~ons and their compatab~l~ty with the uprated RL-IO. 
TABLE II-II UPRATED RL-IO PPS MISSION CAPTURE 
M~ssion Number State 
1, 3, 6, 8, 13 
4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 16, 18, 
22, 24, 25 
12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 
21, 23, 26, 27, 28 
2, 11 
Can be fully captured at some engine 
thrust level 
Partially captured 
None captured, payload exceeds 
delivery capability of PPS/eng~ne 
combination 
NOne captured, uprated RL-IO cannot 
prov~de thrust low enough to capture 
these miSSions. 
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b) Advanced Eng~ne 
Increased performance character~st1cs of the advanced eng~ne alloHs 
for more compatab~l~ty w~th the m~ss~on model than the uprated RL-lO. Th~s 
can be seen by the greater number of m~ss~ons captured for the advanced eng~ne 
~n Table 11-10. Only three m~sswns exceed the payload capac~ty of the 
advanced eng~ne but e~ght can be fully captured. N~ne miss~ons cannot be 
del~vered at the 4450 N thrust level because the requ~red delivery capab~l~ty 
~s too 10lJ. Two character~stics wh~ch ~TJ1proved the miss~on capture for the 
advanced eng~ne over the uprated RL-lO eng~ne ~s a lower m~numum thrust level, 
4/+50 vs 6670 N, '1nd a Ingher Isp. Results of these two d~fferences can be 
seen graph~cally ~n F~gure 11-12 (presented in Sect~on II-E) where for example 
the accelerat~on range for m~ssion 17 falls completely w~th~n the 
thrust/payload envelope for the advanced eng~ne. Al though th~s spacecraft 
mass ~s w~th~n del~very capab~l~ties of the uprated RL-lO, the thrust requ~red 
to del~ver m~ss~on 17 results ~n a T/m f too h~gh for the structure to 
w~thstand. The h~gher Isp of the advanced eng~ne del~vers the requ~red mass 
at a lower thrust level. 
Table 11-12, s~m~lar to the one ~n the prev~ous sub-sect1on, l~sts the 
states of the 28 m~ss~ons ~dent~fed ~n the catalog. 
TABLE II-12 ADVANCED PPS MISSION CAPTURE 
M~ss~on Number State 
1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 13, 17, 27 Fully captured 
4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28 
14, 15, 19 
2 
Part~al1y captured 
None captured - exceeds payload capac~ty 
NOne captured - accleration required lS 
too 10lJ 
c) Ded~cated Low Thrus t Eng~ne 
Reasons for an ~mproved m~ss~on model capture us~ng the advanced 
eng~ne over the RL-lO are also respons~ble for a further ~mprovement for the 
ded~cated low thrust PPS. Only three m~ss~ons are not del~verable w~th this 
englne, 14, 15, and 19, but both spacecraft have masses larger than any eng~ne 
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dellvery capabIlltles wlth thrust levels acceptable to the structures. TIns 
englne has enough performa'1ce to dellver mallf mlSS10ns even at T!f'1 f belm~ 
the least conservatIve estImate of acceleratIO'1. LO\ver thrust levels than 
recommended wlll Increase transfer tlmes aloIlg wlth all the attendant problems 
but as dlscussed earlIer the effects are not slgnlficant. 
of the dedlcated low thrust PPS 1S sho~n In Taole 11-13. 
Capture performance 
TABLE II -13 DEDICATED LOW THRUST PPS MIS SION CAPTURE 
Ml ss lon Num'.:ler State 
1, 3, 5, 6,8 Fully captured al..ross full thrust range 
of the dedlcated low thrust englne. 
4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
2, 11 
14, 15, 19 
Fully captured at some thrust level 
wlthln the dedlcated low thrust engIne 
c apabllity 
PartIally captured 
None captured, exceed payload 
capablllty. 
From the mISSIon model captures of each engIne, the dedIcated low thrust 
PPS was seen to have the most compatlble Tlm f and payload dehvery 
capabllitles. ThlS result IS partlally due to the large number of mlSSlons 
that do not come close to the maximum payload capabliltles of any englne. For 
these mlSSlons only an upper llmlt on acceleratlon needs to be satlsfled. The 
tnrust level WhlCh captures thlS group of mlSS10ns wlll produce an 
acceleratlon equal to the lowest value of the "most conservatlve acceleration" 
for the group of mlSSlons. ObVlously the lower the thrust aVdllable the 
better the probability of capture. 
~llss10n capture tradeoffs were considered for each engine. The cholce of 
the most appropriate slngle thrust level Included weightlng each mlSSlons 
overall Importance, capture Index, and number of fllghts. Methods for mlSSlon 
capture tradeoffs wlll be evaluated in Task II. 
Slnce the mlSSlon model was developed independently from the PPS sizlng 
the only consideratlon was to Include spacecraft that cover the full range of 
requuements. These mlSS10n catalogs can be seen to fulfill the stlpulatlon, 
thus no adjustments were consldered approprIate. Task II analyses included 
t~e welghtlng of mlSSlons to allow mlSSion prlorltizatlon. 
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III. TASK II - BENEl"IT VERSUS COST ANALYSIS MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
thiS task determined the life cycle cost (LCC) parameters and 
approach used for the benefit model development. 
A. COST ALGORITHM 
1) Define LCC Parameters 
LCC parameters WhiCh describe the cost incurred for transfernng 
spacecraft from Earth to GEO are shown in Figure III-I. These cost 
categories wlll act as a gUide ln the development of cost estlmating 
relationships (CERs). Each category, with the exception of launch and 
deployment operatlons, has two CERs. One relates research, 
development, test and engineering (RDT&E) costs to design parameters 
and the other CER lS first unit costs. The RDT&E costs included all 
those lncurred during concept formulation, validation, and full scale 
development phases of a program. Inc luded are costs of feasibihty 
studies, preliminary design, engineering design/development, 
fabrlcation, assembly and checkout of prototypes and test units, 
lnitlal system evaluation, and associated documentation costs. 
2) Cost Data Base Generation 
The accuracy of a cost estimating methodology depends primarlly 
on the extent, usefulness, and appropriateness of the data from WhiCh 
it lS bUilt. To ensure the most accurate data base possible, three 
data searches were undertaken, 1) analysis of past programs 2) 
literature search 3) and vendor contact. 
a) Analysis of Past Programs 
Past in-house programs were examined for their 
applicabllity to thlS study and their actual costs. Programs analyzed 
include Viking, Titan, External Tank, Transtage, Scatha and RCS Tanks, 
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all hardware bUlld proJects. Study projects WhlCh Included detailed 
bottoms-up cost estimates were also examined. These Included Space 
Tug, Teleoperator Haneuverlng System, MX Stage IV Propellant Storage 
Assembly, and Orbltal Transfer Vehlcles. 
b) Llterature Search 
The llterature search was Intended to gather all documented 
costlng technlques appllcable to thlS study to provide Inslght and 
gUldance for the development of the model. A search Has also 
conducted for publlshed cost data dlrectly relatlng to the type of 
system to be priced. As expected, very Ilttle actual cost data was 
Identlfled. However, the USAF Space Dlvlslon Unmanned Spacecraft Cost 
Mode 1 Has 0 f cons Iderable aid In formulat Ing the model. 
c) Vendor Contact 
For hardlvare Items wlllch Mart In Marietta has not prevlously 
bUllt and could not be located through llterature searches, potentlal 
vendors were contacted to supply rough order of magn1tude cost 
estlmates. ThlS activ1ty proved very beneflc1al 1n f1ll1ng dala 
gaps. Companies wh1ch supply valves, filters, regulators and 
propellant llnes were contacted regarding costs for each. 
3) Co st Es t 1mat 109 Re lat ionshlps (CER) 
Once the raw cost data had been gathered, validation and cost 
estlmat1ng relationsh1p (CER) formulat1on act1v1t1es Ivere undertaken. 
All of the data was validated to ensure that It was relat1ve and 
pertlnent to th1S study. Dur1ng the valldatlon phase, the englneer 
who supervlsed the deslgn task was interviewed. Th1S permltted the 
explorat1on of erratic data and often provided for add1tional data. 
Whenever a unlque project problem was 1dent1f1ed the cost Impact was 
determ1ned and the data pOlnt was normalized. Addltlonally, all cost 
data was escalated uS1ng a compos1te 1ndex to 1982 values. 
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The cost data was then transformed into cost estimating 
relatIonshIps uSIng establ1.shed statIstIcal regressIon procedures. An 
experImental equatIon provIded the best statistIcal fit for the 
majorIty of the relatlonsh1ps. Each equatIon YIelds a cost in FY82 
dollars expressed In thousands. The followIng sectIons provIdes a 
descrIpt10n of each subsystem dnd the1r assocIated cost estimatIng 
relatIonshIps. 
a) Stage Costs 
Telemetry, TrackIng and Command - Performs one or more of 
the following functIons: measures important spacecraft platform 
conditions; processes thIS InformatIon and mission data; stores and 
transmIts data to ground, receIves and processes comnands from ground 
and inItIates their execution; and provides a trackIng capabIlity. 
TYpIcal equipment Includes analog/dIgItal converters, coders, dIgItal 
electronics (digital storage units, command dIstrIbution unIts, 
programmers, etc) or computers, sIgnal condItIoners, format control 
unIts, transmitters, antennas, receIvers, decoders, sWItching relays, 
tape recorders, amplifiers and clocks. 
RDTE $ = 1188.68 + 54.81 (Telemetry TrackIng and 
Command WeIght, lbs). 
UnIt $ 51.34 + 36.94 (Telemetry Tracking and Command 
WeIght, lbs). 
AttItude Control System (ACS) - MaintaIns the spacecraft in 
the requIred orbit. It also maIntaIns the correct attitude and 
direction of determIned axes wIthin that orbIt. This is achieved by 
sensing the spacecraft attItude at all times and making necessary 
adjustments. The ACS subsystems cons 1St of two func t 10nal categorl.es 
of equIpment. The first category is attItude determInatIon equIpment, 
typically Includes sun sensors, horizon scanners or sensors, star 
sensors, control and gyro electronIc. The second category IS attitude 
and reactIon control which typically includes reactIon control 
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nozzles, fuel llnes, valves, fuel tanks, nutatIon dampers, wobble 
dampers, and gravIty booms. 
RDT&E $ 1494.78 + 98.61 (AltItude Control Dry 
WeIght, lbs) 0.81 
UnIt $ = 17.59 (AltItude Co~trol Dry Weight, lbs)0.69 
Electncal Power Supply for PPS - Stores, regulates, and 
dIstrIbutes all electrIcal energy to and between spacecraft 
components. EquIpment Includes batterIes, regulators, converters, 
power dIstrIbutIon units and WIre harnesses. 
RDT&E $ 
UnIt $ 
2648.8 + 0.031 (Elec tnca 1 Power Supply X 
Power Level, lbs - watts) 0.97 
66.72 (Electrical Power Supply X Power Level, 
lbs - watts) 0.29 
Thermal Control - HaIntaIns the temperature of the stage 
and engIne wIthIn allot ... able lImIts. Thermal control Includes passlve 
methods (palnt, lnsulation) and/or actlve methods (radiators, heaters, 
temperature sensors and heat plpes). 
RDT&E = 251.62 + 29.46 (Therma 1 Contro 1 ~vei ght , 
lbs)0.66 
Unit $ = 4.25 {Thermal Control Welght, lbs)0.65 
Tanks - Contaln fuel and oxidizer for the PPS. Equlpment 
lncludes barrel section, domes, propellant aC4ulsitIon deVIces and 
bubble £lIters. 
LIQUID OXYGEN TANK 
RDT&E $ = 9674.5 {L02 Tank WeIght, lbs)O.13 
Unlt $ = 15.8 (L02 Tank Welght, lbs)0.68 
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LI QUID HYDRCCE N rANK 
RDT&E $ = 3869.8 (LH') Tank He~ght, lbs)O.13 
Un~t $ = 7.91 (LH2 T:nk We~ght, lbs)0.68 
Propellant Feed and Dump System - Prov~des the capab~l~ty 
of transferrlng propellants from thelr tanks to the eng~ne or to space 
dur~ng a Shutt Ie abort. Equ~pment ~nc ludes feedl~ne s, burs t d~ scs, 
and valves. 
RDT&E $ = 1382.0 (Feed and Dump h'e~ght, lbs)0.2l 
Unlt $ = 114.0 + 0.08 (Feed and Dump He~ght, lbs) 
Structure - The structural support wh~ch acts as the 
pr~mary support of the stage and thrust structure. 
RDT&E $ = 754.9 + 70.8 (Structure We~ght, lbs)0.66 
Un~t $ = 2.51 (Structure We~ght, lbs. )0.96 
Pressur~zat~on System - Prov~des PPS w~th the requ~red 
pressure level to ma~nta~n performance. Equ~pment ~ncludes l~nes, 
tanks, f~lters, regulators, valves and necessary hardware for a 
thermal subcooler ~n the LH2 tank. 
RDT&E $ = 3289.0 (Pressunzation System Height, 
lbs)0.2l 
Un~t $ 157.0 + 0.42 (PressunzatlOn System Welght, 
lbs)O.77 
System Integratlon and Test - Includes those cost areas 
wh~ch cannot be related to any spec~f~c subsystem. Included ~n th~s 
area are program IIlanagement, systems eng~neer~ng, systems test and 
evaluation, acceptance test, rellab~l~ty/qual~ty assurance and 
conf~guration and data mangement. 
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RDT&E COSTS 
System Englneerlng & Manag~mpnt $ o . 2 ') (To t ,:11 
Sy stem s Te s t $ 
UNIT COSTS 
Hardware 
RDT&E Costs) 
0.45 (Total Hard\"are RDT&E Costs) 
Systems management, Integration, & Test $ 
(Total Hardware Unit Cost) 
0.30 
b) Support Costs 
Launch - The cost of placlng the stage and LSS lnto LEO. 
User charge for the Shuttle lncludes all consumables, launch 
operatlons, and appllcable amort izatbns. Comrnerc lal users are 
assessed a $55.7M charge for a dedlcated fllght whlle government users 
are charged $3l.3M. ThlS study assumes that all Shuttle fllghts are 
dedlcated. 
Deployment Operatlons - The cost for monltorlng the mission 
while transferrlng the 18S from LEO to GEO. Both personnel and 
equlpment usage costs are l:1C luded. The deployment operatlons cost 
represents an average cost per hour for deploYlng a spacecraft less 
any speclal costs due to the needs of the payload. 
Deployment Operatlons Cost = 1.43 (Iburs of Ground Control 
Operatlon Tlme) 
Total hours of ground control operatlOn tlme lS the sum of 
LEO checkout tlme for the payload, 42 hours, and the lrlptlme to GEO. 
Trlptlme lS a functlon of flnal spacecraft acceleration. Thrust 
level, PPS burnout mass, and payload mass comblne to Yleld a final 
acceleratlon. For an elght perlgee burn, one apogee burn orblt 
transfer strategy, the trlptlme as a functlon of flnal acceleratlon lS 
dlsplayed ln Flgure 11-13. ThlS data represents a spacecraft transfer 
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t~me from LEO @ 296 km, 28.5° ~nchnatwn to GEO @ 35,889 km, 0° 
~ncl~natlon for an elght perlgee, one apogee burn scenarlO. Th1S 
functlon must be expressed mathemat1cally to facllltate lts use 1n the 
beneflt and cost model. EXponentlal and power serles curve f1ts 
resulted wlth correlation coeffic~ents of 0.68 1ndlcating very poor 
-nodeling. The chosen curve f1t employs four linear segments wh~ch are 
wlth~n f~ve percent of the funct~ons in F1gure 11-13. Table 111-1 
d1splays each f1nal acceleratl0n range and the accompany~ng tr1pt1me 
versus f1nal accelerat~on express~on for the elght perlgee burn 
sc enarlO. 
TABLE III-l-MATHMATICAL EXPRESSION OF TRIPTlME AS A 
FUOCTION OF FINAL ACCELERATION 
FINAL ACCELERATION RANGE TRIPTIME [HR] = 
g f (FINAL ACCELERATION 
g < 0.012 Y -5000.0 g + 10 O. 3 3 
0.012 ~ g < 0.017 Y = -1288.5 g + 55.9 
0.017 '5'.. g < 0.03 Y -345.6 g + 39.9 
0.03 ~ g Y = -1.74 g + 29.5 
NOTE: EIGHT PERIGEE BURN, ONE APOGEE BURN STRATEGY 
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[gJ) 
4) LIfe Cye! e Cos t Flow Chart 
These CERs were used In the benefIts and costs program to 
determIne total RTD&E costs and first un1t costs. A flow d1agram 
explain1ng the calculat10n process 1S shown 1n F1gure 111-2. 
Product1on costs 1ncorporated a learn1ng curve for the prImary 
propulsIon system and lIquid rocket engines. A n1nety percent 
learn1ng curve applIes to the pr1mary propulsIon system. The advanced 
eng1ne and the dedIcated low thrust eng1ne have a n1nety-two percent 
learn1ng curve. Slnce the 1mprovement of the RL-lO engine does not 
jnvolve a major redesign, the uprated RL-lO has no learn1ng curve. 
B. BENEFI T ALGO RITHM 
The benefit sectIon of the model follows a weighted cr1teria 
ratIng approach. A lIst of benefIt cr1ter1a was established along 
wIth gudelines for theIr evaluation. These criteria can be rated as 
to theIr relative weights WIthIn the total system worth. The sum of 
all crIter1a multiplIed by their weIghtIng factor for each stage 
represents the PPS BenefIt. The maXimum value for the benefit value 
1S 10.0. 
Slnce mISSIon capture was expected to have a major impact on the 
benefIt assocIated WIth each stage, a separate methodology was 
developed for ItS ratIng. Because there was doubt as to whether all 
missions would actually occur, the model can handle each mission on a 
likellhood baSIS. This prevents a stage from receiving a 10\., rating 
due to its InabIlIty to capture a mISSIon that has a low likelihood of 
occurrence. ThIS procedure IS open-ended to enable the additIon 
and/or deletIon of mISSIons. The major driver in the mIssion capture 
analys1s was the thrust range each LSS IS expected to be able to 
tal erat e. 
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FIGURE 111-2 COST HODEL FLOW~F~T 
To determine the most beneficial thrust level for operating an 
engine the benefit algorithm iterates on thrust level. After 
selecting a thrust level increment, the computerized benefit algorithm 
calculates the mission capture rating, stage length rating, and 
benef~t for each thrust value. 
1) Benefit Criteria 
The following is a list of the benefit criteria and their rating 
scales which have been identified and what each represents. 
a) Mission Capture 
Mission Capture is the ability of the stage to satisfy the 
deployment constraints of each identified 188. Prime factors.to be 
included are thrust level, performance, and likelihood of each 
mission. The likelihood factor is included to prevent missions with a 
low probability of occurrence from driving the model. The 
requirements of the model are 1) as the likelihood of a specific 
mission decreases, the mission capture factor increases and 2) as the 
probability of a 188 to support a given thrust level increases. the 
mission capture increases. The resulting model is present in the 
following equation. 
Where () = 
$= 
l/I= 
mission capture rating 
Likelihood of mission occurrence with a value 
from 0 to 1 
mission captures index with a value from 0 to 1, 
a linear function of thrust 
01. = number of stages required to capture a mission 
mode 1. 
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The benefits/costs model calculates the mission capture rating 
by generating t./I for each mission and from the inputs of ()( and f3. 
b) Engine Reliability 
Reliability is the ability of the engine to successfully 
complete each mission. 
Each Rating Point = .003 
Rating Reliability 
10 = 1.000 
7 = 0.991 
4 = 0.982 
0 = 0.970 
c) Engine Technical Risk 
Engine Technical Risk ~s the confidence level that the engine 
can be built to the defined specifications. 
Rating 
10 = 
Technica 1 Risk 
off the shelf hardware 
7 = minor modification to an existing design, e.g., 
redesign pumps for mixture ratio change, 
5 = major modification to an existing design 
3 = new design, state-of-the-art 
o = theorized new technology 
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d) Growth Potentlal 
Growth Potentlal is the ablllty of the englne to be altered at a 
future tlme to lncrease ltS performance or applicatlons. 
For 10% more performance, effort requlred I'> 
10 = none 
7 mInor a ltera t ion 
3 major alteration 
0 total redesign 
e) Length of Development 
Length of Development is the time expected to design, develop, 
test and evaluate the engIne. 
Each RatIng Point = 1.0 year 
RatIng Leng th of Development 
10 2 years 
7 5 years 
5 7 years 
3 9 years 
0 12 years 
f) EngIne Technical DesirabilIty 
Engine TechnIcal DesirabIlity IS the benefits gained by any new 
technologIes that may be developed dunng the engine evolutIon. 
RatIng 
10 
5 
o 
= 
Te chnlca 1 Des lrabillty 
technological breakthrough 
new use of existing technology 
none 
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g) Stage Re11ab1l1ty 
Stage Re11ability 1S the ab1lity of the stage to successfully 
complete the m1SS10n. 
Each Rating Point = 0.003 
Rat1ng Stage Rehabihty 
10 1.000 
7 0.991 
4 0.982 
0 0.970 
h) Stage Leng th 
Size of the physical length of the stage. Stage length var1es 
w1th thrust level. 
Each Rating P01nt = 0.3 meters 
Rating Length 
10 4.6 meters 
7 = 5.5 meters 
5 7.1 meters 
3 = 6.7 meters 
0 7.6 meters 
1) Fabricabihty 
Fabricability 1S the ability to incorporate exist1ng fabrication 
techn1ques into the stage product10n phase. 
Rating 
10 
7 
5 
3 
0 
= 
= 
= 
Fabricability 
eX1sting manufacturing techniques 
m1nor modificat10n of manufacturing techn1ques 
major mod1ficat1on of manufacturing techniques 
new state-of-the-art manufacturing techn1ques 
new theor1zed manufacturing techn1ques 
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J) Repa1rabll1ty 
Repairabil1ty (In orb1t) assumes the existence of a space 
serV1ce vehicle and the ab1l1ty to remove and replace a fa1led 
component w1thout return1ng the stage to Earth. The repa1rab1lity 
percentage refers to the rat10 of components that can be repaired 1n 
orbit to the total number of components. 
Rat1ng Repa uab1.l1ty 
10 = 100% 
7 = 70% 
5 50% 
3 30% 
0 0% 
C. EXAMPLE BENEFIT CALCULATION 
This section prov1des an example benefit calculation uS1ng 
f1ctit1ouS values for the mission model, rating and weighting 
factors. The 1ntent of the section 1S to give an 1n-depth 
understanding of the benef1t algor1thm. Fictit10us values for the 
mission model, rating, and weighting factors are used to reduce and 
simp11fy sample calculation. 
First, the mission capture rating will be calculated. The 
equation that models m1ssion capture rat1ng 1S shown below. 
(1 = l1kel1hood of mission occurrence (0 to 1) 
l/I= m1ssion capture index (0 to 1) 
ex = number of stages required to capture miss10n 
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Value s of f3, tj.;, and ex. along Wl. th a sample calculation for 
ml.ssion capture rating are shown l.n Table 111-2. The sum of the 
products Of{3, (tj;-U, and (){are dl.splayed l.n the table. 
Ml.ssion capture index is a function of thrust level as discussed 
l.n sectl.on III-B-l. As thrust level increases, ml.SSl.on capture l.ndex 
decreases for all missions. 
Similarly, as thrust level increases the stage length decreases. 
These two parameters have adverse effects on the benefit of a PPS 
since hl.gher thrusts decrease the mission capture rating but l.ncrease 
the stage length rating. 
The capture rating calculation contl.nues followl.ng Table 111-2. 
Ml.ssion capture ratl.ng for thl.s sample mission model l.S 5.346. 
Thl.S capture rating is placed l.n the benefl.t evaluation, Table 
111-3, where all benefit crl.teria are ll.sted with rating and weighting 
factor values. The benefit of this sample engine at a sample thrust 
leve I l. S 4.8346. 
After the example benefit calculation is studied, the reader 
should have insight l.nto the benefit algorl.thm and how ml.SSl.on capture 
ratl.ng and stage length varies with thrust level. 
D. BENEFITS AND COST ANALYSIS MODEL 
Using the previous two algorithms, a benefl.ts and costs analysl.s 
model was developed. The model named RACE (Rating And Cost of Engine) 
is written in Fortran IV. When supplied with a mission model and 
prl.mary propulsion system information, RACE calculates the PPS RDT&E 
and first unit costs. RACE iterates on thrust level across the thrust 
range of l.nterest. At each thrust level, the model calculates the 
mission capture rating, benefit, and LCC. This l.nformatl.on is vital 
l.n determining the most beneficial and least expensl.ve thrust level 
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TABLE III-2 - SAMPLE MISSION CAPTURE RATING 
Mission 
Mission Likelihood Capture Flights 
$ Index ifJ-/ f3(t/;-/) Ct. ex /3(tf;- / 
1 1.0 0.8 -0.2 -0.20 4 -0.80 
2 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.00 3 0.00 
3 0.5 0.8 -0.2 -0.10 1 -0.10 
4 0.8 0.9 -0.1 -0.08 1 -0.08 
5 1.0 0.0 -1.0 -1.0 6 -6.00 
15 -6.98 La SCy;- /) = -6.98 
'1"\.1 -LV. 15.0 0.4653 ® 
D+1 = 0.5347 ® 0= 10 x E = 5.347 
at which to operate. If the program is supplied with information about 
another PPS, then the most beneficial and cost effective PPS can be selected 
based on benefits and cost comparison. A program listing of RACE, its logic 
flow chart,and input format code appear in Appendix B. 
E. BENEFITS AND ruSTS OF ADVANCED PPS USING RACE 
To further the understanding of RACE an example will be presented using 
the advanced PPS. Detailea input information for this PPS and the 
NASA/o:>mmercial LSS mission catalog wi,.ll be given. 
Inputs to RACE include the following: 
number of missions 
miss10n acceleration range 
payload mass 
mission probability 
stages required per mission 
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TABLE III-3 - BENEFIT EVALUATION 
Engl.ne _...:Ex~a_mLP_1_e __ _ 
Thrust Leve 1 Example 
Ml.ssl.on Capture 
Engine Reliability 
Engl.ne Tech. Rl.sk 
Gro,.,th Po tent ia1 
Length of Development 
Technical De S irabi l1. ty 
Stage Rel1.abl.l1.ty 
Stage Length 
Fabncabl.ll.ty 
Repa irabili ty (In Orbit) 
Rating 
5.346 
9.00 
7.0 
2.0 
5.0 
7.0 
4.0 
3.0 
6.0 
0.0· 
Weighting 
Factor 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Ratl.ng X Weightl.ng 
Factor 
53.46 
90.0 
70.0 
20.0 
50.0 
70.0 
40.0 
30.0 
60.0 
0.0 
100 483.46 
Benefit = 483.46/100 = 4.8346 
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desLgnatLon of government or commercLal mLSSLon 
LnLtLal, fLnal and PPS thrust level Lncrement 
lLquLd rocket engLne RDT&E and first unit cost 
propulsion subsystem masses 
benefLt crLterLa ratLngs and weighting factors 
1) Race Input for NASA/Commercial Mission Catalog 
As shown Ln the prevLous sectLon, the mLssion catalog must be 
quite detailed for Lnput Lnto the benefit and cost analysLs model. 
Each mLSSLon has seven required Lnputs. The order of these inputs are 
as follows: 
1. Mission Number 
2. Payload Mass (kg) 
3. Most ConservatLve Acceleration (g) 
4. Least Conservative AcceleratLon (g) 
5. Mission Probability 
6. Number of Stages 
7. Government or Commercial MLssion 
ThLs Lnformation for the NASA/Commercial LSS mission catalog LS 
presented Ln Table 111-4. Mission LdentifLcation numbers refers to 
the NASA/CommercLal catalog in Section II-C. The GSa communication 
platform (identification number 6) consLsts of six spacecraft each 
with a payload mass of 8200 kg (18,100 Ibm). However each spacecraft 
was divLded into two 4100 kg (9,500 Ibm) sections to promote mLSSLon 
capture. Thus the number of PPS requLred to capture Mission 6 is 
twelve. 
2) Benefit Weighting and Rating Factors 
The benefit algorithm employs a weLghted criterLa rating 
approach. Criteria are weighted the same for comparing propulsLon 
systems. To compare propulsion systems where one propulsion system 
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cr1ter1a were we1ghted differently than the others would show a b1as. 
However,each propulsion system has a un1que cr1teria rating that 
characterizes the system. 
The benefit inputs required by RACE consist of 10 criter1a 
we1ght1ngfactors, and chosen cr1ter1a rat1ngs. Two cr1ter1a ratings, 
m1SSion capture and stage length, are calculated by RACE. These 
calculations can be overndden with any rating value greater than 0.0 
for those specific cr1 teria. Rating and ~ve1ght ing fac tors for the 
advanced PPS are shown 1n Table III-5. 
TABLE I II-4 NASAl COMHERC IAL MISSION INFORMATION 
MISSION PAYLOAD MOST LEAST PROBABILITY NUMBER 
NUMBER MASS CONSERVATIVE CONSERVATIVE OF 
(kg) ACCELERATION (g) ACCELERATION (g) STAGES 
1.0 2400.0 .999 1.001 1.00 1.0 
2.0 1600.0 .020 .050 .95 1.0 
3.0 4540.0 .200 1.000 1.00 1.0 
4.0 4550.0 .020 .100 1.00 8.0 
5.0 3090.0 .100 .200 .50 2.0 
6.0 4100.0 .100 .500 1.00 12.0 
7.0 5900.0 .050 .200 .20 2.0 
8.0 4540.0 .150 .400 .10 2.0 
9.0 3030.0 .050 .200 .85 2.0 
10.0 6800.0 .010 .100 .20 8.0 
11.0 310 O. 0 .0lD .100 1.00 16.0 
12.0 7500.0 .050 .200 .70 4.0 
l3 .0 7260.0 .249 .251 .80 1.0 
14.0 8200.0 .050 .350 .50 4.0 
15.0 8200.0 .050 .350 .30 2.0 
16.0 7160.0 .050 .350 .50 2.0 
* 1- Government App11cation 
2- Commerc1a 1 Appi1cat1On 
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TYPE* 
OF 
STAGE 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
3) Propulslon Subsystem Masses 
First unit costs and RDT&E costs are functlons of propulsion subsystem 
masses except for the elctrlcal power subsystem. Costs of this subsystem are 
functions the power-mass product. Masses for each propulslon qystem being 
considered were determined durlng Task I. Propulsion system masses were 
required to determine stage sizing. Table 111-6 presents the propulsion 
subsystem masses for the advanced PPS example case. These subsystem masses ln 
kg are inputed lnto RACE for cost calculations. RACE will convert propulsion 
subsystem masses in kg to lbf as required by the cost algorithm. 
4) Llquld Rocket Engine Information 
Completlng the example RACE input, liquid rocket engine costs and thrust 
level range are added to the PPS information. Speclflcall~ RDT&E and First 
Unlt Cost of the llquid rocket englne will complete the cost calculation. 
Cost values of RDT&E and flrst unlt for the advanced PPS are $270 million and 
$2.8 million respectively. 
As mentioned previously RACE lterates on thrust level. Therefore, the 
only addition lnformatl0n needed for the example case lS the initial thrust 
level, flnal thrust level, and thrust lncrement. These thrust values are the 
advanced PPS engine thrust range endpoints, 4450 Nand 66,700 N. 
5) Example RACE Output for Advanced Engine 
Using the preVl0US example problem lnformation wlth the RACE model results 
with output shown in Appendix B. 
F. TASK I I RESULTS 
As shown ln the last section, the benefit and cost model, RACE, describes 
PPS capabliltles and sUltablllty to a speciflc mlSS10n model. A cost 
algorlthm based on parametrics was developed for three major subroutlnes -
prlmary propulsion costs, launch costs, and deployment operations cost. The 
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benefit algorithm development was based on weighted crlterld ratings. 
The resulting benefit/cost model (RACE) 15 flexible and user 
oriented. The program models costs and benefits for STS launch and 
orbit transfer of any miSSion catalog. 
Costs to execute the model is approximately 0.07¢ per thrust 
level iteration. The model has been verified and validated. 
TABLE III-5 - ADVANCED PPS BENEFIT CRITERIA WEIGHTING AND RATING VALUES 
CRITERIA WEIGHTING RATING 
Hissl0n Capture 65 0.0 
Engine Reliability 10 9.3 
Technical RiSk 5 3.0 
Growth Potential 5 4.0 
Leng th of Development 5 5.0 
Technical Des irability 0 5.0 
Stage Re liabihty 10 5.0 
Stage Length 0 0.0 
Fabncabihty 0 4.0 
Repa irabllity (In Orbit) 0 0.0 
TABLE III-6 - ADVANCED PPS }!ASSES 
Propulsion Subsystem mass, Ibm kg 
Teleme try, Tracking and Command 352.0 160.0 
At titude Contro 1 440.0 200.0 
Elec tnca 1 Power Supply 792000.0 Ib-watts 360,000.0 kg-wat ts 
Propellant Tank 
LH2 374.0 170.0 
102 198.0 90.0 
Structure 111.0 505.0 
Feed and Dump System 429.0 195.0 
Pressurization System 459.0 209.0 
Passive Thermal Control 567.0 258.0 
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IV. TASK III - SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION USING BENEFITS VERSUS COST 
ANAL YSIS TECHNIQUE 
A. RACE DOCUME NTATION 
A complete set of user's 1nstruct10ns for the RACE model 1~ 
presented 1n Append1x B. User's 1nstructions cons1st of input format 
and descr1pt10n, program l1st1ng, and var1able def1nltion. 
B. SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUTS FOR PRUlARY PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
A sample problem was evaluated uS1ng RACE to evaluate three 
PPS. The inputs for this sample problem are described in the 
fo llow1ng pa ragraph s. 
U Propulslon Subsystem M:lsses 
The cost of each propulslon subsystem 1S a function of the 
subsystem mass (kg) except for the electrical power supply which 
depends upon the product of the power supply mass and wattage. Table 
IV-l shows the subsystem masses assigned for each of the engine 
candldates. These masses were used to calculate the RDT&E stage 
(wlthout eng1ne) cost and first unit (wlthout englne) cost. It was 
recognized that some of these subsystems such as propellant tank, 
structure, feed and dump, and passive thermal control vary with thrust 
level, however an average mass across the engine thrust range was 
assumed for th1s study. 
2) Weighting Factors of Beneflt Cr1teria 
The ten benef1t cr1teria previously mentloned 1n Section III are 
shown ln Table IV-2 wlth the welghtlng asslgned for the sample 
problem. These welght1ng factors were supplied by the NASA contract 
manager. The hlghe st welght lng was asslgned to mlSSlon capture 
(65%). In add1tlOn we1ght1ngs of 10% were asslgned to engine 
re11ab1l1ty and stage reliability. The other three parameters 
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Table IV-l - PropulsIon Subsystem Masses 
Engine Uprated Advanced DedIcated 
CandIdate RL-lO EngIne LOI" Thrust 
Engine 
Subsystem 
Telemetry, TrackIng 160 (3S0) 160 (3 SO) 160 (3 SO) 
and Contro I-kg (Ibm) 
ACS Componencs kg (Ibm) 200 (440) 200 (440) 200 (440) 
Elec trica 1 Power 180 kg x 2000 W 
Supply-kg x Watts 360,000 360,000 360,000 
(Ibm x Watts) (792,000) (792,000) (792,000) 
LH2 Ta nk-kg (1 bm) 169 (372) 170 (374) 172 (376) 
L02 Ta nk-kg (1 bm) 90 (98) 90 (98) 92 (202) 
Structure-kg (Ibm) SOS (110) SOS (110) SOS (110) 
Fe ed and Dump-kg (1 bm) 19 S (430) 19S (430) 19S (430) 
PressurIzatIon-kg (Ibm) 245 (S40) 209 (460) 209 (460) 
Pa SSlve Thermal 256 (563) 258 (568) 260 (572) 
OJntro I-kg (Ibm) 
WhICh brIng the weIghtIng factor total to 100% are technIcal risk, 
growth potentIal, and length of development phase. Benefit criterIa 
whIch dId not receIve any weighting are technical desirabIlity, stage 
length, fabricability, and repairability (In orbIt). 
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Table IV-2 - Benefit Cr~teria Weighting Factors 
For Sample Problem 
Cr~ter~a We~ghting Factor 
M~ss~on Capture 
Eng~ne Rel~abil~ty 
Technical R~sk 
Growth Potential 
Length of Development 
Techn~cal Des irability 
Stage Reliability 
Stage Leng th 
Fabncability 
Repa irab~lity (in orbi t) 
3) Beneht Criteria Rating of each PPS 
65 
10 
5 
5 
5 
o 
10 
o 
o 
o 
To complete the ~nput for the model ~t was necessary to assign 
benef~t criteria rat~ng for each PPS for the benefit section of RACE. 
The rat~ngs are unique for each PPS and are based on a 0 to 10 scale 
where a rat~ng of 10 ~s best. The benef~t criteria, a numeric rat~ng 
and ~ts corresponding verbal definition are presented for each PPS. 
a) Uprated RL-lO Benefit Ratings 
M~ ssion Cap ture: 
Engine Reliab~l~ty: 
Engine Technical Risk: 
Engine Growth Potential: 
Calculated by RACE. 
9.0 - 0.997 Reliability (NASA supplied). 
6.0 - sl~ghtly less than major 
mod~ficat~on to ex~st~ng design. 
1 - almost total redes~gn requ~red for 
sign~ficant performance increase since 
engine has been mod~f~ed three times 
already. 
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Engine Length of Development: 8 - 4 years development period. 
Engine Technical Desirability: 8 - l.mproved performance from eXl.stl.ng 
te chno logy. 
Stage Rell.abl.lity: 
Stage Leng th: 
System Fabrl.cability: 
Repairabl.lity (In Orbit): 
5 - 0.980 (based on stage rell.abl.lity 
of the advanced spacecraft propulsl.on 
design, Contract No. F04611-8l-C0046). 
Calculated by RACE per rating scale. 
5 - major modl.ficatl.on to existing 
manufacturing techniques for torus tank. 
a - system is not repairable l.n orbl.t 
due to safety considerations. 
b) Advanced Engl.ne Beneht Ratings 
Ml.ssion Capture: 
Engl.ne Reliability: 
Engine Technical Risk: 
Engine Growth Potentia 1: 
Calculated by RACE. 
9.3 - 0.998 reliability (NASA supplied). 
3 - new desl.gn, state of the art. 
4 - slightly less than a major 
modification since hl.gher thrust level 
has more flexibility to modify. 
Engl.ne Length of Development: 5 - 7 years development period. 
Engine Technical Desirability: 5 - new use of eXl.stl.ng technology. 
Stage Rehab1.lity: 5 - 0.980 (based on stage rel1.ability 
of the Advanced Spacecraft Propulsl.on 
Design, Clmtract No. F04611-81-C0046). 
Stage Length: 
System Fabricabihty: 
Repairability (In Orbit): 
Calculated by RACE per rating scale. 
4 - more than major modl.fl.cation to 
eXl.sting manufacturing techniques for 
torus tank and new engine design. 
o - system l.S not repal.rable in orbl.t 
due to safety consideratl.ons. 
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c) Ded~cated Low Thrus t Eng~ne Beneh t Ratings 
M1 ss 10n Cap ture: 
Engine Re11ab11~ty: 
Engine Techn1cal R1Sk: 
Engme Growth Potent1a I: 
Calculated by RACE. 
9.3 - 0.998 (NASA supplled). 
2 - state of the art plus complex turbo 
ma-ch~nery • 
3 - slightly more than a major 
mod~f~cation s~nce low thrust level has 
less flexibility to mod1fy. 
Eng1ne Length of Development: 4 - 8 years development per10d. 
Engine Technical Desirab1lity: 7 - new use of eX1stlng technology with 
breakthrough in turbo mach1nery. 
Stage Rellabil1ty· 
Stage Leng th: 
System Fabr1cability: 
Repauab111ty (In Orb1t): 
5 - 0.980 (based on stage relIab111ty of 
Advanced Spacecraft Propulsion Design, 
Contract No. F046ll-81-C0046). 
Calculated by RACE per rating scale. 
4 - more than major mod1flcation to 
eX1st1ng manufacturing techn1ques for 
torus tank and new eng1ne des1gn. 
o - system is not repairable 1n orb1t due 
to safety conslderat~ons. 
4) L1qu1d Rocket Engine Costs 
The final 1nput information necessary to exercise the RACE model is 
each l1qu1d rocket eng1ne RDT&E cost and fIrst un1t cost. These values 
wh~ch are shown 1n Table IV-3 were furnished by the NASA contract manager. 
Table IV-3 - L1qu1d Rocket Enpne Costs (1982 Dollars) 
Cost 
Eng1ne 
Uprated RL-lO 
Advanced Engine 
Ded1cated Low Thrust Eng1ne 
RDT&E S(Mil110ns) 
79 
105 
270 
253 
2.0 
2.8 
2.4 
5) M~ss~on Model Informat~on 
One of the Tas~ I results was a LSS mission model which can be 
compared to each eng~ne/stage to def~ne the mission capture. This 
mission model information included payload weight, acceleration range, 
and number of stages required to deliver the payload to GEO. 
Add~t~onal mission model inputs included payload weight, acceleration 
range, and number of stages required to deliver the payload to GEO. 
Other ~nputs required by RACE are mission probability and application 
type. ~ssion probab~lity ~s defined as the likelihood of mission 
occurrence. Application type refers to whether the payload is 
commercial or government oriented. Table IV-4 presents the mission 
probab~lity and appl~cation for both the NASA/Commercial and DOD 
mission catalogs. 
C. SAMPLE PROBLEM OUTPUT FORMAT 
When us~ng the RACE mode 1, the outpu t can be expressed in 
various formats, each revealing valuable ins~ght of the three PPS 
comparisons. The four formats wh~ch describe the PPS benefits/cost 
and their comparison are: 1) PPS mission capture rating versus thrust 
level; 2) PPS benefit versus thrust level; 3) LCC/stage/benefit versus 
thrust level; 4) Lec versus percentage of stages captured. 
PPS parameters of the first two formats are normal~zed such that 
values range from 0 to 10. Higher values of PPS miss~on capture 
rat~ng and PPS benefit are preferred. Discontinuities of the data 
occur when a m~ssion ~s captured or lost. As thrust increases, 
d~scontinuities that increase mission capture rating or benef~t 
represent a mission capture occurrence. Conversely, as thrust 
~ncreases, d~scontinuit~es that decrease mission capture rating or 
benef~t represent a m~ss~on loss occurrence. 
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Table IV-4 - Probab~l~ties and Applicat~ons of NASA/Commerc~al 
and DOD M~ss~on Catalog 
M~ssion 
1) Elec tron~c Ma~ 1 Transm~ss~on-Demons tration 
2) Near-Term Nav~gation Concept 
3) Demonstrat~on Geosynchronous Platform 
4) Electronic Mail Transm~ssion 
5) Technology Development Platform 
6) Full-Capacity GSO Commun~cation Platform 
7) Vot~ng/Polhng Wnst Set 
8) Energy Mon~tor 
9) Orb~tal Antenna Farm 
10) Personal Nav~gat~on-Wrist Set 
11) Hanne Broadcast Radar 
12) Orb~t~ng Deep Space Relay Stat~on 
13) Personal Communicat~on-Demonstrat~on 
(Wrist Set) 
14) D~saster Communications Satellite 
15) Pol~ce Commun~cat~ons Satell~te 
16) Burglar Alarm Relay Satell~te 
17) Space Based Radar-Far Term 
18) Security Surveillance of Unmanned Sites 
19) DIstress S~gnal PInpointing 
20) Classihed 
21) Classihed 
22) Classified 
23) Classihed 
24) Classihed 
25) ClasS1hed 
26) Classihed 
2 n Class~hed 
28) Classihed 
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Probabihty 
1.0 
0.95 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
0.2 
0.1 
0.85 
0.2 
1.0 
0.7 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 
0.5 
1.0 
0.3 
0.3 
1.0 
0.9 
0.6 
0.1 
1.0 
0.95 
0.5 
0.9 
0.8 
ApplicatIon 
Government 
Government 
Commercia 1 
Government 
Government 
Commerc ial 
Government 
Commerc ial 
Commercial 
Commerc ial 
Government 
Government 
Commercial 
Government 
Government 
Commerc ial 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
Government 
The third data format 1.'3 LCC/stage/benef1.t versus thrust. The 
most favorable PPS w1.ll have the maximum number of captured stages, 
maxl.lnum benef1.t, and minimum LCC. Thus the lower the 
LCC/stage/benef1.t value the better. 
The f1.rst three output formats do not d1.rectly address LCG. The 
fourth format, LCC versus percentage of stages captured, w1.ll present 
the best capture percentage of each PPS and the correspondIng LCC. 
D. SAMPLE PROBLE!1 RESULTS 
A benefits/costs comparIson of the three PPS was conducted for 
three mlSS1.0n catalogs. The results are presented for the 
NASA/Commercial, DOD, and NASA/CommerCIal/DOD respectlvely. These 
results are dependent on the m1.SS10n catalog. Other m1.SS1.on catalog 
inputs w1.ll result 1.n d1.fferent conc luslons. 
1) NASA! Commerc1.a 1 Catalog Results 
A benefits and costs compar1.son of the three PPS resulted when 
the 16 missIon NASA/CommerCIal catalog was coupled with the 
approprIate RACE 1.nput data. The results are presented 1.n F1.gures 
IV-l through IV-4. 
M1.ssion capture rat1.ng versus thrust is shown in F1.gure IV-I. 
The general decreasing of the m1.SS1.on capture rating as thrust level 
1.ncreases agrees with the requirement that m1.SS10n capture probab1.l1.ty 
decreases as thrust level 1.ncreases. A rat1.ng of 10 implies all the 
mission'3 are captured at or below the most conservative acceleration 
level. A rating of 5 can correspond to half of the mIssions captured 
at or below the most conservative acceleratIon leVel or all the 
m1.ssions capture at a probabil1.ty of 50%. Actually a mixture of 
m1.'3S1.on accelerat1.on ranges are reflected In the PPS benefIt values. 
S1.xty-e1.ght PPS are required to capture the 16 m1.SS1.on NASA/Commerc1.al 
catalog. M1.ss1.on capture rat1.ng greatly decreases above 30,000N for 
the advanced eng1.ne and the uprated RL-lO eng1.ne. 
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The Ded~cated Low Thrust Eng~ne captures the max~mum number of 
stages, 61 of 68, between thrust levels of 3000 to 4450 N. An 
Advanced Eng~ne can capture 54 stages between 4450 to 7200 N. The 
Uprated RL-10 can capture only 30 stages out of 68 stages. Max unum 
m~ss~on capture of the RL-10 occurs at e~ther 6670 to 7280 N or 8600 
to 9500 N. Ranges of miss~on capture rating for the Uprated RL-IO, 
Advanced Eng~ne and Ded~cated Low Thrust Eng~ne are 5.0 to 3.5 (6670 
to 22,850N), 6.3 to 3.2 (4450 to 27,550N), and 8.7 to 7.0 (900 to 
4,320N), respectively. 
S~milar to the m~ssion capture rat~ng trend, benef~t rat~ng 
versus thrust level appears in F~gure IV-2. However, the rpnges of 
benefit rating are compressed s~nce m~ss~on capture ~s weighted 65% of 
the total benef~t rat~ng value. Ranges of benefit rat~ng for the 
Uprated RL-IO, Advanced Eng~ne and Ded~cated Low Thrust Eng~ne are 5.4 
to 3.8 (6650 to 40,000N), 6.1 to 3.8 (4450 to 40,000N), and 7.6 to 6.4 
(900 to 4450N), respectively. 
It was desired to develop a parameter wh~ch ~l1Ould accurately 
reflect not only the benef~ts but also the cost of each cand~date PPS 
in conjunction with a spec~f1c mission model. This parameter should 
e1ther be maxim1zed or m1n1m1zed for the cand1date PPS that conforms 
best to a mission model. It was determined that the parameter which 
best descr1bes the benef1ts and cost of an eng1ne is life cycle cost 
per stage per benefit rat1ng p01nt. A min1mum value of this parameter 
1S desired and can be accomplished three ways. First, the Lee of a 
PPS can be low; second the number of stages captured for the Lee value 
can be large; or f1nally the benef~t rat1ng can be large. This 
parameter is graph1cally 1l1ustrated as a function of thrust in F1gure 
IV-3. The min1mum values for the Uprated RL-10 PPS, Advanced PPS, and 
Dedicated Low Thrust PPS are 13.4 x 10 6, 11.0 x 10 6, and 8.7 x 
10 6, respect1Vely. 
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The three cand1date propuls10n systems are compared on the base s 
of cost and benef1t 1n F1gure IV-3. The ded1cated low thrust PPS has 
a range of LCC/stage/benef1t from $8.7 x 10 6 to $10.3 x 10 6. 
These values are the lowes t of all three PPS. The second most 
favorable PPS uses the advanced engine. At 1tS lm"est thrust, 4450 N, 
LCC/stage/benef1t 1S $11.0 x 10 6• Th1S parameter quickly 1ncreases 
to $12.1 x 10 6 at 5700 N. The most favorable LCC/stage/benef1t 
value (4450 N) for the advanced PPS 1S 25% h1gher than the dedicated 
1m" thrust PPS counterpart value at 890 N. The uprated RL-lO PPS hac; 
the least attract1ve LCC/stage/benef1t value of the three cand1dates. 
Its best performances c>r~ at 6670 N to 7250 N ~V1th corresponding 
LCC/stage/benef1t of $13.4 X 10 6 to $13.7 X 10 6, respect1vely. 
The most cost effective and benef1c1al system of the three 1S the 
dedicated low thrust PPS. Var1at1ons 1n LCe/stage/benefit are from 
$8.7 x 10 6 to $10.3 x 10 6• These LCC/stage/benef1t values 
represent a 20% span across the eng1ne thrust range. The best 
spec1i1c operating thrust for the dedicated 1m. thrust PPS would be 
about 3000 N. Value of LCC/stage/benefit at 3000 N 1S $9.3 x 10 6, 
wh1ch 1S only 6% h1gher than the most favorable LCe/stage/benef1t 
value at 890 N, but the thrust of 3000 N is more than three t1mes as 
great as the most favorable value. 
F1gures IV-l through IV-3 has shown the results when the three 
cand1date PPS are compared to the 16 miss10n non-DOD model. There are 
68 stages (1ncluding replacements) 1n this model. Not one of the 
cand1date PPS can capture 100% of th1s m1SS10n model as 1t 1S 
presently def1ned. The m1ssions which cannot be captured either have 
accelerat10n requ1rements that cannot be provided by the PPS or exceed 
payload capab111ty of the PPS. However, an LCe, which would reflect 
the cost of launch1ng all 16 m1SS10ns, could be est1mated 1f the 
m1SS10ns that were not captured could be relocated by some means to 
fall Within the miSSion capture envelopes. Such a relocation was 
accomplished by cons1dering how' the spacecraft characterist1cs could 
be changed so that the m1SS10n falls with1n the PPS envelopes. 
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There were two pr1nc1ple reasons that the m1SS10ns were not 
captured. E1ther the mass of the spacecraft was too great to be 
handled by the PPS or the accelerat10n that the spacecraft was capable 
of withstanding was below the lowest acceleration that the PPS can 
prov1de. Th1S lead to two scenar10S that could be postulated that 
would allow the spacecraft character1st1cs to be changed so that the 
m1SS10n would fall w1th1n the PPS performance envelope. 
In the case of spacecrafts that were too heavy, it would be 
poss1ble to br1ng them 1nto the envelope by reduc1ng the1r mass. 
Insuff1cient 1nformat10n 1S ava1lable to determine how the structure 
could be 11ghtened and the cost of such a change. Therefore the 
approach was taken that heavier spacecraft would be divided into two 
equal mass spacecrafts. This would halve the mass of the spacecraft 
but would double the number of STS and PPS needed for that particular 
miss10n. The cost of the add1t10nal STS and PPS provided a cost 
factor that was consistent with the costing procedures used elsewhere 
1n the program. 
The follow1ng scenar10 was defined for those missions that were 
not captured because the1r acceptable accelerat10n 11m1ts were too 
low. It was assumed that the acceleration a spacecraft could tolerate 
could be 1ncreased 1f the structure was strengthened by the addition 
of mater1al. Information from two previous studies, Primary 
Propuls10n/Large Space System Interact10n Study and Study for 
Aux1liary Propulsion Requirements for Large Space Systems, was used to 
determine the affects of 1ncreas1ng the acceleration limits. A rat10 
of one to one for percentage accelerat10n increase to mass increase 
was used to determ1ne the effects on the spacecraft. No cost penalty 
was 1mposed on payloads if increase of mass requ1red to strengthen the 
payload did not cause the payload to become too heavy for the PPS 
system. Th1S was due to the ground rule that the payloads are assumed 
to be placed 1n orbit by dedicated SST's and were volume limited, 1.e. 
the cost of the flight was already pa1d and no charge would be 
assessed for add1tional we1ght. 
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Table IV-5 summar1zes the m1SS10n catalog 1nformat10n for the 
relocated miss10ns. E1ght missions were relocated for the Advanced 
Eng1ne PPS capture. The affected m1SS10ns are 2, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 
and 15. Of these, m1~sions 2, 4, 9 and 11 were successfully moved by 
1ncreas1ng LSS strength. The rema1ning miss1ons, 10, 12, 14 and 15, 
necess1tated a payload d1v1sion. Eleven mission relocat1ons were 
requ1red 1f all m1SS10ns were to reside w1th1n the Uprated RL-lO PPS 
payload mass/acceleration envelopes. A total of S1X missions, 2, 4, 
5, 7, 9 and 11 were accommodated by increased 158 strength. M1ssions 
that dictate a payload split were 10, 12, 14, 15, and 16. Few 
m1SS10ns requ1re d1splacement for the Ded1cated Low Thrust PPS. Two 
miss10ns, 2 and 11, were moved by strengthening the L8S. As w1th the 
other PP8, miss10ns 14 and 15 were d1v1ded. 
MOV1ng m1SS10ns by strengthening the LSS had very l1ttle cost 
1mpact. However, doub11ng the numbering of STS launches and PPS was a 
substantial cost add1t10n considering each STS launch alone was at 
least $37 m1ssion dollars. Clar1fication of the additional capture 
cost 1S d1splayed in Figure IV-4. Each PPS is represented and the 
cost accrued to capture each m1SS1on 1S 1llustrated. Missio~ 10 
dom1nates the addtional costs for the Advanced PPS and the Uprated 
RL-lO PPS. Miss10n 10 1S a mult1channel sW1tching satellite that 
allows two-way voice telecommunications using small Earth based wrist 
sets. The payload 1S a cross structure with each arm being l700m x 
Sm. Increasing the acceleration range required the payload to be 
div1ded 1nto 5 sections for the advanced low thrust PPS and 6 sections 
for the uprated RL-lO PPS. Thus a drastic increase in the number of 
STS launches result. 
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Based on the modifLed mLssion model the RACE program was used to 
evaluate LCC versus percentage of stages captured. Figure IV-5 shows 
the projected cost associated with capturLng 100 percent of the 
mLSSLon catalog. Included in LCC LS RDT&E, Production, Launch, and 
Deployment costs. The most expensive PPS was the Uprated RL-10 engine 
at a cost of $5.8 bdhon for 100% capture. The Advanced Engine PPS 
would cost $5.6 billion for 100 percent capture. Total capture for 
the Dedicated Low Thrust PPS would cost $4.6 bLllLon which LS the 
least expensLve. Also shown Ln FLgure IV-5 are the PPS capabL1LtLes 
for the orLginal NASA/Commercial mLssion catalog. The Uprated RL-10 
captures 44% of the mLSSLon catalog at a cost of $2.1 bLllLon. The 
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second best capture percentage (79%) belongs to the Advanced PPS for a 
cost of $3.6 b~11~on. Best capture is 90% for the Ded~cated Low 
Thrust PPS and costs $3.9 b~11~on. 
TABLE IV-5 MIS SION RELOCATION INFOIU1ATION 
ADVANCED ENGINE PPS 
PAYLOAD MASS ACCELERATION NUMBER OF STS 
MISSION iF kg RANGE g's LAUNCHES 
2 1680 0.13 to 0.16 1 
4 4780 0.07 to 0.15 8 
9 3330 0.1 to 0.25 2 
10 6800 0.05 toO .14 20 
11 5270 0.09 to 0.18 16 
12 3750 0.07 to 0.22 8 
14 4100 0.07 to 0.37 8 
15 4100 0.07 to 0.37 4 
UPRATED RL-lO PPS 
PAYLOAD MASS AC CELERAT IO N NUMBER OF STS 
MIS SION iF kg RANGE g's LAUNCHES 
2 1850 0.16 to 0.19 1 
4 4870 0.09 to 0.17 8 
5 3250 0.12 to 0.22 2 
7 6190 0.08 to 0.23 2 
9 3350 0.l3 to 0.28 2 
10 6800 0.09 to 0.18 24 
11 4800 0.08 to 0.11 16 
12 3750 0.11 to 0.26 8 
14 4100 0.12 to 0.42 8 
15 4100 0.12 to 0.42 4 
16 3630 0.11 to 0.41 4 
DEDICATED LOW THRUST PPS 
PAYLOAD MASS ACCELERATION NUMBER OF STS 
MISSION If kg RANGE g's LAUNCHES 
2 1630 0.025 to 0.055 1 
11 3300 0.02 to 0.12 16 
14 4100 0.05 to 0.35 8 
15 4100 0.05 to 0-.35 4 
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2) DOD M1SS1on Catalog Results 
PPS benefit versus thrust level for DOD m1SS1on catalog is 
presented 1n F1gure IV-6. Ded1cated Low Thrust PPS has the highest 
benefit (8.3) of all cand1dates. Most attractive thrust level range 
of th1S PPS 1S between 3400 to 4450 N. Max1mum benefit of the 
Advanced PPS 1S 6.5 at 7000 N. Uprated RL-10 PPS has a benef1t of 4.7 
at 6670 N. 
LCC/stage/benefit versus thrust level for the DOD Catalog are 
shown 1n Figure IV-7. Slnce most DOD miss10ns reside inside the 
Advanced PPS and Uprated RL-10 PPS capture envelopes, the mission 
capture benef1t (F1gure IV-6) does not begin decreas1ng rap1d1y until 
a thrust level of 4700 N 1S reached. Thus, slopes of LCe/stage/ 
benefit for the dedicated low thrust PPS are small. Rapidly 
decreasing mission probabilities above 4700 N yield large slope values 
for the h1gher thrust PPS. 
The most beneficial PPS is the dedicated low thrust. 
Lee/stage/benef1t between 3380 to 4450 N is $5.6 x 10 6 and changes 
very s11ght1y. At 7000 N the advanced PPS has a LCe/stage/benefit 
value of 12.3 x 10 6• This Lee/stage/benefit value for the RL-10 PPS 
1S 120% h1gher than the best ded1cated low thrust PPS performance. 
The DOD catalog results' presented in Figure IV-7 support the 
Dedicated Low TIlrust PPS as be1ng the most beneficial and cost 
effective PPS of the three cand1date compared. Furthermore the most 
attractive thrust level range for which the Dedicated Low Thrust 
engine should operate is between 3380 to 4450 N. The number of stages 
captured 1n th1S thrust range 1S 198 out of 202 at a Lee value of 
$9.26 X 10 9• 
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3) Comb~ned DOD and NASA/Commerc~al M~ss~on Catalog Results 
RACE results of the two LSS catalogs combined are shown ~n 
F~gure IV-8. As expected the Ded~cated Low TIlrust PPS performed the 
best of all. Best values of LCC/stage/benefit are $6.0 x 10 6 at 
3380 N to $6.2 x 10 6 at 4450 N. Results for the combined catalogs 
resemble DOD catalog results s~nce the DOD catalog requires four times 
as many PPS as the NASA/Commercial model. 
These results support the development of a dedicated low thrust 
PPS w~th a thrust level between 3380 N to 4450 N. Th~s PPS ~s the 
most cost effective and benefic~al for these LSS m~ssion catalogs. 
4) Effects of Advanced Lightweight Structures 
One task of program was to determine the effects of advanced 
lightweight structures on the candidate PPS parameter, 
LCC/stage/benef~t po~nt. Improvements in lightweight structures will 
mainly rely upon material technology breakthroughs in the form of 
improved strength. Mater~als w~th increased strength will allow LSS 
to be l~ghter or to be transferred from LEO to GEO at higher 
accelerat~ons (h~gher thrust). A 20% structural strength increase was 
selected to determ~ne the ~mpact on LCC, eng~ne select~on, and thrust 
level. It is believed that this 20% increase represents the maximum 
real~stic improvement in this timeframe. Only the NASA/Commercial 
m~ssion catalog was used for the comparison. 
The approach used was to either increase the acceptable 
accelerat~on for each miss~on or reduce the structure mass of the 
spacecraft. From previous work it was known that an increase in 
strength is approx~mately proport~onal to an increase in acceleration 
given the same size structure - th~s assumption will result in no more 
than 10% error. Using th~s improvement, end po~nts of the 
accelerat10n ranges for each LSS were 1ncreased by 20% ~f the 
spacecraft mass falls below the max~mum payload mass/acceleration 
capab~l~ties of the eng~nes. However, missions that fall outside the 
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envelopes (12, 14 and 15) had their structural mass reduced by 20% to 
improve the probab1lity of capture. 
The 1mpact of advanced l1ghtweight structures 1S shown 1n 
Figure IV-9, LCC/stage/benef1t versus thrust level. All three 
cand1date PPS are represented 1n F1gure IV-9 and results are shown for 
current structural strength (solid symbol) and the 20% strength 
1ncrease (open symbol). As expected, the adjusted m1SS10n model, 
wh1ch incorporates advanced structure, has a lower value for 
LCC/stage/benefit than the orig1nal m1SS10n model S1nce higher 
allowable accelerations lead to a higher mission capture rating which 
1n turn results 1n a h1gher benef1t value. 
There are two V1ews of the results. F1rst, for a constant value 
of LCC/stage/benef1t then the advanced structures m1SS10ns can be 
transferredfrom LEO to GEO at a thrust level up to 300% greater than 
the or1ginal m1SS10ns. The percentage increase to thrust var1es with 
the engine thrust level, with the greatest increasesoccurr1ng 1n the 
flat reg10n of the data (1000 to 3500 N thrust). The second 
conclus1on that can be drawn from the results 1S the cost benef1t of 
advanced structures. Depend1ng upon the thrust level of cand1date PPS 
selected, one-half to two m1llion dollars per stage could be saved 
w1th the advanced mater1als. Since the NASA/Commercial mission model 
consists of a total of 68 stages, advanced material could reduce the 
overall program cost by 134 to 135 m1llion dollars depend1ng upon 
selected thrust leve 1. 
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V. RESULTS 
Th1s program 1nvest1gated the benefit and costs assoc1ated w1th 
plac1ng LSS 1n operat10nal orb1ts and developed a flexible computer model 
for analyz1ng these benefits and costs. The pr1mary tasks of the program 
were to def1ne the LSS m1SS10n character1st1cs, develop a cost benef1t 
analyt1cal model and solve a sample problem ut111z1ng the techn1que de-
veloped. 
A. LSS HISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
A mission model for LSS from the present time thru the year 2010 was 
estab11shed. Current mission models and current literature were 
rev1ewed to determ1ne the LSS missions that are forseen for the years 1n 
quest10n. The types of structures that would be used by the LSS for each 
m1SS10n were also 1dentif1ed. Initially, only the NASA/commerc1al mis-
S10ns were 1ncluded 1n the model. However, an add1t10nal work effort was 
added to the program to 1nclude the DOD m1SS10ns. A total of sixteen 
NASA/commerc1al miss10ns and twelve DOD m1SS10ns were ident1f1ed as 
fal11ng w1th1n the ground rules of the study to be included in the 
m1SS10n model. The number of STS launches required to accomp11sh anyone 
m1SS10n var1ed from one to twenty-f1ve. Th1s creates a requ1rement for a 
total of 68 STS to launch the NASA/commercial m1SS10ns and 202 STS to 
launch the DOD m1ssions. 
The mission catalog was defined in suff1c1ent depth to allow the mass 
of each payload and the accelerat10n l1m1ts that it could tolerate to be 
def1ned. The masses of the LSS ranged from 1600 kg to 8200 kg. The ac-
ceptable f1nal accelerat10n l1m1ts varied from 0.01 to 1.0 g. 
Conceptual pr1mary propuls10n stage des1gns were developed for the 
three low thrust eng1nes that were base11ned for the study, a Dedicated 
Low Thrust engme w1.th thrust capabl1ty from 890-4450 N(200-1000lbf), an 
Advanced engine wi th thrus t capab1lity of 4450-66700 N (1000-15,0001 bi) 
and an Uprated RL-lO eng1ne w1th thrust capab11ty of 6670-15000 N 
(1500-15,000 Ibm). The stage designs were based on a m1n1mum length 
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conf1gurat10n uS1ng a tor01dal tank w1th an embedded eng1ne to allow the 
maX1mum volume of the orbiter payload to be used for the LSS spacecraft. 
The transfer veh1cle was then s1zed for var10US 1n1t1al masses of the 
mated PPS/LSS to develop m1SS10n capture envelopes for each eng1ne. 
The m1SS10n catalog was then compared to the PPS performance to 
create a m1SS1on capture. Th1s m1SS10n capture showed that none of the 
PPS could capture all of the m1SS10ns. The PPSs uS1ng the Ded1cated Low 
Th rust eng 1ne and the Upra ted RL-lO do not have performanc e h 19h enough 
to capture some of the heav1er LSS, wh1le m1n1mum accelerat10ns of the 
PPS uS1ng the Advanced eng1ne and the Uprated RL-lO were too h1gh for 
some of the weaker LSS. It was also determ1ned that, for any eng1ne, no 
s1ngle thrust level would capture all of the m1SS10ns. To capture the 
maX1mum number of m1SS10ns 1t would be necessary for the eng1nes to have 
var1able thrust capab1l1ty. 
B. CO ST/ BENEFI T ANALYSIS HODE L 
The costs 1nvolved 1n plac1ng the LSS 1n the1r operat10nal orb1ts 
were 1dent1f1ed. There ~lere two pr1mary areas of cost. The f1rst was 
the cost of the pr1mary propuls10n system 1nclud1ng RDT&E and the second 
was the launch costs 1nclud1ng the cost of the shuttle and the operat10nal 
costs 1nvolved wh1le the payload 1S belng placed In orblt. No attempt was 
made to calculate the cost of the LSS. Th1S was cons1dered to be a f1xed 
cost and 1S not affected by the type of engine that 1S used to place 1t 
1n orb1t. 
When the costs had been 1dentifled, the baslc cost relat10nsh1ps and 
the algor1thms that could be used for describ1ng them were estab11shed. 
Primar11y these were broken down 1nto three major relat10nslnps' the 
stage costs that are a funct10n of des1gn parameter; launch costs that 
are a func tlon of the number of launches, and the deploympnt operatlon 
costs that are a funct10n of the t1me requ1red to deploy the payloads to 
orb1t. 
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The second effort Ln developLng the model was to defLne the benefLt 
crLterLa for the mLSSLon model. The prLmary DenefLt crLterLa that was 
defLned ~as mLSSLon capture. The more mLssions captured by a candLdate 
PPS the better the PPS. Th1s LS actually a cost avo1dance factor SLnce 
the cost of mod1fying the payload, the cost of developLng a new PPS that 
can cdpture the addLtLonal mLSSLons or the cost of addLtLonal STS 
launches are avoLded. It was also recognized that other parameters can 
be used to evaluate the benefLts of a PPS. Therefore provLsions were 
made to Lnclude these Ln the model. The benefLts parameters related to 
the engine that were included in the model were relLabLlity, growth 
potentLal, technLcal risk, development time, and technLcal desirabLlity. 
Parameters related to the stage that were Lncluded were reliability, 
leng th, repa LrabLILty and fabncabLlity. 
DefLnLtive gULdelLnes were establLshed for ratLng each of the 
parameters to Lncrease the obJectLvLty of the model. Then to give the 
program more flexLbLlLty, each parameter was assigned a \veLght ing 
factor. The weightLng factor can be adjusted to reflect the importance 
attached to any gLven evaluatLons. For Lnstance, one study may need to 
examLne the effect Lf reliabLlLty LS the more important than mission 
capture. In that case the weLghtLng factor for rei1ab1lLty can be larger 
than the mLSSLon capture weightLng factor. Rating factors are functLon 
of the PPS be1ng evaluated whLle weight Lng factors are the same for each 
PPS beLng compared and are se~ by the requLrements of the program. 
The benefLt and cost relationshLps were then programmed Lnto a computer 
model that determLnes the ratLngs and costs of each engine The inputs to 
the program Lnclude the PPS type, eng1ne thrust range, missLon Lnfor-
mat10n, benefLt crLterLa and weLghtLng factors and the PPS subsystem 
masses. The program evaluates this informat10n on the basis of the 
ratLng and costLng crLterLa and output~RDT&E cost~ production costs, 
launch costs, Lee, number of PPS requLred, mLSSLon capture, and benefLt 
values; all as a functLon of thrust level. 
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The program was verLfLed and valLdated to Lnsure that the algorLthms 
and relatLonshLps were properly Lncluded in the model and that the model 
was operatLng properly. A copy of the program was supplied to NASA LeRC 
and has been runnLng successfully on theLr computer. 
C. SAMPLE PRO BLEM SOLUT ION 
A sample problem was evaluated uSLng the Benefit/Cost computer model 
(RACE). ThLs sample problem was a comparLson of the engl.nes that were 
basellned for thl.s study. The values for the criterl.a ratl.ngs and 
wel.ghtl.ng factor& were agreed upon between NASA LeRC and Martin 
Marl.etta. Engl.ne cost flgures were suppll.ed by the NASA LeRC. The 
results of thl.s evaluatl.on showed that, for the condl.tions specified, the 
dedl.cated low thrust engl.ne had the most favorable benefLt versus cost 
ratLng. 
The best l.ndl.catl.on of thl.S was the comparison of cost per stage per 
benefl.t ratl.ng factor versus thrust level for the dl.fferent PPS. It was 
necessary to use thl.s complex factor for the evaluatLon l.n order to 
obtal.n a reall.stl.c ratl.ng for each engine. A comparison of the PPS 
benefl.t number at varl.OUS thrust levels gl.ve an indicatl.on of the ratl.ng 
of each engl.ne but the dollar fl.gure must be l.ncluded to account for 
cost. A comparl.son of cost per thrust level l.S misleadLng Sl.nce there is 
no 1nd1cat10n of the number of m1SS1ons tha t would be captured. Since 
the cost comes down as fewer missions are flown, the most favorable 
thrust level as far as total cost 1S the one where the fewest missions 
are captured. Therefore, 1t 1S necessary to norma11ze any comparitl.ve 
curve to a cornmon base. In th1s case, the best normall.zed curve is based 
on life cycle cost per stage benefit ratl.ng per number of LSS captured. 
To show the flexl.bility of the RACE program several additl.onal 
problems were examl.ned. The fl.rst problem examl.ned was the effect that 
l.mproved LSS structures would have on the results of the sample 
programs. It was assumed that l.mprovements l.n structural materials would 
increase the strength of the LSS by 20%. Thl.s in effect increased the 
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f~nal accelerat~on l~mits or decreased structural mass. The RACE program 
shO\~ed that under these condit~ons the LCC/benefH/stage number was 
reduced for each thrus t leve 1 compared to the basel~ne program. However, 
it d~d not chdnge the bas~c ~nd~catLon that the ded~cated low thrust 
eng~ne was the most attract~ve eng~ne. 
The RACE program was also used to exam~ne the effect of mod~fy~ng the 
m~ss~on model so that each of the basel~ne eng~nes could capture 100 % of 
the m~ss~on model. The approach taken for thLs case was to assume that 
the LSS that were not captured by a gLven PPS could be strengthened or 
d~vlded ~n some manner that would move the~r mass/accelerat~on 
character~st~cs w~th1n the performance envelope of the particular PPS. 
The results of th~s analys~s ~nd1cated that the ded1cated low thrust was 
st1ll the most attractive engine wLth the cost of capturing 100% of the 
m1Ss~ons being far less than that of the other engines. 
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VI. COK:LUSIONS 
Th~s project developed a flexible computer model for evaluat~ng the 
benefits and costs for launch~ng and orbit transfer of any m~ss~on 
catalog. The model at present conta~ns the performance envelopes of 
three pr~mary propuls~on systems for orb~t transfer based on three low 
thrust eng~nes basel~ned ~n the statement of work. However, it is 
poss~ble to mod~fy the bas~c model to exam~ne any propuls~on system. The 
model also allows for any m~ss~on model to be input into the program. 
The model presently allows the user to eas~ly vary the program to exam~ne 
the effects of var~ous rat~ngs and weight~ng of benef~t parameters for 
the baseline eng~ne s. 
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APPENDIX B - RACE PROGRAM 
A. RACE Input Format 
All of the ~nformat~on discussed ~n the previous section ~s input 
data for the RACE model. The model computes the benef~ts and costs of 
each eng~ne/stage separately thus three d~st~nct data sets are required 
(one for each eng~ne). General structure of RACE ~nput data ~s 
~llustrated in Table B-1. The four major ~nput sections are engine, LSS 
m~ss~on model, benefit criter~a, and propuls~on subsystem masses. The 
format of the ~nput variables is shown ~n Table B-2. Above each 
var~able f~eld is the var~able name wh~ch corresponds to its definition 
shown in the program listing. Below each variable f~eld in Table B-2 is 
the format code that the computer recogn~zes for that variable. Column 
numbers are labeled at the top to a~d the user with proper alignment of 
~nput data. The third ~nput l~ne ~dent~fies the ISS mission so that each 
miss~on ~n a mission model must be represented by a unique ~nput line. 
Input of the m~ss~on ~dent~f~cation lines can be arranged by any order. 
Input lines four and five represent the benef~t criteria ratings and 
we~ght~ng factors, respect~vely. The last line of the data input def~nes 
the propulsion subsystem masses. 
TABLE B-1 - RACE INPUT STRUCTURE 
L~ne Numbers 
1 to 2 
3 to N 
N+l to N+2 
N+3 
Section 
Engine 
LSS M~ssion Model 
Benef~ t crit eria 
Propuls~on Subsystem Masses 
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B. RACE Program 
Table B-3 l~sts the latest vers~on of RACE. The language of ~~C~ l~ 
FORTRAN IV. Verificatlon of this model ~s complete, however lts length 
prohlb~ts publ~cat~on. ~pprox~mate cost to execute th~s model once 
compiled ~s 0.07i per thrust level ~terat~on. Therefore, the cost of a 
6000 ~terat~on data set w~th mission model of s~ze 17 is less than 
$4.50. The program flow chart is shown ~n Table B-4. 
C Example RACE Output 
An exaMple of the output format and abillty that RACE will deliver 
~s shown ~n Table B-5. Page 1 of Table B-5 re~terates the engine type, 
thrust range of ~nvestigat~on, mission ~nformation, and benef~t criterla 
1nformat~on. All information shown on Page 1 is ~nput data and 1S 
pr1nted for ver1ficat10n. The f~rst item on top of Page 2, propuls~on 
subsystem masses, completes all input data except eng~ne cost which 
appears at the bottom of the page. 
The f~rst output is the Miss~on Model Matrix. These results are 
1ndependent of the eng1ne select~on. The most conservative thrust and 
least conservat~ve thrust correspond to a most conservat~ve payload 
acceleration and least conservative payload acceleration, respectively. 
The m~nimum thrust to deliver a payload ~s the thrust level where payload 
capab~l~ty of the engine/stage comb~nations drops below payload mass. 
The last two columns of m~ss~on model matrix refer to the PSl (~) 
funct~on. The ps~ funct~on (miss~on capture ~ndex) ~s a linear 
probab~lity of the actual LSS des~gn acceleration across the payload 
f~nal accelerat10n range. As the final acceleration approaches the most 
conservat~ve paylo3d acceleratlon, PSl approaches a value of 1.0. 
The bottom of the second page, Table B-5, shows the eng~ne input 
costs (RDT&E and F~rst Vnlt) plus the RDT and E cost and First Vnlt cost 
of the stage without the liquid rocket eng~ne. PPS cost is the sum of 
these respect~ve values. All costs are reported ln mllllons of IQ82 
f~scal year dollars. 
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TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM 
PROGRAM RACE (INPUT,OUTPUT, TAPE2=INPUT,TAPE3=OUTPUT) 000100 
RACE- RATING AND COST OF ENGINE 000110 
WRITTEN UNDER CONTRACT MCR-82-500 FOR NASA LE~IS RESEARCH CENTER 000120 
STUDY FOR ANALYSIS OF BENEFIT VERSUS COST OF LOW THRUST PROPULSION 000130 
PROGRAM 8ENE IS WRITTEN SPECIFICALLY FOR AN UPRATED RL-l0, ADVANCED000140 
ENGINE,OR DEDICATED LOW THRUST ENGINE 000150 
000160 
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXX~XXXXXXXX~~xxxxvxxxxxXXXXXXXXX 000170 
000180 
000190 
000200 
000210 
000220 
000230 
000240 
000250 
000260 
000270 
000280 
000290 
000300 
000310 
000320 
000330 
000340 
000350 
000360 
000370 
000380 
000390 
000400 
000410 
000420 
000430 
000440 
000450 
000460 
000470 
000480 
000490 
000500 
000510 
000520 
000530 
000540 
000550 
000560 
000570 
000580 
000590 
000600 
000610 
000620 
000630 
000640 
000650 
000660 
000670 
000680 
000690 
000700 
000710 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
VARIABLES OF RACE ARE DEFINED BELOW 
ACCEL-APPROXIMATE FINAL ACCELERATION LEVEL 
ACS-ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM MASS 
ACSRDT-ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM ROT AND E COST 
ACSUNIT -ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM UNIT COST 
ACSWT-ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM WEIGHT (L8S) 
APROCOS-AVERAGE PRODUCTION COST 
BENEFIT=ENGINE BENEFIT RATING AT SPECIFIC THRUST LEVEL 
BENEVAL=A 2 X 10 MATRIX CONTAINING ENGINE BENEFIT INFORMATION 
ROW N=1 IS BENEFIT PARAMETER RATING 
ROW N=2 IS BENEFIT PARAMETER WEIGHTING FACTOR 
BENEVAL(N, l)=MISSION CAPTURE 
BENEVAL(N,2)=RELIABILITY 
BENEVALIN 3)=TECHNICAL RISK 
BENEVAL(N,4)=GROWTH POTENTIAL 
BENEVAL(N,5)=LENGTH OF OEVELOPMENT OF ENGINE 
BENEVAL(N,6)=TECHNICAL DESIRABILITY 
BENEVALIN,7)=GIMBAL CAPABILITY 
BENEVALIN,8)=STAGE LENGTH 
BENEVAL(N 9)=FABRICABILITY 
BENEVAL(N,10)=REPAIRABILITY (IN ORBIT) 
CAPBEN-MISSION CAPTURE BENEFIT RATING 
CLANCOS-TOTAL COMMERCIAL PAYLOAD LAUNCH COST 
COSRAT-LIFE CYCLE COST PER STAGE PER 8ENEFIT POINT 
COUNTER-COUNTS THRUST ITERATlorJS FOR PAGE FORMAT 
ENGTYP- CODE FOR ENGINE TYFE l=UPRATED RL10, 2=ADVANCED 
ENGINE, 3=DEDICATED LOW THRUST EtJnINE 
EPS-ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY (WEIGHT(LBS) Y POWFR LEVEL(WATTS» 
EPSRDT-ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY ROT AND E COST 
EPSUNIT-ELECTRICAL POWER ~UPPLY UNIT COST 
ERROR-PERCENTAGE ERROR OF A~LELERATION BETWEEN APPROXIMATEO AND 
TRUE VALUE 
ETOTAL-TOTAL NUMBFR OF ENGINES TO BE PRODUCT ED 
FROM LEARNING CURVE 
FED-FEED AND DUMP SYSTEM MASS (KG) 
FEDRDT-FEED AND DUMP SYSTEM POT AND E rOST 
FEDUNIT-FEED AND DUMP SYSTEM UNIT COST 
FEDWT-FEED AND DUMP SYSTEM WEIGHT (LBS) 
FUNIT-FIRST STAGE UNIT COST 
GLANCOS-TOTAL GOVERNMENT PhYI OAD LAUNCH COST 
LANCOS-TDTAL LAUNCH COST IN MILLIONS or rOLIARS 
LCC-LIFE CYCLE COST 
LHRDT-LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK RDT AND E COST 
LHTNK-LIQUID H) OROGEN TANK MASS (KG) 
LHTNKWT-LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK WEIGHT (IES) 
LHUNIT-LIOUID H{DROGEN TANK UNIT COST 
LORDT-LOX TANK ROT AND E COST 
LOTNK-LOX TANK MASS (KG) 
LOTNKWT-LOX TANK WEIGHT (LNBS) 
LOUNIT-LOX TANK UNIT COST 
LREDDT-LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE RDT&E COST 
LREUNIT-LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE tJNIT COST 
MTc:;rAP-MTC:;C:;TnN rAPTllRF RATTN(; 
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TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CONT'D) 
MISMOO=A N X 6 MATRIX CONTAINInG MISSIOtJ rrJFORMATION 
MISMOO(N, l)=MISSION NUMBER 
MISMOD(N,2)=MOST CONSERVATIVE THRUST OF MISSION ACCELERATION 
RMJGE, NEWTONS 
MISMOD(N,3)=LEAST CONSERVATIVE THRUST OF MISSION ACCELERATION 
RANGE, NEWTONS 
MISMOD(N,4)=MINIMUM THRUST TO DELIVER PAYLOAD, NEWTONS 
MISMDD(N 5)=MISSION CAPTURE INDEX SLOPE 
MISMOD(N,6)=MISSION CAPTURE INDEX INTEPCEPT 
MISSION-AN N BY 8 MARTIX CONTAINING MISSION ~ODEL INPUTS 
MISSION(N, l)-MISSION NUMBER 
MISSION(N 2)-PAYLOAD WErriHT (KG) 
MISSION(N 3)-MOST CONSERVATIVE ACCEL~R~TION (G) 
MISSION(N,4)-LEAST CONSERVATI~E ACCELERATION (G) 
MISSION(N,5)-MISSION PROBABILITY 
MISSION(N,6)-NUM8ER OF STAGES 
MISSION(N,7)-TYPE OF STAGE 1 FOR GOVERNMENT 2 FOR COMMERCIAL 
N-MISSION NUMBER 
NGOVERN-NUMBER OF GOVERNMErJT LAUNCHES 
NSTAG-TOTAL NUMBER OF STAGES (INTEGER) 
NSTAGES-TOTAL NUMBER OF GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCIAL STAGFS 
NUMCOM-NUMBER OF COMMERCIAL LAUNCHES 
OPSCOST-OPERTIONAL COST 
PPSRDT-PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM ROT&E COST 
PPSUNIT-PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM FIRST UNIT COST 
PRESRDT-PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM ROT AND E COST 
PRESS-PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM MASS (KG) 
PRESSWT-PRESSURIZATION S~STEM WEIGHT (LBS) 
PROCOST-PRODUCTIDN COST 
PRSUNIT-PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM UNIT COST 
PSI-MISSION CAPTURE INDEX 
RATLEN-STAGE LENGTH RATING 
ROTE-ROT AND E COST OF HARDWARE 
SEMRDT-SYSTEM ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT ROT AND E COST 
SMIUNIT-SYSTEM MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION TEST UNIT COST 
STAGLEN-STAGE LENGTH 
STOTSL-TOTAL NUMBER OF STAGES TO BE PRODUCED 
FROM LEARNING CURVE 
STR-STAGE STRUCTURE MASS 
STRROT-STAGE ASTRUCTURE RDT AND E COST 
STRUNIT-STAGE STRUCTURE UNIT COST 
STRWT-STAGE STRUCTURE WEIGHT (LBS) 
SUPCOS-SUPPORT COST 
T-THRUST APPROXIMATION 
TCP-THERMAL CONTROL-PASSIVE MASS (KG) 
TCPROT-THERMAL CONTROL-PASSIVR ROT AND E COST 
TCPUNIT-THERMAL CONTROL-PASSIVE UNIT COST 
TCPWT-THERMAL CONTROL-PASSIVE WEIGHT (lBS) 
TESRDT-SYSTEM TEST ROT AND E COST 
TH-FINAL THUST LEVEL 
THRUST-ENGINE THRUST LEVEL 
TINC-THRUST LEVEL INCREMENT 
TL-INITIAL THRUST LEVEL 
TOPS-TOTAL OPERATION COST FOR ALL MISSIO~S CAPTURED 
TOT-AODDITIONAL NUMBER OF STAGES PRODUCTED FROM LEARNING CURVE 
TOTC-TOTAL OPERATION COST FOR ONE MISSION 
TRANS-TRANsrER COST OF DEPLOvrlENT OF ONE SPACECRAFT 
TRDTE-TOTAL ROT AND E COST 
TRPTIME-TRIPTIME FOR LEO TO GEO ORBIT TRANsrER 
TTC-TELEMETRY,TRACKING,AND COMMAND MASS (KG) 
TTCROT-TELEMETRY TRACKING ,AND COMMAND RDT AND E COST 
TTCUNIT-TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND COMMAND UNIT COST 
TTCWT-TELEMETRY TRACKING AND COMMAND WEIr,HT (LBS) 
UNIT-SUM OF HARDWARE UNIT COST 
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000720 
000730 
000740 
000750 
000760 
000770 
000780 
000790 
000800 
000810 
000820 
000830 
000840 
000850 
000860 
000870 
000880 
000890 
000900 
000910 
000920 
000930 
000940 
000950 
000960 
000970 
000980 
000990 
001000 
001010 
001020 
001030 
001040 
001050 
001060 
001070 
001080 
001090 
001100 
001110 
001120 
001130 
001140 
001150 
001160 
001170 
001180 
001190 
001200 
001210 
001220 
001230 
001240 
001250 
001260 
001270 
001280 
001290 
001300 
001310 
001320 
001330 
001340 
001350 
C 
C 
C 
C 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAH (CONTID) 
WBO-BURN OUT MASS OF STAGE 
WFINAL-SPACECRAFT BURN OUT MASS 
WTXPL-ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY WEIGHT X POWER LEVEL (LBS X 
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
C 
001360 
001370 
WA TTS )001380 
001390 
001400 
001410 
001420 
001430 
DIMENSION MISMOD(40,6),PSI(40) BENEVAL(2 10),MISSION(40,7) 
REAL MISCAP MISMOD NUMCOM NGOVERN,MISSION NSTAGES LCC LANCOS 
$,LOTNK LHTNK,LOTNKWT,LHTNKWT LHUNIT,LOUNIT LREUNIT,LHRDT,LOROT 
$,LREDDT 
001440 
001450 
001460 
001470 
001480 
INTEGER ENGTYP THRUST TL,TH TINC,N,COUNTER 
REWIND 2 
REWIND 3 
C READ ENGINE THRUST RANGE,THRUST INCREMENT,NUMBER OF MISSIONS AND 
READ(2 530) ENGTYP,TL,TH TINC,N 
C READ ENGINE DDT&E AND FIRST UNIT rOST 
READ(2 520) LREDDT,LREUNIT 
IF(ENGTYP GT I)GO TO 10 
WRITE(3,501 ) 
GO TO 20 
10 IF(ENGTYP GT 2)GO TO 15 
WRITE( 3, 502) 
GO TO 20 
15 WR IT E ( 3 , 503 ) 
C READ IN MISSION INFORMATION 
20 REAO(2,560) «MISSION(I,0),0=I,7),I=I,N) 
C READ IN BENEFIT EVALUATION MATRIX 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
READ( 2 ,570)( (BENEVAL! I ,0) 0=1,10), I~ 1 ') 
READ IN MASSES FOR COST CALCULATION 
REAO(2,580)TTC,ACS EPS,LHTNK LOTNK,STR,FED,PRESS,TCP 
WRITE(3,506) TL,TH,TINC 
WRITE(3,545) 
WRITE(3,546)«MISSION(I,0),J=I,7),I=I,N) 
WRITE(3,507) 
WRITE(3,508)«BENEVAL(I,J),J=1 5),1=1,2) 
WR ITE (3,509)( (BENEVAL( I ,J) ,J=6, 10) , 1=1 ,2 ) 
WRITE( 3,547) 
WRITE(3.548)TTC ACS.EPS.LHTNK LOTNK,STR,FED PRESS TCP 
CONVERT KG TO LBS FOR COST EQUATIONS 
TTCWT=2 2046*TTC 
ACSWT=2 2046*ACS 
WTXPL=2 2046*EPS 
LHTNKWT=2 2046*LHTNK 
LOTNKWT=2 2046·LOTNK 
STRWT=2 2046*STR 
FEOWT=2 2046*FED 
PRESSWT=2 2046*PRESS 
TCPWT=2 2046*TCP 
ROT AND E COSTS 
TELEMETRY, TRACKING, ANO COMrlANO 
TTCRDT=1188 68~54 81?TTCWT 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
ACSROT=1494 78~98 61?(ACSWT"0 81) 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY 
EPSRDT=2648 8~0 031*(WTXPL**0 97) 
PROPELLANT TANKS 
LHRDT=3869 8*(LHTNKWT**0 13) 
LORDT=9674 5*(LOTNKWT*'0 13) 
STRUCTURE 
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BURNS001490 
001500 
001510 
001520 
001530 
001540 
001550 
001560 
001570 
001580 
001590 
001600 
001610 
001620 
001630 
001640 
001650 
001660 
001670 
001680 
001690 
C01700 
001710 
001720 
001730 
001740 
001750 
001760 
001770 
001780 
001790 
001800 
001810 
001820 
001830 
001840 
001850 
001860 
001870 
001880 
001890 
001900 
001910 
001920 
001930 
001940 
001950 
001960 
001970 
001980 
001990 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CaNT'n) 
STRRDT=754 9+70 8'(STRWT~'0 6~) 
FEED AND DUMP 
FEDRDT=1382 O'(FEDWT'~O 36) 
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
PRESRDT=3289 O'(PRESSWT**O 21) 
THERMAL CONTROL - PASSIVE 
TCPRDT=251 62+29 46*(TCPWT"0 66) 
SUM ROT AND E COSTS 
RDTE=TTCRDT+ACSRDT+EPSRDT+LHRDT+LORDT+STRRDT+FEDRDT+PPESRDT 
$+TCPRDT 
SYSTEM ENGINNERING MANAGEMENT 
SEMRDT=O 25*RDTE+0 25*LREDDT 
SYSTEMS TEST 
TESRDT=O 45*RDTE+0 45*LREDDT 
TOTAL ROT AND E COSTS IN MILLIONS 
TRDTE=(RDTE+SEMRDT+TESRDT)/lCCO 0 
PPSRDT=LREDDT+TRDTE 
UNIT COSTS 
TELEMETRY TRACKING, AND COMMAND 
TTCUNIT=51 34+36 94*(TTCWT"0 93) 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
ACSUNIT=17 59*(ACSWT**0 69) 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY 
EPSUNIT=66 72*(WTXPL··0 29) 
PROPELLANT TANKS 
LHUNIT=7 91*(LHTNKWT**0 68) 
LOUNIT=15 8*(LOTNKWT··0 681 
STRUCTURE 
STRUNIT=2 51*(STRWT·*0 96) 
FEED AND DUMP 
FEDUNIT=114 0+0 08*FEDWT 
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
PRSUNIT=157 0+0 42*(PRESSWT*'0 77) 
THERMAL CONTROL - PASSIVE 
TCPUNIT=4 25*(TCPWT**0 65) 
SUM UNIT COSTS 
UNIT=TTCUNIT+ACSUNIT+EPSUNIT+LHUNIT+LOUNIT+STRUNIT+FEDUNIT+ 
$PRSUNIT+TCPUNIT 
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION TEST 
SMIUNIT=O 30'UNIT+0 30'LREUNIT 
FIRST UNIT COST IN MILLIONS 
FUNIT=(UNIT+SMIUNIT)/1000 0 
PPSUNIT=LREUNIT+~UNIT 
BEGIN COST AND BENEFIT CALCULATION 
CALCULATE MOST CONSERVATIVE AND LEAST CONSERVATIVE THRUSTS 
FOR EACH MISSION 
DO 46 J=3 4 
DO 45 1=1 N 
GUESS INITIAL THRUST 
T=(TH+TL)/2 0 
CALCULATE BURNOUT WEIGHT OF STAGE 
B-7 
002000 
002010 
002020 
002030 
002040 
002050 
002060 
002070 
002080 
002090 
002100 
002110 
002120 
002130 
002140 
002150 
002160 
002170 
002180 
002190 
002200 
002210 
002220 
002230 
002240 
002250 
002260 
002270 
002280 
002290 
002300 
002310 
002320 
002330 
002340 
002350 
002360 
002370 
002380 
002390 
002400 
002410 
002420 
002430 
002440 
002450 
002460 
002470 
002480 
002490 
002500 
002510 
002520 
002530 
002540 
002550 
002560 
002570 
002580 
002590 
002600 
002610 
002620 
C 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CaNTIn) 
25 IF(ENGTYP GT 1) GO TO 30 
WBO=3079 I*T*·(-O 0075) 
GO TO 40 
30 IF(ENGTYP GT 2) GO TO 35 
WBO=2980 O*T*·(-O 0062) 
GO TO 40 
35 WBO=2876 3'T'*(-0 0087) 
C CALCULATE SPACECRAFT BURNOUT WEIGHT 
C 
40 WFINAL=(WBO+MISSION(I,2» 
C APPROXIMATE FINAL ACCELERATION LEVEL 
ACCEL=T/(WFINAL*9 81) 
C CALCULATE FINAL ACCELERATION ERROR 
C 
ERROR=(ABS(MISSION(I.J)-ACCEL»/MISSIO~(I J) 
IF(ERROR LT 0 00001) GO TO 42 
T=MISSION(I.J)*WFINAL*981 
GO TO 25 
42 K=J-l 
45 MISMOD(I.K)=T 
46 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE MINIMUM THRUST TO QELIVER PAYLOAD 
C 
DO 65 1=1 N 
IF(ENGTYP GT 1) GO TO 55 
MISMODCI.4)=(MISSION(I 2)/370S 8)~'(14 92537) 
GO TO 64 
55 IF(ENGTYP GT 2) GO TO 60 
MISMOD(I.4)=(MISSION(I.2)/4~66 7)··(19 607~4) 
GO TO 64 
60 MISMOO(I.4)=(MISSION(I.2)/421 7 6)·'(13 888881 
C 
C CALCULATE MISSION CAPTURE INDEX SLOPE AND INTEQCEPT 
C 
64 MISMOO(I.5)=-1 0/(MISMOD(I.3)-MISMOD(I 2» 
65 MISMOD(I.6)=-1 0·(MISMOD(I.3'·MISMOD(I.5)' 
C 
C TRANSFER MISSION NUMBERS TO MISMOD MATRIX 
DO 70 I =1. N 
70 MISMOOII 1,=MIS<;ION(I.l) 
C 
C 
C WRITE MISSION MODEL MATRIX 
WRITE(3504' 
WRITE(3.505' 
WRITE(3.540)(MISMOD(I J).J=1 6',I=I.N) 
C WRITE COST STATEMENTS 
C 
WRITE(3 553) 
WRITE(3.5251 LREDDT.LREUNIT 
WRITE(3 554)TRDTE.FUNIT 
WRITE(3.555'PPSRDT PPSUNIT 
C BEGIN THRUST INTERATION 
C 
IF( NOT (ENGTYP GT 11,GOTD 85 
IF( NOT (ENGTiP GT 2)'GOTD 75 
WRITE(3 5031 
GOTO 80 
C ELSE 
75 WRITE(3 502) 
80 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
r.nTn R7 
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002640 
002650 
002660 
002670 
002680 
002690 
002700 
002710 
002720 
002730 
on2740 
002750 
002760 
002770 
002780 
002790 
002800 
002810 
002820 
002830 
002840 
002850 
002860 
002870 
002880 
002890 
002900 
002910 
002920 
002930 
002940 
002950 
002960 
002970 
002980 
002990 
003000 
003010 
003020 
003030 
003040 
003050 
003060 
003070 
003080 
003090 
003100 
003110 
003120 
003130 
003140 
003150 
003160 
003170 
003180 
003190 
003200 
003210 
003220 
003230 
003240 
003250 
003260 
()()'~? 7 () 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CONT'D) 
C ELSE 
85 WRITE(3,501) 
87 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
WRITE(3,553) 
WRITE( 3,585) 
COUNTER=1 
00 500 THRUST=TL,TH,TINC 
C CALCULATE MISSION CAPTURE INDEX BY LOCATING THRUST 
DO 130 I = 1, N 
C 
C 
IF(THRUST GT MISMOD(I,3» GO TO 100 
IF(MIS~OD(I,2) GE MISMOD(I,4» GO TO 90 
IF(THRUST GE MISMOD(I,4» GO TO 120 
GO TO 100 
90 IF(THRUST GT MISMOO(I,2» GO TO 120 
IF(THRUST GE MISMOD(I,4» GO TO 110 
100 PSI(I)=O 0 
GO TO 130 
110 PSI(I)=1 0 
GO TO 130 
120 PSI(I)=MISMOD(I,5)*THRUST+MISMOD(I,6) 
130 CONTINUE 
C NUMBER OF GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCIAL STAAES 
C 
C SET NUMBER OF STAGES EQUAL TO ZERO 
NUMCOM=O 0 
NGOVERN=O 0 
DO 170 1=1 ,N 
IF( NOT (PSI(I) GT 0 O»GOTO 160 
IF( NOT (MISSION(I.7) GT I»GOTO 140 
NUMCOM=NUMCOM+MISSION(I,6) 
GOTO 150 
C ELSE 
140 NGOVERN=NGOVERN+MISSION(I,6) 
150 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
160 CONTINUE 
C ENOIF 
170 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE LAUNCH COSTS 
C 
C 
CLANCOS=55700 O*NUMCOM 
GLANCOS=31300 O*NGOVERN 
C TOTAL LAUNCH COSTS IN MILLIONS 
C 
LANCOS=(CLANCOS+GLANCOS)/1000 0 
C 
C DEPLOYMENT OPERATION COSTS 
C 
TOTC=O 0 
DO 300 I=I,N 
IF(PSI(I) LE 0 O)GOTO 300 
C 
r DETERMINE STAGE BUR~OUT MASS 
C 
IF(ENGTYP GT I)GO TO 190 
WBO=3079 I*THRUST.*(-O 0075) 
GO TO 200 
190 IF (ENGTYP GT 2)GO TO 195 
WBO=2980 O*THRUST··(-O 0062) 
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003730 
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TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CONTID) 
GO TO 200 
195 WBO=2876 3·THRUST*+(-0 0087) 
C CALCULATE SPACECRAFT BURNOUT MASS 
200 WFINAL=(WBO+MISSION(I.2)) 
C FINAL ACCELERATION 
ACCEL=THRUST/(WFINAL'981) 
C TRIPTIME CALCULATION 
IF( NOT (ACCEL GT 0 012»GOTO 280 
IF( NOT (ACCEL GT 0 017»GOTO 270 
IF( NOT (ACCEL GT 0 030)GOTO 260 
TRPTIME=-l 735+ACCEL+29 50 
GOT0265 
C ELSE 
260 TRPTIME=-345 6+ACCEL+39 9 
265 CONTINUE 
C ENOIF 
GOTO 275 
C ELSE 
270 TRPTIME=-1288 5+ACCEL+55 g 
275 CONTINUE 
C ENOIF 
GOTO 285 
C ELSE 
280 TRPTIME=-5000 0+ACCEL+l00 33 
285 CONTINUE 
C ENOIF 
C TRANSFER COST FOR ONE SPACECRAFT 
C 
TRANS=«(TRPTIME+42 0)+1 43)/1000 0 
C TOTAL OPERATIONS COST FOR ONE MISSION 
TOPS=TRANS·MISSION(I.6) 
C 
C TOTAL OPERATIONS COST FOR MISSION MODEL 
C 
c 
295 TOTC=TOTC+TOPS 
300 CONTINUE 
C TOTAL SUPPORT COST IN MILLIONS 
SUPCOS=LANCOS+TOTC 
C 
C TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 
C 
NSTAGES=NUMCOM+NGOVERN 
IF(NSTAGES LT 1 0) GO TO 405 
STOTAL=O 0 
ETOTAL=O 0 
NSTAG=NSTAGES 
DO 340 L=l.NSTAG 
IF(ENGTYP GT l)GOTO 310 
ETOTAL=NSTAGES 
GOTO 330 
310 IF(ENGTYP GT 2) GOTO 320 
ENGTOT=L+'(-O 1203) 
ETOTAL=ETOTAL+ENGTOT 
GO TO 330 
320 ENGTOT=L"(-O 1203) 
ETOTAL=ETOTAL+ENGTOT 
330 TOT=L"(-O 152) 
340 STOTAL=STOTAL+TOT 
PROCOST=STOTAL+FUNIT+ETOTAL+LREUNIT 
C 
C AVERAGE PRODUCTION COST IN MILLIONS 
APROCOS=PROCOST/NSTAGES 
r 
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003920 
003930 
003940 
003950 
003960 
003970 
003980 
003990 
004000 
004010 
004020 
004030 
004040 
004050 
004060 
004070 
004080 
004090 
004100 
004110 
004120 
004130 
004140 
004150 
004160 
004170 
004180 
004190 
004200 
004210 
004220 
004230 
004240 
004250 
004260 
004270 
004280 
004290 
004300 
004310 
004320 
004330 
004340 
004350 
004360 
004370 
004380 
004390 
004400 
004410 
004420 
004430 
004440 
004450 
004460 
004470 
004480 
004490 
004500 
004510 
004520 
004530 
004540 
004'i'iO 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CONT'D) 
C TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST 
LCC=TRDTE+PROCOST+SUPCOS+LREDOl 
C 
C CALCULATE OMEGA, MISSION CAPTURE rATING 
00 360 K=l,N 
X=(PSI(KI-l O)+MISSION(K 51"MISSION(K,~) 
IF(K GT 11 GO TO 350 
SUM1=0 0 
SUM2=0 0 
350 SUM1=X+SUMl 
SUM2=MISSION(K,6)+SUM2 
360 CONTINUE 
MISCAP=10 0"(1 0+(SUM1/SUM2) 
IF( NOT (ENGTYP GT l»GOTO 375 
IF( NOT (ENGTYP GT 2»)GOTO 365 
STAGLEN=6 3699*THRUST'*(-0 021558) 
GOTO 370 
C ELSE 
365 STAGLEN=6 002961-THRUST++(-0 009578) 
370 CONTINUE 
C ENOIF 
GOTO 380 
C ELSE 
375 STAGLEN=7 31733*THRUST··(-0 02793) 
380 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
IF( NOT (BENEVALC 1, 1) GT 0 01 )(;OTO 385 
CAPBEN=BENEVAL( 1 1) 
GOTO 390 
C ELSE 
385 CAPBEN=MISCAP 
390 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
IF( NOT (BENEVAL( 1,8) GT 0 O»)GOTO 395 
RATLEN=BENEVAL(18) 
GO TO 400 
C ELSE 
395 RATLEN=-3 2S0S*STAGLEN+25 0 
400 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
C 
C 
C 
C 
BENEF IT= (CAPBEN+BENEVAL( 2, 1) +E'.ENEVALC 1, 21+E'ENEVALl2, 2 ) 
$+BENEVAL( l,3)'BENEVAL(2 3)+BENEVAL(l,4)+8ENEVAL(2 4) 
$+BENEVAL( l,5)'BENEVAL(2,5)+BHJEVAL( 1 61-E'ENEVAL(2 6) 
$+BENEVAL(l,7)*BENEVAL(2,7)+RATLEN*BENEVAL(28) 
$+BENEVAL( 1 ,9) "BENEVAL( 2 9) +BENEVAL( 1 , 1()) -8ENEVAL(2, 10) ) /100 
COSRAT=(LCC/NSTAGES)/BENEFIT 
405 COUNTER=COUNTER~l 
IF(COUNTER LT 521GO TO 430 
IF( NOT (ENGTYP GT l»GOTO 420 
IF( NOT (ENGTYP GT 2»GOTO 410 
WRITE(3 503) 
GOTO 415 
C ELSE 
410 WRITE(3,502) 
415 CONTINUE 
C ENDIF 
GOTO 425 
C ELSE 
420 WRITE(3,501) 
425 C'''NTINUE 
B-ll 
004560 
004570 
004580 
004590 
004600 
004610 
004620 
004630 
004640 
004650 
004660 
004670 
004680 
004690 
004700 
004710 
004720 
004730 
004740 
004750 
004760 
004770 
004780 
004790 
004800 
004810 
004820 
004830 
004840 
004850 
004860 
004870 
004880 
004890 
004900 
004910 
004920 
004930 
004940 
004950 
004960 
004970 
004980 
004990 
0 005000 
005010 
005020 
005030 
005040 
005050 
005060 
005070 
0050S0 
005090 
005100 
005110 
005120 
005130 
005140 
005150 
005160 
005170 
005180 
005190 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CONT'D) 
C ENDIF 005200 
WRITE(3.553) 005210 
WRITE(3.585) 005220 
COUNTER=l 005230 
430 IF(NSTAGES LT 1 0) GOTO ~50 005240 
WRITE(3 590)THRUST MISCAP PRorOST NSTAGES ~PDDCQS LANros TOTC 005250 
$SUPCOS.BENEFIT.LCC COSRAT 005260 
GO TO 500 005270 
450 WRITE(3.600)THRUST 005280 
500 CONTINUE 005290 
501 FORMAT( "1". 40X "COST IBENEF ITS OF UPRATF'J PL- 10 ENGINE' ) 005300 
502 FORMAT("1".44X."COST/BENErITS OF ADVANCED EN~INE') 005310 
503 FORMAT("l" 38X."COST/BENEFIT~ OF DEDICATED LOW THRUST FNGINE") 005320 
504 FORMAT(111148X."MISSION MODEL MATRIX "./1) 005330 
505 FORMAT(2X."MISSION" BX."MOST" l1X."LE~ST" BX "MIN THRUST".3X. 005340 
$"MISSION CAPTURE INDEX" I ,X "NUMBER" 005350 
$SX."CONSERVATIVE" 3X."CONSERVATIVE" 4X "TO DELIVER" S( 005360 
$"SLOPE INTERCEPT" 1.13 v 005370 
$"THRUST N".9X."lHRUST.N".7X."PAYLOAD. N"/!) 005380 
506 FORMAT(1110X."INITIAL THRUST= ' IS 1X. 'NEWTO~JS"10Y 005390 
$"FINAL THRUST= ". IS. lX. "NEWTO~I:j". lOX "TllPUST HJCREME'JT= " 005400 
$.15 lX."NEWTONS·) 005410 
507 FORMAT(IIIII.48X "BENEFIT I~Wl'T MATRI" " ) 005420 
508 FORMAT(20X."MISSION" 9X."RE'LIA8IlIn' .'1' 'TErHNIcflL" lOX "r,ROWTH" 005430 
$12X."LENGTH OF" / 20X."CAPTIJf::E".10X "Eflr.nJE" 005440 
$15X."RISK".12X."POTENTIAL" 005450 
$9X."DEVELOPMENT".11 :2X."Pt.TINr.".13 X.r5:2 13X F5 2 15Y r5:2 13X. 005460 
$F5 2.13X.F5 2.11.2X "WEIGHTlNG".9X F5 1 11~, F'3 1.15x r5 1 005470 
$13X.F5 1.13X.F5 1.1.2X."F~CrOP·.//l 005480 
509 FORMAT(22X "TECHNICAL" 5X RELIABILIT\" 1 1\ 005490 
$"STAGE".9X."FABRICABILIT." 005500 
$ 7X."REPAIRABIlIT{" 1.20X 'DESIRABIlIT{" 7X. STAGE' .14~. 005510 
$"LENGTH" 31X."IIN ORBIT)" '/ 2X "RATING" 13x.F5 2.13x F5 2.15X 005520 
$F5 2.13X.F5 2.13X.F5 2.II.U."WEIGHTING" 9Y r5 1 13X F5 1.15X. 005530 
$F5 1.13X F5 1.13X F5 1./ 2 y ."rACTOR".//) 005540 
520 FORMAT( lOX El0 2 lOX E9 2) C05550 
525 FORMAT(/I 15X " LIOUIO ROCKET ENGINE RnT~E COST= " 005560 
$1PE10 2.10X "1I0UID ROCKET ENGINE FIPST II~IIT COST= ".E9 2) 005570 
530 FORMAT(2X Il.2Y IS 2X.I5 2X.I5 2X 12) 0055BO 
540 FORMAT(2X F4 1 7X.FB 1 9x.r8 1.7X.F8 1.3 X Ell 3.4x F9 4) 005590 
545 FORMATIIII SOX "MISSION INFORMATION".!! r' "MISSION" 6X "PAYLOAD".005600 
$12X."MOST" 17X "LEAST".12X "PROBABILITY" 6Y. 'NUMBER" Gl(."TYPE".1 005610 
$6X."NUMBER".7X."WEIGHT".9X."CONSERVATIVE". lOX. "CONSERVATIVE". 005620 
$27X."OF".9X."OF" I 21X."(KG)" 9X."ACCELERATION IG)".6 v 005630 
$"ACCELERATION (G)" 21X."STAGES".6X."STAGE" II 005640 
546 FORMAT(7X F4 1 BX.F7 1.12X F5 3.16X F5 3 16X F4 2 10X.F4 1. 005650 
$8X.F3 1) 005660 
547 FORMATI"l".111 43X "PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM MASSES (KG)".II 005670 
$.4X "TELEMETRY .... 3X."ATTITUDE" 4X."ELECTRICAL".4X 005680 
$"PROPELLANT".3X "STRUCTURE" SX."FEED AND" 8X. 005690 
$"PRESSURIZATION" 3X."PASSIVE"./ 4X. 005700 
$"TRACKING " 4X "CONTROL".4X "POWER SUPPLY".6X."TANK" BX. 'MASS". 005710 
$7X."OUMP SYSTEM" lOX "SYSTEM" 7X "THERMAL" / 3X. 005720 
$"AND COMMAND" 4X "MASS".6X."IKG X WATTSI".6X "MASS". 005730 
$21X."MASS" 16X. "MASS".8X "CONTROL".I.BX. 005740 
$"MASS".34X."LH2 L02" 53X "~ASS" I) 005750 
548 FORMATI6X.F5 1 7X.FS 1.6X.FB 1 5X.F5 1 2X F5 1.4X.F5 1. 005760 
$8X,F5 1.15x F5 1.~X F5 1) 005770 
550 FORMAT( 12X.F5 3) 0057BO 
553 FORMATIIII 34X "ALL COSTS ARE IN ~ILLIONS OF 1982 FISCAL YEAR" lX 005790 
$"DOLLARS") 005BOO 
554 FORMATIII.5X."STAGE WITHOUT ENGINE TOTAL PDT AND E COST= " 005Bl0 
$OPFB 3. lOX "STAGE WITHOUT ENG1NE FIRST UNIT COST= ".FB 3) 005820 
555 FORMATIII 5X "PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM POTSE COST ~" FB 3 lOX 005830 
B-12 
TABLE B-3 RACE PROGRAM (CONT'D) 
$"PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM FIRST UNIT COST :",F8 3) 005840 
560 FORMAT(3X,F4 l,3X,F7 l,3X,FS 3 3X,FS 3,31- F4 2,3X,F4 l,3X,F3 1) 005850 
570 FORMAT(10F6 2/10F6 1) 005860 
580 FORMAT(2X,F5 1,2X,F5 1,2X F8 1 2X,F5 1 2 Y ,F5 1,2X rs 1, 005870 
$2X,F5 l,2X,FS 1 2X F5 1) 005880 
585 FORMATI//,3X, "THRUST",5X, "MISSION",5X "PRODUCTION" 3X,"NUMBER",3X,005890 
$"AVERAGE", 005900 
$5X,"LAUNCH",5X "DEPLOYMENT",5X, "SUPPORT" 5X,"BENErIT",6X "LCC", 005910 
$5X, "LCC PER",/,2X, 005920 
$"(NEWTONS)",3X,"CAPTURE",7X,"~OST",9X 'OF" 6~, 005930 
$"UNIT",8X,"COST",8X, 005940 
$"COST",10X,"COST",27X,"LCC",4X "STAGE PER",/ 005950 
$14X, "RATING", 19X, "STAGES", 005960 
$4X,"COST",66X,"BENEFIT",/) 005970 
590 FORMAT(2X,I7,5X,F6 3,5X,F9 3,5X,F5 l,5x F6 3,3X,F9 3 2X,F9 3, 005980 
$6X,F9 3,4X,F7 3,3X,F10 3,11- Fe 3) 005990 
600 FORMAT(2X,I7,30X,"THERE ARE NO MISSIONS CAPTURED AT THIS",lX 006000 
I,"THRUST LEVEL") 006010 
STOP 006020 
END 006030 
B-13 
DI~lENSION 
MISSION (40,8) 
MISMOD (40,8) 
PSI (40) 
/ 
REAL 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOHCHART 
MISCAP, MISMOD, NUMCOM, NGOVERN, MISSION, NSTAGES, 
LCe LANCOS, LOTNK, LHTNK, LOTNKWT, LHTNKI1T, 
LHUNIT, LOUNIT, LREUNIT, LHRDT, LORDT, LREDDT 
INTEGER 
ENGTYP THRUST TL TH TINC N COUNTER 
B-14 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
1 f READ READ READfGD~~~ 560 570 580 50 54 54 
LlJlEJ-t~~~~~ 507 508 509 547 548 
l TTCWT = f--7> ACSWT = ~ WTXPL = 1-----3l LHTNKWT = ~ 2,2046*TTC 2,2046*ACS 2,2046*FED 2,2046*LHTNK 
l LOTNKWT = t-7 STRHT = 1--7 FEDWT = f--7 PRESSWT = n 2,2046*LOTNK 2,2046*STR 2,2046*FED 2,2046*PRESS 
L TCPWT = ----7 TTCRDT = 1188,68 f----7 ACSRDT = 1494,78+ 2,2046*TCP +54,81*TTCWT 98,61*ACSWT**O,81 ~ 
L EPSRDT = 2648,8+ --7 LHRDT = 3869,8* ----7 LORDT = 9674,5* l O,031*WTXPL**O,97 LHTNKWT**O,13 LOTNKWT**O, 13 
L STRRDT = 754,9+ f-7 FEDRDT = 1382,0* ~ PRESRDT = 3289,0 [] 70,8*STRWT**O, 66 FEDlH**O,36 *PRESSWT**O,21 
l TCPRDT = 251,62+ f-----; RDTE = TTCRDT+ACSRDT+EPSRDT+LHRDT+ 29,46*TCPWT**O,66 LORDT+STRRDT+FEDRDT+PRESRDT+TCPRDT n 
l SEMRDT = 0,25* -, TESRDT = O,45*RDTE RDTE+O,25 LREDDT +O,45*LREDDT 
-~ 
TRDTE = (RDTE+SEMRDT+TESRDT)/1000,O I 
-It 
PPSRDT = LREDDT+TRDTE 
\/ 
B-15 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT/D) 
2 
TTCUNIT = 51.34+ 1-7 ACSUNIT = 17.59* n 36. 94*TTCWT**O. 93 ACSWT**0.69 
L EPSUNIT = 66.72* ~ LHUN IT = 7.91* H LOUNIT = 15.8* n I/TXPL **0.29 LHTNKWT**0.68 LOTNKWT**0.68 
l STRUNIT = 2.51* f-----7 FEDUNIT = 114.0+ ~ PRSUNIT = 157.0+ STRIH**0.96 0.08*FEDWT 0.42*PRESSWT**0.77 0 
L TCPUN IT = 4.25* ----7 UNIT = TTCUNIT+ACSUNIT+EPSUNIT+LHUNIT n TCPWT**0.65 +LOUNIT+STRUNIT+FEDUNIT+PRSUNIT+TCPUNIT 
17 SMIUNIT = 0.30* H FUNIT = (UNIT + SMIUNIT)/1000.0 1 UNIT + 0.30*LREUNIT 
I PPSUNIT = LREUNIT + FUNIT 
.J., 
-GV DO 46 J = 3,4 - - - - -
~ 
DO 45 I = 1,N - - - - -
--iV ~/ 
I T = CTH+TUI2.0 
14 -. 
Y Y " WBO = 2876.3* ENGTYP 1 ~ T**(-0.0087) N 
WBO = 3079.1* WBO = 2980.0* 
T**(-0.0075) T**{-0.0062) 
./ 
v 
II 
3 
B-16 
I 
I 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
WFINAL = WBO 
+MISSION (1.2) 
ACCEL = T/(WFINAL*9.81) 
ERROR = (ABS(MISSION (I,J) - ACCEL)/MISSION (I,J) 
T = MISSION (I,J)*WFINAL*9.81 
y 
>--:>01 MISMOD (1.4) = (MISSION (L2)/ 
4217.6**(13.8888» 
MISMOD (1,4) = (MISSION (1,2 MISMOD(I,4) = (MISSION (1,2)/ 
3705.8**14.92537) 4666.7**19.60784) 
MISMOD (1,5) = -l.O/(MISMOD (1,3) - MISMOD (1,2» 
MISMOD (1,6) = -1.0*(MISMOD (I,3)*MISMOD (1,5» 
L - -
B-ll 
DO 70 I = LN 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT/D) 
DO 500 
COUNTER 
=1 
THRUST = TL. TH. TING 
DO 130 I = LN 
B-18 
PS I (I) 
= 1.0 
I 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
PSI (I) = MISMOD (1,5)* 
THRUST+MISMOD (1,6) 
--~ 
0.0 
y 
N 
NUMCOM = NUMCOM 
+~lISSION (1.6) 
L _____ _ 
B-19 
5 
PS 1 (l) 
= 0.0 
y 
NGOVERN = 
NGOVERtI + 
MISSION (1.6) 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOHCHART (CONT'n) 
CLAtlCOS = 55700. O"NUr1CO~1 
GLANCOS = 31300.0*NGOVERN 
LAN COS = (CLANCOS + GLANCOS)/IOOO.O 
----tV 
>-------------~18 
WBO = 3079.1*THRUST**(-0.0075) 
WBO = 2980.0*THRUST**(-0.0062) 
WBO = 2876.3*THRUST**(-O.0087) 
WFINAL = (WBO+MISSION (1,2)) 
ACCEL = THRUST/(WFINAL*9.81) 
B-20 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
TRPTIME = -5000.0*ACCEL + 100.33 
TRPTIME = -1288.5*ACCEL + 55.9 
TRPTIME = -345.6*ACCEL + 39.9 
TRPTIME = -1.7354*ACCEL + 29.5 
TRANS = «TRPTIME + 42.0)*1.43)11000.0 
TOPS = TRANS*MISSION (1,6) 
TOTC = TOTC + TOPS 
~-----------l 18 
.-------~----~ - - ~ 
SUP COS = LAN COS + TOTC 
NSTAGES = NUMCOM + NGOVERN 
B-21 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
>---~19 
ETOTAl = NSTAGES 
ENGTOT = l**(-O.1203) 
ENGTOT = l**(-O.1203) 
ETOTAl = ETOTAl+ENGTOT 
ETOTAl = ETOTAl +ENGTOT 
TOT = l**(-O.152) 
STOTAl = STOTAl+TOT 
L __ 
B-22 
TABLE B-4 RACE FlOHCHART (CONT'D) 
PROCOST = STOTAl *FUN IT +ETOTAl *lREUN IT 
APROCOS = PROCOST/NSTAGES 
lCC = TRDTE+PROCOST+SUPCOS+lREDDT 
I--
I 
-4 
x = (PSI(K)-1.0)*MISMOD(K,5)*MISMOD(K,6) 
N 
SUM2 = MISMOD(K,6)+SUM2 
L 
MISCAP = 10.0*(1.0+(SUMl/SUM2)) 
STAGlEN = 7.31733* 
THRUST**(-0.02793) 
y 
STAGlEN = 6.00296* 
THRUST**(-0.00958) 
10 
B-23 
y 
STAGlEN = 6.3699 
THRUST**(-0.02156) 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
CAPBEN = BENEVAL (1.1) 
CAPBEN = r1ISCAP 
y 
>--------7{ RATLEN = BENEVAL (1.8) 
RATLEN = -3.2808*STAGLEN + 25.0 
BENEFIT = (CAPBEN*BENEVAL (2.1) + BENEVAL (1.2)*BENEVAL (2.2) 
+ BENEVAL (1.3)*BENEVAL (2.3) + BENEVAL (1.4)*BENEVAL (2.4) 
+ BENEVAL (l.5)*BENEVAL (2.5) + BENEVAL (l.6)*BENEVAL (2.6) 
+ BENEVAL (l.7)*BENEVAL (2.7) + RATLEN*BENEVAL (2.8) 
+ BENEVAL (1.9)*BENEVAL (2.9) + BENEVAL (1.10)*BENEVAL (2.10))/100.0 
COSRAT = (LCC/NSTAGES)/BENEFIT 
COUNTER = COUNTER + 1 
y 
N 
B-24 
TABLE B-4 RACE FLOWCHART (CONT'D) 
N HRITE 
50 
'-1t==========~--~21 
~--~==~----------~20 
y 
- - - ~ 
B-25 
to 
I 
N 
0-
TABLE B-5 SAMPLE RACE OUTPUT 
COST/BENEFITS OF AOVANCEO ENGINE 
INITIAL THRUST= 4450 NEWTONS FINAL THRUST= 10000 NEWTONS THRUST INCREMENT= 
MISSION INFORMATION 
MISSION PAYLOAD MOST LEAST 
NUMBER MASS CONSERVATIVE CONSERVATIVE 
(KG) ACCELERATION (G) ACCELERATION (G) 
1.0 2400 0 999 1.001 
2 0 1600 0 020 050 
3 0 4540 0 200 000 
4 0 4550 0 020 100 
5.0 3090 0 .100 200 
6 0 4100 0 100 500 
7 0 5900 0 .050 200 
8 0 4540 0 150 400 
9 0 3030 0 050 200 
100 6800 0 010 100 
11 0 3100 0 010 100 
12 0 7500.0 050 200 
13 0 7260.0 249 .251 
14 0 8200 0 050 350 
15 0 8200 0 050 350 
16 0 7260 0 050 350 
BENEFIT INPUT MATRIX 
MISSION RELIABILITY TECHNICAL 
CAPTURE ENGINE RISK 
RATING 0.00 9 30 3 00 
WEIGHTING 65.0 10 0 5 0 
FACTOR 
TECHNICAL RELIABILITY STAGE 
DESIRABILITY STAGE LENGTH 
RATING 5.00 5.00 o 00 
WEIGHTING o 0 10.0 o 0 
FACTOR 
PROBAB I LI TY 
00 
95 
00 
00 
50 
00 
20 
10 
.85 
20 
1 00 
70 
80 
50 
30 
50 
GROWTH 
POTENTIAL 
4 00 
5 0 
FABRICABILITY 
4 00 
o 0 
NUMBER 
OF 
STAGES 
0 
1 0 
1 0 
B 0 
2 0 
12 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
8 0 
16 0 
4 0 
1 0 
4 0 
2 0 
2 0 
LENGTH OF 
DEVELOPMENT 
5 00 
5 0 
REPAIRABILITY 
(IN ORBIT) 
o 00 
o 0 
50 NEWTONS 
TYPE 
OF 
STAGE 
0 
1 0 
2 0 
1 0 
1 0 
2 0 
1 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
10 
1 0 
2 0 
0 
0 
2 0 
to 
I 
N 
" 
TABLE B-5 SAMPLE RACE OUTPUT (CONT'D) 
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM MASSES (KG) 
TELEMETRY, ATTITUOE ELECTRICAL PROPELLANT STRUCTURE FEED AND PRESSURIZATION PASSIVE 
TRACKING, CONTROL POWER SUPPLY TANK MASS DUMP SYSTEM SYSTEM THERMAL 
AND COMMAND MASS (KG X WATTS) MASS MASS MASS CONTROL 
MASS LH2 L02 MASS 
160 0 200.0 360000 0 170 0 90 0 505.0 195 0 209 0 258 0 
MISSION MODEL MATRIX 
MISSION MOST LEAST MIN. THRUST MISSION CAPTURE INDEX 
NUMBER CONSERVATIVE CONSERVA TI VE TO OELIVER SLOPE INTERCEPT 
THRUST,N THRUST,N PAYLOAD, N 
1 0 50827.4 50928.8 0 - 986E-02 502.1654 
2.0 874 5 2178 5 0 - 767E-03 1.6707 
3.0 14417.2 71813 2 6 - 174E-04 1 2512 
4.0 1451 6 7230 2 6 - 173E-03 1.2512 
5.0 5801 8 11579 8 0 - 173E-03 2 0041 
6 0 6789 9 33811 9 1 -.370E-04 1 2513 
7 0 4281 8 17079 7 99 3 -.781E-04 1.3346 
8.0 10820 2 28787 1 6 - 557E-04 1.6022 
9.0 2877.5 11462 4 .0 - 116E-03 1 3352 
10 0 947 3 9432 9 1606 4 - 118E-03 1 1116 
11.0 585.1 5811 5 0 - 191E-03 1 1120 
12 0 5065 1 20213 1 10970 4 - 660E-04 1 3344 
13 0 24570.8 24767.8 5797.9 - 508E-02 125.7160 
14 0 5407.9 37739.2 63106.9 - 309E-04 1 1673 
15 0 5407 9 37739.2 63106.9 - 309E-04 1 1673 
16 0 4947 6 34517.0 5797 9 - 338E-04 1 1673 
ALL COSTS ARE IN MILLIONS OF 1982 FISCAL YEAR DOLLARS 
LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE RDT&E COST= 2 70E+02 LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE FIRST UNIT COST= 2.80E+00 
STAGE WITHOUT ENGINE TOTAL ROT AND E COST= 198 579 STAGE WITHOUT ENGINE FIRST UNIT COST- 22 159 
PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM RDT&E COST 468 579 PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM FIRST UNIT COST 24 959 
TABLE B-5 SAHPLE RACE OUTPUT (CONCL) 
COST/BENEFITS OF ADVANCED ENGINE 
ALL COSTS ARE IN MILLIONS OF 1982 FISCAL YEAR DOLLARS 
THRUST MISSION PRODUCTION NUMBER AVERAGE LAUNCH DEPLOYMENT SUPPORT BENEFIT LCC LCC PER 
(NEWTONS) CAPTURE COST OF UNIT COST COST COST STAGE PER 
RATING STAGES COST BENEFIT 
4450 6 307 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 6 130 3640 548 10 998 
4500 6 272 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 6 107 3640 548 11 040 
4550 6 236 866.257 54.0 16.042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 6 083 3640 548 11 082 
4600 6 200 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 6 060 3640 547 11 125 
4650 6 164 866.257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 6 037 3640 547 11 168 
4700 6 129 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 6 014 3640 547 11 211 
4750 6 093 866 257 54.0 16.042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 5 990 3640 547 11 254 
4800 6 057 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 5 967 3640 547 11 298 
4850 6 021 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 512 2305 712 5 944 3640 547 11 342 
4900 5 986 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 921 3640 547 11 387 
4950 5 950 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 897 3640 547 11 432 
5000 5 914 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 874 3640 547 11 477 
5050 5 878 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 851 3640 547 11 523 
5100 5 842 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 828 3640 546 11 569 
tx:I 5150 5 807 866 257 54.0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 804 3640 546 11 615 I 
N 5200 5 771 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 781 3640 546 11 662 
<Xl 5250 5 735 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 758 3640 546 11 709 
5300 5 699 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 735 3640 546 11 756 
5350 5 664 866.257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 711 3640 546 11 804 
5400 5 628 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5 511 2305 711 5 688 3640 546 11 852 
5450 5.592 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 510 2305 710 5 665 3640 546 11 901 
5500 5 556 866.257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5510 2305 710 5 642 3640 546 11 950 
5550 5 521 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5510 2305 710 5 618 3640 546 11 999 
5600 5 485 866 257 54 0 16.042 2300 200 5 510 2305 710 5 595 3640 545 12 049 
5650 5 449 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5510 2305 710 5 572 3640 545 12 100 
5700 5 413 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300 200 5510 2305 710 5 549 3640 545 12 150 
5750 5 378 866 257 54 0 16 042 2300.200 5 510 2305 710 5 525 3640 545 12 201 
5800 5 602 907 486 57 0 15.921 2467 300 5 816 2473 116 5 671 3849 181 11 907 
5850 5.582 683 380 41.0 16 668 1966 500 4 184 1970.684 5 659 3122 643 13 460 
5900 5 568 683 380 41 0 16.668 1966 500 4 184 1970 684 5 649 3122 643 13 483 
5950 5 553 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4 184 1970 684 5 639 3122 643 13 506 
6000 5 538 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4.184 1970 684 5 630 3122 642 13 529 
6050 5 523 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4 184 1970 684 5 620 3122 642 13 552 
6100 5.508 683 380 41.0 16 668 1966 500 4 184 1970 684 5 611 3122 642 13 575 
6150 5.494 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4 184 1970 684 5 601 3122 642 13 598 
6200 5 479 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4 183 1970 683 5 591 3122 642 13 622 
6250 5 464 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966.500 4 183 1970 683 5 582 3122 642 13 645 
6300 5.449 683 380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4 183 1970 683 5 572 3122 642 13 668 
6350 5.435 683.380 41 0 16.668~ 1966 500 _4 183 1970 683 5 562 3122 642 13 692 
6400 5 420 683.380 41 0 16 668 1966 500 4 183 1970 683 5 553 3122 642 13 716 
Thrust level iterations, costs, and benefits are the results shown 
on the last page of Table B-5. The parameters of primary interest are 
Benefit, LCC (Life Cycle Cost), and LCC per captured stage per benefit 
p01nt. The fourth column, number of stages, 1mplies the number of stages 
capture compared to the total number of stages in the mission model. A 
mlSS10n is considered "captured" if (1:> 0.0, thus an additional integer 
number of stages appear in this column. 
F1rst-order effects of "number of stages" present themselves in 
production cost, launch cost, and deployment cost. As more missions are 
captured, the costs increases as expected. 
Lee is composed of production cost, support cost, and PPS RDT and E 
cost. The driver of Lee is support cost (~65%), followed by production 
cost (~25%), and least influential of the three, RDT and E cost, 
(~10%). 
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